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ABSTRACT 
Virtual reconstruction of historic sites, planning of restorations and attachments of new building 
parts, as well as forest inventory are few examples of fields that benefit from the application of 3D 
surveying data. Originally using 2D photo based documentation and manual distance 
measurements, the 3D information obtained from multi camera and laser scanning systems 
realizes a noticeable improvement regarding the surveying times and the amount of generated 3D 
information. The 3D data allows a detailed post processing and better visualization of all relevant 
spatial information. Yet, for the extraction of the required information from the raw scan data and 
for the generation of useable visual output, time-consuming, complex user-based data processing 
is still required, using the commercially available 3D software tools. 
 
In this context, the automatic object recognition from 3D point cloud and depth data has been 
discussed in many different works. The developed tools and methods however, usually only focus 
on a certain kind of object or the detection of learned invariant surface shapes.  
Although the resulting methods are applicable for certain practices of data segmentation, they are 
not necessarily suitable for arbitrary tasks due to the varying requirements of the different fields of 
research. 
 
This thesis presents a more widespread solution for automatic scene reconstruction from 3D point 
clouds, targeting street scenarios, specifically for the task of traffic accident scene analysis and 
documentation. The data, obtained by sampling the scene using a mobile scanning system is 
evaluated, segmented, and finally used to generate detailed 3D information of the scanned 
environment. 
To realize this aim, this work adapts and validates various existing approaches on laser scan 
segmentation regarding the application on accident relevant scene information, including road 
surfaces and markings, vehicles, walls, trees and other salient objects. The approaches are 
therefore evaluated regarding their suitability and limitations for the given tasks, as well as for 
possibilities concerning the combined application together with other procedures. 
The obtained knowledge is used for the development of new algorithms and procedures to allow a 
satisfying segmentation and reconstruction of the scene, corresponding to the available sampling 
densities and precisions.  
 
Besides the segmentation of the point cloud data, this thesis presents different visualization and 
reconstruction methods to achieve a wider range of possible applications of the developed system 
for data export and utilization in different third party software tools.  
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 INTRODUCTION 1.
Within recent years, the generation of virtual three dimensional representations of real world 
objects grew to significant importance for many different fields of research, documentation, and 
visualization. 
No matter if the obtained information is used for the sole purpose of animation or for detailed 
simulations and analysis of new aspects, that would otherwise be impossible to be explored; the 
reconstruction of actual objects and scenarios enables new procedures that were not realizable 
before.  
Together with the growing relevance, also the quality, precision, and sampling rate of the different 
data acquisition techniques was steadily improved. As such, today’s laser scanning devices are 
able to survey millions of precise measurements within seconds and generate vast amounts of 
surface information which have to be further processed in different software environments. Instead 
of extensive manual measurements of object positioning, distances, surface shapes, etc. the data 
of interest can simply be surveyed by the press of a button. 
This possibility is of relevance for the field of accident research. Here, the aim is to retrieve 
information about the accident together with its involved vehicles, the street surface, and all other 
relevant objects within few minutes instead of several hours of surveying. Yet, data surveys are 
only the first step in a series of necessary procedures. Initially, the collected information is only an 
array of millions of points in a three dimensional environment. Because of this, heavy user 
interaction with the data is required to extract the relevant spatial and geometric object information. 
Even though supporting software tools are commercially available on the market, such as 
Geomagic Studio [Geomagic, 2011] and the VR Mesh Studio [Virtual Grid, 2012], these tools only 
represent user-assisting systems for different methods. The actual task of segmenting, classifying, 
and visualizing the object data remains a complex, user involved procedure. 
 
This chapter serves as an introduction into laser scanning applications. To give a big picture of the 
possibilities, an overview of the most common laser scan practices will be presented together with 
existing approaches for the data processing and utilization. As the different operations make use of 
different laser scanning techniques, further insights into the advantages and disadvantages of the 
available systems are given. This is necessary, as the achievable aims for this work, as well as the 
applicable algorithms are strongly related to the used scanning techniques. To complete this 
preliminary chapter, the field of accident research itself will be introduced, giving an insight into the 
accident analysis procedures, the used surveying methods, and the targeted virtual accident scene 
reconstruction.  
1.1 Fields of application 
Laser scanning systems are applied in such areas, where detailed reconstruction and analysis of 
objects and surfaces are required. Regarding the different fields of usage, respective laser 
scanning technologies are applied that conform to the given tasks. As such, phase-shift and time-
of-flight based systems are used for the scanning of rooms, locations and large-scale areas, 
whereas triangulation based scanners are utilized for close up measurements of surfaces with fine 
details of their structures. 
In the following section, several areas of research that already make use of laser scanning 
technologies and are linked to the targeted accident analysis are presented as examples for the 
different fields of application. The areas are discussed in respect of the used methods for the data-
gathering, processing, and final utilization.  
  
2 
1.1.1 Architecture and cultural heritage 
For those fields that aim at the conservation or restoration of architectural and cultural sites, laser 
scanning allows the generation of metrically precise 3D documentations of the relevant objects and 
their surroundings [Aguilera & Lahoz, 2006] [Rüther, et al., 2011] (Figure 1.1-1). In most cases, 
terrestrial laser scanners are used to measure samples of the objects from different positions. The 
resulting point clouds are later registered in a local or global coordinate system and then combined 
to realize a complete 3D representation of the real object. 
 
 
Figure 1.1-1 Example: Laser scan of archaeological excavation site. Left: Photograph of the 
area; Right: Filtered point cloud containing relevant elements of area. [Rüther, 2011] 
Regarding the level of detail, the required data can range from simple distance measurements to 
highly detailed point clouds that capture all facets including surface roughness and visual 
appearance, including colour and luminance. The latter one is usually based on luminance 
information gathered by the scan device itself or additional colour data via mapped camera images. 
The resulting point clouds for themselves provide a geometric description of the actual object. Yet, 
for most projects, semantic information about single object elements, appearances, and 
associations is desired. At the same time, the point clouds usually contain a superset of the data, 
especially on flat surfaces, where the arbitrarily sampled points end up as redundant information to 
describe the plane. 
Especially for the automatic extraction of building data (interior as well as exterior) from laser scan 
data, many approaches were made. As such, [Pu & Vosselman, 2006] and [Jülge & Brenner, 2004] 
present solutions for extracting information about building facades. [Pu & Vosselman, 2006] 
segments a scan data that represents a building into single planar objects, based on point 
neighbourhoods and following analyses the segments using predetermined feature constrains. In 
the approach of [Jülge & Brenner, 2004], edges are extracted from the laser scan data and then 
compared to predefined geometric primitives and shapes to find features like doors and windows. 
The gathering of building interior information and features is of particular interest in industrial 
applications. Main interests are objects like pipes and technical equipment, to analyse safety risks 
and extension possibilities for further instruments. Commonly, most of the relevant objects in such 
surroundings resemble geometric primitives or combinations of primitives. Hence, many 
approaches aim at an automated recognition and reconstruction of those primitives via primitives 
for a segmentation and semantic classification of the scan data. 
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1.1.2 Forestry 
The task of forestry is the management of forest resources including their usage and conservation. 
For this reason, knowledge about the forest growth, concerning mass, dimension, and coverage is 
essential. Originally this task was achieved via statistic samples taken from arbitrary selected trees 
by manual surveys. In this context, laser scanning technologies, airborne as well as terrestrial 
present a promising alternative. Because of the fast and automatized process, surveying tasks can 
be executed within relatively short time and contains detailed information on the environment and 
objects within the surrounding area of the scan device.  
The required data for the forest inventory estimations can furthermore be computed (semi) 
automatically with additional user input during the post processing.  
Using airborne laser scanning (ALS) with first and last pulse registration or full-waveform lasers 
[Wagner, et al., 2008], it is possible to gather information about tree heights and surface heights, 
which enables the computation of spatial information about the single trees heights as well as the 
expansion of the forest area [Hyyppä, et al., 2004]. Based on local height differences above a 
certain threshold, the 3D points describing the terrain are separated from those belonging to 
vegetation and other objects. The remaining points allow a good description of the trees and local 
densities.  
Full-waveform lasers are able to capture further laser pulses in between first and last pulse with 
distances as small as 40 cm [Stilla, et al., 2009]. Doing so, more points within the tree-crown and 
lower vegetation can be captured, resulting in a better dataset that furthermore allows estimations 
about the tree crowns with their diameter and heights.  
Besides the airborne solutions, there are many approaches using terrestrial laser scanning to 
capture 3D information of trees and other vegetation. The focus is on the gathering forestry 
inventory parameters and reconstruction of trees from the point cloud data. In [Bienert & Scheller, 
2008] (Figure 1.1-2), a method is introduced to detect and segment trees, including an estimation 
of the height and root points in relation to the terrain’s slope. The trees are detected using a 
segmentation algorithm based on a 2D point cluster analysis followed by point density raster 
analysis. [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] presents a similar solution extended by a stem modelling from 
circle surfaces that are prior estimated from the tree surfaces at different heights. Regarding the 
reconstruction and further analysis of the trees, an approach presented by [Schilling, et al., 2011] 
aims at the extraction of the tree topology using a volume based approach.  
 
 
Figure 1.1-2 Trees segmented from point cloud of forest area. Ellipsis (black): Erroneous detection. 
[Bienert & Scheller, 2008] 
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All these approaches discuss solutions for the detailed analysis and reconstruction of trees that are 
located in natural surroundings, together with all the existing influences, such as occlusions from 
shrubs or other nearby trees. The possibility to reliably detect trees, using these approaches, 
presents a significant advantage for the field of forestry. Airborne laser scanning applications highly 
benefited from the introduction of the approaches, as they enable a fully automatic survey and 
analysis of whole woodlands, drastically reducing the amount of user interaction and manual 
measurements.  
1.1.3 Transportation & Urban mapping 
Road maintenance and traffic analysis are of high relevance for city planners and traffic safety 
departments. In this regard, street surveys are necessary to evaluate the road quality and detect 
possible safety issues that need to be taken care of.  
The usage of rather old-fashioned approaches, such as total stations are not always applicable in 
different circumstances, as they require long surveying times and prearrangements (e.g. road 
closures, official permission by the city council, etc.) which often lead to additional costs and public 
discontent [Chow, 2007]. For road inspections c unevenness, time related changes, such as 
deformations or pot holes, precise measurements of road profiles are necessary. Using a total 
station, this procedure would require a vast number of measurements to be able to obtain a spatial 
representation of the street surface. Regarding the time related deformation analysis, several 
surveys need to be performed at different times and then be compared to generate information 
about local height deviations.  
In this context, the application of laser scan devices constitutes a big advantage in the field of road 
surveying, allowing a safe survey of the streets and their surrounding environments from afar. 
[Chow, 2007] discusses the safety and time related advantages of laser scanning for highway 
maintenance and especially emphasizes safety related issues that are highly improved, using laser 
scan technologies.  
 
 
Figure 1.1-3 Urban mapping from laser scan data (Left: Detection and outlining of curbstones from 
airborne scan data [Vosselman & Liang, 2009]; Right: Segmentation of street from height jumps and 
detection of adjacent objects [Belton & Bae, 2010]) 
Also for urban mapping related tasks, laser scanning offers new ways for approaching project like 
city models and traffic analysis by gathering complete 3d representations of the environment.  
With reference to the post processing of the obtained point cloud data of the road surfaces, 
different approaches exist for airborne and terrestrial laser scanning. In [Vosselman & Liang, 2009] 
a solution for extracting road sides form airborne scan data, followed by an orthographic line based 
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representation is introduced. Vosselman detects possible street borders via small height jumps 
within the data that are caused by road curbstones. A further systematic evaluation based on 
geometric and spatial properties allows then the reconstruction of a line topology and the 
connection of interrupted line segments. [Belton & Bae, 2010] presents a more detailed 
segmentation for laser scan data. In contrast to [Vosselman & Liang, 2009], Belton uses terrestrial 
scan information, yet reduces the problem for finding the required 3D information to a 2D domain 
based on the assumption, that the significant features are located adjacent of the road surface in a 
orthogonal top-down projection. In this way, algorithms that were originally designed for usage with 
airborne laser scan data can partially be mapped onto terrestrial scan data. 
The street itself is selected by local orientation and height based assumptions. Street curbs are 
detected similar to [Vosselman & Liang, 2009] from small height jumps in areas adjacent to the 
street surface. [Belton & Bae, 2010] further describes the possibility to segment neighbouring 
features of streets (e.g. traffic signs, lanterns, trees) from location and orientation based 
assumptions.  
The reconstruction does not have to be limited solely to the street and adjacent objects. Widening 
the focus from the road maintenance itself to the construction of 3d city models and traffic analysis, 
a complete recognition and reconstruction is desirable, not just of the street itself, but also of other 
elements, especially buildings and vegetation. Regarding the extraction for multiple buildings from 
scan data, most existing solutions are based on airborne laser scan data, while the extraction from 
terrestrial data still needs development [Maas, 2005] mentions several model and data driven 
approaches on airborne laser scan data.  
A further growing market in the fields of city planning, city models, and traffic research are mobile 
laser scanning applications. In this case, a laser scanning device is mounted on a vehicle with the 
aim to scan the environment while the vehicle is driving. Static terrestrial laser scanning in contrast 
requires several scans from predetermined fixed positions, which need to be combined to one large 
point cloud in a post processing step.  
A more detailed comparison between mobile and static terrestrial laser scanning will be given in the 
next section. 
  
This section showed that there is a wide variety of applications that benefit from laser scanning. For 
most of the fields, approaches and solutions for the automatic evaluation and segmentation of the 
scan data are available. These procedures, such as the extraction of street curbs and the 
positioning of trees in the dataset, are also relevant for the field of accident research, as they are 
contributing to the reconstruction of accident scenes. Yet, the existing approaches are tailored to 
their field of application, optimized for the used scan systems, the available meta-information, and 
the usual interferences. As example: most of the approaches designed for terrestrial laser scanning 
in forestry are capable of differentiating between trees and other kinds of vegetation based on the 
detection of pole-like features along the tree-stem. While this is sufficient within woodlands, it will 
lead to erroneous detections within urban areas, where other objects, such as street lanterns and 
traffic signs are present as well. Because of this limitation, most of the existing approaches require 
further evaluation and discussion before they can utilized for accident scene investigation. 
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1.2 Comparison of different laser scanning techniques 
Within the previous section, the most common laser scanning techniques: Airborne and terrestrial 
(stationary and mobile), were introduced. Each of these techniques has its own advantages and 
disadvantages, which have a large influence on their preferences for the different fields of 
application. For this reason, these attributes are discussed in this sub-chapter and evaluated 
regarding their utilization for the accident scene evaluation. 
 
 Airborne Laser 
Scanning 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
  Mobile Scanning Static Scanning 
Data 
Acquisition 
Continuous line scanning 
along flight path 
Continuous line scanning 
along vehicle track 
Hemispherical scanning from 
fixed position 
Surveying 
Methode 
Laser pulse time of flight Time of flight, phase 
difference 
Time of flight, phase 
difference 
Field of 
Application 
Large scale scan projects, 
Topographical tasks 
Street Surveying, 3D City 
models 
Small-area scan projects, 
indoor scans 
Accuracy ~ 0.1m @ 1km range 0.001 – 0.01m @ 25-100m range 
Point 
Density 
Average 10-20 pts/m², 
roughly constant point 
distance when small Field 
of view (FOV) 
Over 400 pts/m² possible 
Highly dependent of distance & surface orientation 
At fixed moving velocity 
constant density along 
movement path 
Decreasing density with 
growing distance of 
scan device 
Coverage Sidewise: ~7° FOV & 1km 
range: ~125m. In flight 
direction: progressive 
Progressive scanning same 
as ALS, but sidewise 
limited in range due to 
occlusions with different 
objects. 
On orthogonal surface 80m 
(phase) - 1km (time of 
flight). Significantly 
constricted on dark surface 
or  narrow angle 
Object 
Occlusion 
“top-down” view can lead to 
occlusion of vertical 
surfaces.  
Occlusion of surfaces 
parallel to scanning plane 
and surfaces covered by 
objects in front. 
Occlusions of surfaces that 
are hidden from scan POV. 
Solvable with multiple 
scans 
Data Size Dependent on  flight time 
and scan resolution 
Dependent on driving time 
and scan resolution 
Dependent on scan re-
solution (fixed scan time) 
Preparation 
Time 
Much prearrangement 
required, detailed planning 
necessary -> track of 
airplane, take-off and 
landing points, timing, etc. 
Only little prearrangement 
required. Planning reduced 
to driving route 
Only little prearrangement 
required. Planning of scan 
positions necessary 
Table 1.2-1 Comparison airborne and terrestrial (static and mobile) laser scanning 
1.2.1 Comparison airborne and terrestrial laser scanning 
As shown in Table 1.2-1, airborne and terrestrial laser scanning differ in many aspects. Concerning 
the field of application, airborne laser scanning (ALS) is suitable exclusively used for large-scale 
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scan projects, based on its wide coverage and the time-consuming preparation necessary for each 
single scanning task. At about 1000m altitude, today’s ALS offer a point density of up to 20 pts/m² 
with accuracies in the range of 0.1m [Leica Geosystems, 2011], [Riegl, 2010]. With such point 
densities, ALS is only suitable for surveying objects of large dimensions. Looking at inner city 
areas, ALS proofed to be sufficient for determining building positions and shape [Maas, 2005], 
large vegetation and streets, even including street curbs [Vosselman & Liang, 2009]. Nonetheless, 
it fails at surveying tasks that include objects of dimensions smaller than one fourth of a square 
metre because of the sampling rate and occlusions of relevant object parts from above.  
Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) on the contrary is able to generate nearly arbitrarily detailed scans. 
Objects that are partly occluded by others or are required to be sampled from all sides can be 
surveyed using a combination of several scans which are then connected via a set of scan markers 
[Becerik-Gerber, et al., 2011] or an iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [Rusinkiewicz & Levoy, 
2001]. TLS systems used for surveying tasks are mainly based on pulse time of flight and phase 
shift measurement principles. They offer scan ranges from 80m [Zoller+Fröhlich GmbH, 2010] to 
1km with accuracies between 0.1 – 1cm. Scan systems based on triangulation measurement 
principle can accomplish accuracies of few µm [Nikon, 2012] but are rather used in areas of 
reverse engineering because of their limited range capabilities of less than 1m.  
Nonetheless, other TLS systems likewise have limitations regarding their range. The mentioned 
ranges, as the 80m for the Imager 5006 laser scanner, are only valid for laser projections on 
orthogonal surfaces with good diffuse reflectivity. Considering the surveying of street surfaces with 
TLS systems, the projection angle of the laser beam onto the street surface flattens fast with 
growing distance from the scan device. At the same time, with decreasing projection angle, the 
amount of diffuse reflected light, back into the direction of the scan device also drastically 
decreases. 
 
Figure 1.2-1 Influence of surface moisture on laser scan results [Jungmichel, et al., 2006] 
Tests by [Jungmichel, et al., 2006] with a Z+F Imager 5003 scanner showed that a good point 
cloud result of the dark street surface is only achieved within the first 20m radius from the scan 
device when positioned at about 1.8m height above the surface. At higher distances and flatter 
projection angle, the luminosity returning to the scan device becomes too small, so that no or only 
imprecise measurements are possible. On a wet street, the already dark surface becomes more 
specular, resulting in even less light to be returned to the scan device. [Jungmichel, et al., 2006] 
showed that with growing surface wetness, the radius for a successful measurement can decrease 
down to 10 m distance on the ground surface (Figure 1.2-1). Smaller surveying distance means 
more scans are necessary for the reconstruction of a site and can result in additional post 
processing work for the combination of those scans to one representative complete 3d point cloud.  
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The post processing of 3d point clouds obtained from TLS can be more complex than point clouds 
from ALS because of the varying point distribution. Airborne generated scan data tends to create 
more homogenous point distributions, due to the scan distance and the narrow field of view. TLS 
based data in contrast usually shows a very high point density in the area close to the scan device 
that decreases fast with growing distance. At higher scan resolutions, the average point distance 
close to the scan device can even reach below the range of the local positioning error, which can 
result in difficulties for different algorithms that are based on local point neighbourhoods (e.g. 
estimation of surface normal). In this case, further preparations for smoothing of point cloud 
surfaces or reduction of the local point densities are required before the actual post processing 
steps can be executed on the data. 
1.2.2 Stationary laser scanning versus mobile laser scanning 
MLS systems basically use terrestrial laser scanning equipment configured for mobile laser 
scanning. Usually the scan devices run in a 2D profile mode, which means, the laser continuously 
rotates around a single fixed axis, sampling point distances along a single line, diagonal to the 
vehicle’s movement direction.  
Because of its construction, the number of possible applications for mobile laser scanning is highly 
reduced compared to stationary TLS. Until now, MLS systems are available for street (via 
automobile) and coastal surveying (via boat) [Vaaja, et al., 2011]. For other areas, such as indoor 
scanning tasks, there are approaches using custom made devices [Biber, et al., 2004]. Yet until 
now, these are mainly research progress without commercial application. 
A decisive advantage of mobile laser scanning over static TLS solutions is the possibility to survey 
long street segments and paths with a single continuous scan. This highly reduces the required 
surveying times as well as the necessary steps for the post processing of the 3D data. Moreover, 
when surveying roads, the area can be captured directly while moving along the driving lane. 
Regarding the results of [Jungmichel, et al., 2006] that show good scan results on street surfaces 
till a distance of approximately 20m from the scan device, it is possible to capture larger streets 
with a diameter of 40 metres width in a single scan procedure. Limitations are only given for large 
roads with lanes separated via crash barriers.  
 
 
Figure 1.2-2 Example combination of static terrestrial laser scans along road sides of a rural 
road. The two light circles visible in the image represent the centre positions of the laser 
scans. 
To point out the advantage of MLS: When surveying a road of 200m length, using a static laser 
scanning device (considering the limitation of 20m radius), at least 5 local scan procedures are 
required. For a good result of the point cloud, it is further recommendable that the point clouds 
overlap. Reducing the distance between the scans by 25%, at least 7 scans are necessary for a 3d 
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reconstruction of the street surface. For wider streets, further scans are needed from both street 
borders, as a positioning of the scan device directly on the road’s centre is only possible if the 
traffic is blocked for safety measures.  
In contrast to this, mobile laser scanning allows a complete survey of the road surface within a 
single continuous scan. When examining the point cloud data, obtained from such a procedure 
(Figure 1.2-2, Figure 1.2-3), a more evenly point distribution of the MLS data is noticeable.  
 
 
Figure 1.2-3 Sample mobile laser scanning of rural road 
Yet, one advantage of static laser scanning over its mobile competitor is the possibility to place the 
scan device in nearly any arbitrary position, allowing to scan even such regions that are 
unreachable for MLS systems due to their size restrictions and positioning possibilities. Scanning 
an arbitrary object from multiple point of views to generate a complete reconstruction of its surface 
is often only very limited, or even impossible to realize via MLS. One example for the requirement 
of a complete object reconstruction is the evaluation of the vehicle surface deformation, resulting 
from a crash. In this case, a possibly complete surface reconstruction of the deformed vehicle is 
necessary for posterior comparison with a given surface model (e.g. CAD-model). By mapping both 
datasets onto each other, knowledge about the deformation severity of the different vehicle parts 
can be obtained (Figure 1.2-4). 
 
 
Figure 1.2-4 Pseudo colour visualization of vehicle deformation from Euclidian distance 
based comparison of scanned deformed car body and model surface 
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1.2.3 Conclusion 
Due to the multiple advantages of mobile laser scanning for surveys of extended roads, the 
application of such systems is also desirable for accident scene investigations. Allowing to scan 
longer tracks while obtaining dense sampled information about the road surface and the adjacent 
objects, mobile laser scanning presents a good solution for the targeted application. Likewise, the 
facts that the scan procedure itself can be accomplished quicker and does not require the operator 
to leave the vehicle thus massively reduce safety issues.  
Aerial laser scanning does not present an alternative for the given purpose, as the required 
preparation time and the low sampling density are in no relation to the other solutions and 
furthermore would not be applicable, as a sampling of the scene, executed days after the collision 
would lack of all those traces of temporary nature (vehicle end-positions, police-markings). 
Stationary terrestrial scanning systems as well underlie the discussed disadvantages of limited 
sampling range and highly deviating local point densities. Only in case, detailed reconstructions of 
single objects or scanning narrow areas that are unreachable by the mobile scan devices is 
required, the combination of multiple stationary scans becomes recommendable.  
Yet, such cases are rather uncommon as the field of accident reconstruction is usually interested in 
those areas that are traversable by vehicles (and thus, by a mobile scanning system). Moreover, 
detail scans of the involved vehicles are usually acquired in an additional posterior step, as most of 
the times the cars are removed from the accident scene upfront and can only be examined at a 
local car dealership, junk yard or on private property. 
Because of these reasons, the presented work will mainly focus on data acquired solely from 
mobile scanning procedures for the targeted solutions and algorithms to realize the aim of a 
satisfying classification and extraction of the desired data. 
1.3 Accident Research and Investigation 
This work is focused on the surveying and processing of traffic accident related information from 
laser scanning data for the purpose of accident research and investigation. Accident research 
organizations aim at the improvement of traffic safety by analysing the reason and sequence of 
events that actually caused an accident. Essential aspects of traffic accidents are the scene itself 
including its environment and vehicles, physical effects on drivers and vehicles as well as psychical 
and medical factors that influenced the drivers’ behaviour and reaction. All these factors must be 
carefully analysed to enable conclusions about how and why the accident happened.  
Due to the versatile research subjects of accident research, this sub-chapter will solely concentrate 
on the survey, analysis, and reconstruction of the accident scene itself. For a more detailed insight 
into the other areas (biomechanics, medicine, legislative, psychology, etc.), the “handbook on 
accident reconstruction” [Burg & Moser, 2009] is recommended. 
In the following subsection, a brief introduction into the accident scene analysis is given, including 
an overview of important aspects and traces, detectable within accident scene and their relevance 
to the targeted reconstruction. To give a better insight into the current surveying approaches, the 
available technologies, together with their possibilities and limitations are discussed afterwards.  
The final step of the accident scene investigation is the creation of a virtual 2D or 3D representation 
of the actual scenario, followed by a physical simulation that re-enacts the sequence of the crash. 
For this reason, the currently used approaches and software environments will be presented at the 
end of this section. 
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1.3.1 Analysis of the accident scenario 
 
An accident scenario consists of the accident location together with all traces, objects, and 
environment information that contributed to the happening of the accident. The analysis of the 
scenario aims at detecting and surveying all those aspects for a later reconstruction and simulation 
of the actual sequence of the happening.  
 
 
Figure 1.3-1 Left: Skid marks sourcing from braking activities; right: traces of broken glass 
and further vehicle parts. 
The most vital evidences at the accident scene are usually those of short-term existence: 
Temporary traces and markings that allow detailed conclusions about the vehicle movements and 
velocities. But also other traces that are of more permanent nature, such as traffic signs or 
lanterns, can be relevant for a correct evaluation of the scenario. The traces listed in Table 1.3-1 
are of major interest for accident researches. 
 
Traces on street surface Traces in adjacent area 
- Skid marks 
- Police markings 
- Vehicle parts 
- Obstacles  
- Vehicle end position 
- Abrasions 
- Imprints 
- Occlusions 
- Vehicle parts 
- Vehicle end position 
Table 1.3-1 Relevant surface traces for accident reconstruction 
Skid marks are traces that originate from locked tires as result of braking activities (Figure 1.3-1) or 
sliding incidents. The friction of the locked tires causes tire abrasions or even asphalt bleeding, 
which appear as darkened areas on the street surface. For the reconstruction of the accident, skid 
marks are of interest as they can comprise vital indices about the vehicle movements before and 
after the collision. Besides this rather obvious data they can contain information about the vehicle 
velocities before the initiation of the braking action [Becke, 2005]. In case of activated safety 
systems like electronic stability control (ESC) or anti-lock braking system (ABS) skid marks can still 
appear at full brake application, although they appear weaker than without ABS [Rausch, 2008]. 
The resulting skid marks even allow conclusions to determine if certain systems were activated 
before the accident [Rausch, 2008]. 
If the traces are resulting from vehicle drifts, their shapes in relation to the widening of their radius 
and thickness furthermore render conclusions about the driver’s steering behaviour and activities of 
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the ESC system possible [Simmermacher, et al., 2009]. Moreover, with known information about 
surface and tire friction, the radius of a drifting mark allows conclusions about the maximum 
velocity of the vehicle at that moment.  
To improve the visibility and traceability of potentially weaker markings, the police forces or 
accident research teams at the scene highlight those marks using special signal coloured chalk. 
These so called police markings allow a better overview of the accident scene and also help to 
maintain the visibility of those wheel traces on the street surface for a longer period in time. 
Likewise, the final positions of the accident vehicles are marked in the same way. Figure 1.3-2 
shows such a police drawing. Hereby, the car edges and wheel axis positions are highlighted. 
Wheel alignment is indicated via T shaped scribbles pointing in orthogonal direction of the wheels 
orientation. 
The final vehicle positions are required for a complete accident reconstruction. In relation to the 
driving path and collision point of the vehicles, the end positions allow conclusions about the 
directional and rotational forces that acted on the vehicles at the time of the accident. 
 
 
Figure 1.3-2 Vehicle end position after a traffic accident on a motorway 
Vehicle parts and glass fragments on the street surface are often indices for collision positions. 
Regarding the deformations, torn of parts and broken windows / lights of the accident vehicles, an 
allocation of the detected traces is possible. In case of a rollover accident, such traces also can be 
found along the vehicle path after the initial collision. As the loose and broken car parts are 
especially sensitive for alteration of their position, they are first marked on the road surface by the 
research teams before further investigation steps are proceeded.  
Other relevant factors are obstacles on the road surface that could have influenced the drivers’ 
behaviours before the accident (e.g. pot holes, twigs, branches, etc.). Such obstacles can force the 
drivers to sudden evasive movements or take their attention and thus, be relevant indices for the 
accident analysis. 
For a detailed reconstruction, solely investigating the street surface positions is not enough. 
Besides the obvious cases, where a vehicle got off the road and an analysis of the path towards its 
final position becomes necessary, the surrounding environment of the accident scene itself can 
contain relevant information as well. In this context, the examination of possible occlusions of the 
drivers’ views, reflections on surfaces and distractions of the drivers’ attention is of interest. For this 
reason, position and distances of houses, traffic signs and signals, height and density of vegetation 
have to be analysed as well.  
All these indices are examined in combination to determine the cause and the sequence of events 
regarding the accident.  Usually, those objects that hinder or block the traffic at the accident scene 
are highlighted first via police markings, followed by transient and barely recognizable traces. 
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Especially skid marks can dissolve within few hours unless asphalt bleeding occurred. 
Nevertheless, those markings are only visible for few days, dependent on abrasion and weather 
conditions. As such, the survey of the accident scene furthermore is time-dependent in relation to 
those visibilities.  
1.3.2 Surveying Methods 
After the accident scene has been secured and the required traces have been highlighted, the area 
must be surveyed to allow an in-depth analysis of the accident’s cause and of the sequence of 
events. This section gives an insight into the most common surveying systems and technologies 
used in accident research: Manual measuring systems, photogrammetric methods, and laser 
scanning.  
1.3.2.1 Manual measuring systems 
Until now, most information about traffic accidents is surveyed using traditional measuring methods 
such as metering wheels, measuring rods and tapes, as well as tachymeters. Metering wheels and 
tachymeters are used to measure the Euclidian distances between determined objects or the 
object dimensions (e.g. the lengths of a skid mark, end position of an accident vehicle in respect of 
the street boarder and its local coordinates in the accident scenario). Usually the surveyed data is 
collected via hand-drawn accident sketches that include these measurements. Likewise, height 
related information, such as height of hedges, tree crowns and other vegetation that might be 
relevant for the reconstruction is usually measured in such ways.  
 
 
Figure 1.3-3 Hand drawn sketch of accident scenario including manual measurements of 
accident traces 
With the exception of tachymeters, the mentioned equipment has the advantage of very low costs 
and ease of use. It is the basic equipment for any accident research team and as such always 
available. Nevertheless, as every object and trace within the scene needs to be surveyed manually, 
the mentioned measurement methods are very time-consuming and limited regarding their 
measurement precision. 
Moreover, all these measurements are time dependent, as they must be accomplished directly at 
the accident scene. Any post processing or analysis later on is no more possible, which means, 
that those measurements that were missed at the scene, can only be estimated later on, but no 
more measured.  
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1.3.2.2 Photogrammetric methods 
A more promising approach for accident surveying is the application of photogrammetric methods 
to evaluate and measure the accident scene, using photographs of the location. Here, known 
spatial attributes within the photos, such as certain measured points with known position, are used 
to acquire distance information of objects and traces of the scene. The common approach in 
accident research is the computation of an orthographic top-over presentation of the accident 
scene with known map scale (Figure 1.3-5). The resulting images can complement the hand drawn 
sketches with actual 2D distance information, which consequently enable posterior measurements 
within the gathered data. Although the obtained distance information underlies planar restrictions, 
the result is usually still sufficient for the analysis of the accident. Furthermore the image data 
allows an overview of the complete accident scene and thus is a preferred tool for the purpose of 
documentation. For the generation of these orthographic photos, information about the desired 
projection plane is required. Usually the street surface is used for this purpose to compute the 
parameters of the image distortion, resulting from the used lenses and camera systems.  
The software PC-Rect [Dr. Steffan Datentechnik, 2011] allows the generation of orthophotos via 
image rectification, using manually measured reference points (markings) on a roughly planar 
surface (here: road surface). Usually the reference points are roughly equally distributed over the 
desired surface, similar to a regular grid. Each of these reference markings is given a unique ID 
value and the distance between neighbouring reference point is measured. The software then 
transforms the images onto a common image plane, connecting the adjacent images using the 
reference points that are included in both pictures. 
Yet, as the images are usually no top-down views by themselves, but rather perspective 
photographs taken from an elevated point of view, the required distortion becomes progressively 
larger with flatter projection angles of the road surface towards the camera centres. In this context, 
larger distortion means a loss in image details, as smaller areas on the images will represent larger 
parts of the actual road surface. Due to this reason, an elevated position, which is closer to a top-
down view, is preferable for the photographs. (Figure 1.3-4, left). 
 
     
Figure 1.3-4 Left: Photograph of accident scene including markers for image rectification; Right: 
Sketch describing distances between markers 
Although these generated orthographic projections allow better post processing of the data and 
better measurements than solely taken from the earlier procedures, there are still several 
disadvantages that must be taken into account when using camera based solutions.  
As such, night time surveys require additional strong light sources to illuminate the accident scene 
for the photographs. As the single photos are meant to cover possibly large parts of the road 
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surface, regular lighting equipment usually does not provide enough intensity to fully illuminate the 
area. Instead, professional flood lighting equipment of police departments or fire-fighters is 
necessary for a good illumination of the scene (Figure 1.3-4), which severely increases the 
required precautions and time-consumption of the approach. 
But also during day time, there are certain limitations. As such, the streets must be secured from 
passing traffic because of safety issues. Especially on motorways and roads with heavy traffic, 
these precautions are difficult to be achieved, as they would take too long time and thus could 
easily lead to traffic jams. Moreover, such a procedure is in direct contrast to the public 
requirement, that a road blockage that occurred due to traffic accidents must be cleared as quickly 
as possible to allow the hindered traffic to pass through. 
 
 
Figure 1.3-5 Left: Orthographic top over projection of an accident scene combined of 
multiple rectified photographs. 
Besides such time and location based restraints, orthographic images are limited regarding spatial 
documentation of height deviations. Areas with varying inclination and uneven street surfaces can 
have a strong impact on accidents as the vehicle’s driving behaviour is influenced by the inclination 
and the visibility of other traffic participants can be limited. 
Orthophotos however only give a planar representation of the area without any inclination or height 
change information (Figure 1.3-5). To cover this deficiency, additional manual measurements to 
include sudden height changes (e.g. potholes) and extended variations of the inclination angle 
become necessary. 
1.3.2.3 Laser scanning methods 
Up until now, the application of laser scanning devices for the field of accident surveying is less 
common, mainly because of the high costs of the current devices and required expertise that 
especially hinder smaller and medium sized surveying departments from investing in such systems. 
Nevertheless, laser scanning allows detailed and precise surveys of the accident location while the 
measurement can be executed adjacent to the street surface in most cases. Furthermore laser 
scanning allows the survey of the accident scene within a minimum of time, which means 
considerably better on-site safety for the research teams and the possibility to scan without the 
requirement of road barricades. 
Regarding the analysis and measurement of the accident scenario, all tasks are executed during 
post processing on the sampled 3D data. The amount of details and the precision achieved from 
the laser scan data highly depends on the used scan device and its configuration. Most scan 
devices are able to capture > 100.000 distance measurements per second and furthermore retrieve 
intensity information about these measured points. This information enables the recovery of colour 
based traces, such as skid marks and street markings.  
However, this 3D point cloud data also consumes multiple times the memory which would be 
required for image based surveys, easily reaching several gigabyte in size. Instead of a fixed 
regular grid of 2D points, the data consists of millions of points arbitrarily spread throughout 3D 
space. Because of this reason, the processing of the data requires special software to filter the 
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point data of erroneous measurements, improve the data quality and detect and process the point 
cloud to obtain the desired spatial information. If the scan data was generated from multiple scans, 
those scans furthermore need to be combined first before continuing with the actual data 
processing.  
Altogether, laser scanning has multiple advantages in contrast to the other mentioned methods. 
Yet, because of the high costs of a scan device, the time-consuming and extensive post-
processing the usage of laser scanning methods for accident research tasks is still limited. 
1.3.3 Reconstruction and simulation of the accident scenario 
The traces and data collected during the survey of the accident scene allow many conclusions 
about how and why an accident occurred. Yet, there are still many uncertainties regarding relevant 
parameters (e.g. velocity of accident involved participants, angle of collision) and factors (e.g. outer 
influences, relevance of safety systems, such as ABS and ESC). For this reason, the accident is 
reconstructed for re-enactment as a computer simulation, using all those traces and facts gathered 
during the survey. Simulating the accident scene allows the evaluation of all possible movements 
and reactions that led to the actual crash. In this way, a valid representation and documentation of 
the accident can directly be achieved and supported from a visualisation of the simulated data. 
Especially in court, such evidence can be of significant importance to demonstrate the sequence of 
the accident. The simulation environment is desired to represent the whole accident scene, 
including all relevant objects and traces. This includes the roads, crossings, together with all those 
objects that were either directly involved in the accident or had an influence on the sequence (e.g. 
view occluding like trees and walls or traffic related objects, such as speed limitations, traffic lights). 
Together with the estimated vehicle velocities, collision- and end positions, the sequence of the 
accident can be finally reproduced in a simulation environment. 
At Volkswagen Accident Research, the accident simulation and reconstruction also has an 
additional use besides the sole evaluation of the scenario. The obtained accident data about the 
vehicle movements, parameters and the accident scenario is kept in a database for statistical 
purpose. Before actual build of newly invented or planned safety and driver assistance systems are 
constructed, the available database is used to evaluate the quality and benefit of these systems. 
Here, accidents from the database that correspond to the target group of the new approaches are 
reused in their existing simulation environments. Yet, instead of just running the simulation again, 
the given vehicle setups are overwritten by including the new systems with their used devices and 
algorithms. In this way, the simulations will compute the known scenario with the new setup, to 
evaluate if the accident could be diminished or even avoided, when using the new system. As 
these computations are re-executed on a large number on simulations, statistical conclusions 
about the quality of the new systems can be obtained. 
To realize this aim, the Volkswagen Accident Research Group uses software environments like PC 
Crash [Dr. Steffan Datentechnik, 2012]. PC Crash is the currently leading software toolkit for 
collision and trajectory simulation of vehicle accidents and can be used for 2D as well as 3D 
computation and visualization of the scenarios (Figure 1.3-6). 
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Figure 1.3-6 Screenshot of the vehicle crash simulation software PC Crash 
1.3.3.1 PC Crash 
The simulation software PC Crash [Dr. Steffan Datentechnik, 2012] is a complex and 
comprehensive tool for the analysis of traffic accidents of single and multiple vehicles. It allows a 
detailed reconstruction of the accident scenario, complete physical computation of vehicle 
movements and their behaviour before and after the crash. Regarding the crash, the physics 
system of the software gives an insight into the present forces that act on the vehicles. Furthermore 
it is used to evaluate possible prerequisites for the scenario (e.g. different vehicle velocities, 
breaking behaviour, etc.) that could have prevented the accident from happening. 
For the reconstruction of the accident scenario, PC Crash offers multiple procedures. As such, the 
street surface can be reconstructed using provided configurable standard patterns. Yet, it is 
possible to define the curvature, length, and camber of the street as well as modifying the street’s 
appearance in respect of lane numbers, separation lines, and / or connected pave walks. Using this 
modular concept, the user can define the appearance and shape of the street. To simplify this 
procedure, the construction can be supported by importing orthographic images into the virtual 
environment. The orthophotos are then used as drafts for the actual modelling of the street surface 
and can be used for a later definition of object / obstacle positioning as well as vehicle trajectories 
(via visible police-markings, break-lines, etc.).  
As PC Crash allows the import of prebuild 3D objects and vector graphics, the construction can be 
further simplified. If a complete 3D model of the road surface is available, this model can be 
imported into the software environment and directly applied for the simulation. But also other 
arbitrary objects, such as trees, walls, and road signs can be loaded from external files and 
positioned within the model space.   
In this context, 3D information obtainable from laser scan data plays a significant role. Instead of 
requiring time-consuming user-based modelling, the whole scene with its street surface, 
surrounding environment and objects can be reconstructed and imported from a previous scan of 
the location. Yet, to realize this aim, several new procedures are required that make such an 
automatized system possible.  
1.4 Aim of this work 
The automatic segmentation and evaluation of raw point cloud information, for the aim of extracting 
descriptive data that represents the accident scene, is an extensive task that requires multiple 
complex procedures. The point cloud must be analysed, relevant surfaces and objects must be 
detected, extracted, and finally visualized in a satisfying way. 
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These aspects are covered in this work with focus on the reconstruction of traffic accident street 
scenarios. The aim of the work is the development of a new software solution that allows mobile 
laser scan surveys of accident scenes and the extraction and refinement of all relevant information, 
while requiring as little user interaction as possible. For this aim, this thesis presents solutions and 
elaborates newly developed procedures and algorithms step by step: From the generation of the 
mobile surveyed scan data, its preparation and filtering, till the final reconstruction and visualization 
of the segmented object information. 
The resulting dataset is targeted to be used directly for the evaluation of the accident scenario and 
application in simulation software as 3D object information, as well as 2D vector graphics and 
orthographic representations. 
1.5 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis is divided as follows: 
At first, the mobile scanning system, developed during this work will be explained. Starting from the 
requirements for the scan system and a comparison to commercially available solutions, the MLS 
is discussed together with its implementation and possible extensions. 
As the point clouds, obtainable from the system only consist of raw data with information about the 
positioning of the points and their respective intensity values, the consecutive chapter concentrates 
on the preparation of the scan data for all further procedures, including the sorting and 
management of the point cloud’s structure. 
To allow a better understanding of the developed algorithms and their implementation, chapter 4 
elucidates the most important standard procedures for the point cloud processing that are required 
for the next sections.  
Once all preparations for the data processing have been completed, the actual procedures for the 
segmentation and evaluation can be executed. For this reason, chapter 5 gives an insight into the 
different features and elements that are required for a reconstruction of an accident scene. The 
chapter is divided into the examinable areas and object groups, which are then discussed in detail. 
Based on this knowledge, the main part of this work is discussed in chapter 6. For each of the 
groups of chapter 5, existing approaches are evaluated regarding their usability for the given 
cause. The approaches are evaluated, adapted, and combined to realize a possibly best result for 
the given tasks. Those elements, for which no satisfying result was achievable with the known 
techniques, new procedures were developed. 
To give a better insight into the applicability of the different algorithms and procedures, chapter 7 
will present a detailed evaluation of the achievable results and influence of different 
parameterizations. 
At last, the 8th chapter will cover different methods for the visualization and export of the extracted 
point cloud information as 2D and 3D vector and image representations.  
Regarding the large spectrum of this thesis, additional future prospects to enhance the developed 
methods and segmentation results will be discussed in chapter 9. 
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 MOBILE LASER SCANNING ASSISTED BY STANDARD VEHICLE ON-2.
BOARD SENSOR SYSTEMS 
As mentioned earlier in chapter 1.2.2, mobile laser scanning has multiple advantages over the 
static laser scanning approach with regard to surveys along street surfaces. Nevertheless, mobile 
laser scanning systems (MLS) are only suitable for outdoor use on extended pathways and thus, 
can only cover a particular kind of the scan procedures. Besides this fact, currently available 
commercial MLS, such as discussed by [Rieger, et al., 2010], are very cost-intensive with prices 
exceeding the range of 500.000€. This is due to the additional hardware and purpose-built 
equipment, required for such a system. Furthermore, the MLS are usually constructed as fixed 
structure and cannot be separated. This means, that the equipped scan devices can only be used 
for the task of mobile scanning. 
As laser scanning devices already present an expensive investment for surveying companies, 
static scan approaches are usually preferred over mobile ones. This decision is further emphasized 
by the multiple times larger field of application of static scans. 
To reduce the costs of mobile laser scanning systems, while keeping flexibility regarding the field of 
application, a new MLS approach was developed in this thesis, specially aimed at the usage for 
traffic accident surveys. The here presented system uses a standard static laser scan device in 
profile mode (2D) in combination with the vehicle integrated sensors and equipment (Figure 2.1-1).  
This section will provide a more detailed insight into the developed system, from the given 
requirements and available standard vehicle hardware, to the computation of the vehicle 
movements and generation of the 3D point cloud data.  
2.1 Comparison with existing MLS solutions 
Today’s commercial MLS are all based on a complex system that must be purpose built into or 
onto a standard vehicle [Rieger, et al., 2010]. The systems usually consist of an inertial navigation 
system (INS) and a dGPS-device to estimate the vehicle’s directional movements, positioning and 
orientation.  
 
 
Figure 2.1-1 Laser scan device mounted on rear of a Volkswagen Touareg 
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Usually the vehicle’s velocity and covered distance are obtained from additional odometers that are 
externally connected to the tires, while the vehicle’s orientation is obtained from an inertial 
measurement unit (IMU), equipped with a gyroscope for each dimension. A dGPS-device is then 
used in the system for positioning reference and minimizing the global error. Alternatively, many 
systems use a multitude of dGPS-devices to obtain information about movement and orientation. 
The mentioned systems are basically independent from each other and gather information at a 
certain fixed repetition rate. To keep track of the collected data and keeping the different systems 
synchronized, the scanning solutions are furthermore equipped with real time computers that are 
capable of reading and writing the data within a predetermined deadline and detecting possible 
timeouts of the single devices (i.e. within the INS of the VMX-250 MLS by Riegl [Rieger, et al., 
2010]. All these systems are very expensive and to most parts replaceable by systems and 
sensors that are already integrated parts of current, mass produced vehicles. 
To give a brief example: The electronic stability control (ESC) already contains a multitude of 
sensors for analysing a vehicle’s movements that all communicate over a common field bus 
system. Basically, the ESC uses the available sensor information to evaluate the car movements in 
respect of deviations between the expected and measured cornering [Reif, 2001]. If the system 
detects that the tire is about to slip, it intervenes to avoid the uncontrolled behaviour. 
For such a system to work correctly, the required data must be available within a fixed deadline. If 
this premise cannot be guaranteed, time-based differences of the sensor measurements could lead 
to erroneous estimations, which means the system would become unusable.  
2.2 Requirements for the MLS 
Basically, a mobile scanning system consists of two components: the laser scanning device, 
delivering the local point measurements and the provided vehicle odometry, used to retrieve the 
positioning of the scan device within the surveyed environment and thus to transfer the local 
measurements into the global coordinate system. To achieve such results, several requirements 
must be met, starting from the synchronization and real-time preconditions, the estimation of the 
vehicle position within the local and global coordinates at each required point in time, till the 
synchronization and combination of the positioning information and the scan device 
measurements. All these steps must be fulfilled with sufficient precision to create a mobile 
scanning system that is useable for the desired aim of fast and secure accident scene surveys. In 
this section, these requirements are discussed in detail with particular attention to the given aim.  
2.2.1 Requirements for vehicle tracking precision 
Regarding the tracking of vehicle movements, the prerequisites strongly vary regarding the type of 
desired result, from simple navigation device till fully automatic driving systems. As this work is 
aimed at the reconstruction of accident scenes, the used mobile scanning system and thus the 
accuracy of the computed vehicle movements must be sufficient for the analysis of the accident. 
This means, that the resulting vehicle track and the generated 3d point cloud information must 
provide measurement accuracy sufficient for the dimensions of a usual accident scene (50-100m 
up to 400m). 
While in other fields, such as architecture, very high exactness of the data, also for long distance 
measurements, is desired, the field of accident research only requires decimetre precision within 
few hundred metres distance along the measurements. Nonetheless, these measurements must 
be possible regardless of the scene’s environment. As the quality of GPS receptions often 
decreases or even completely disappears within areas, such as tunnels or densely covered inner 
cities, the targeted system must still be applicable when only relying on the available sensors. 
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2.2.2 Real time requirements 
Besides the availability and accuracy of the required sensor information, the obtained data must 
furthermore meet certain real time requirements with a minimized delay between the moment of the 
measurement and the reception of the corresponding data. This means, that the crucial information 
must not be delayed due to other, less important data or high processor workload. As mentioned 
before, this issue is solved in currently commercial mobile scanning solutions via additional real-
time computing systems that guarantee the processing of the data within predefined deadlines. 
Here, all sensors and devices are connected to the real time computer and used in combination to 
generate the desired 3d point cloud information. The downsides of such a system are the 
significantly higher costs and the complex construction. 
2.2.3 Synchronization 
For the generation of the desired 3d point cloud, the vehicle trajectory and the laser scan 
measurements must be combined. Without additional information about the chronological 
correspondence between the different devices, this aim is difficult to be achieved. Other mobile 
scanning solutions obtain this information directly via the built-in real-time computing device, which 
appends time-stamps to the data streams. As all parts (sensors, devices, laser scanner) are linked 
to the real time computer, they share a common time-basis and can directly be used for the 
computation of the global point positions.  
2.3 Standard equipped vehicle systems 
Since the first of November 2011, all new car models within the European Union must be equipped 
with ESP / ESC [Robert Bosch GmbH, 2011]. As mentioned earlier, for the ESC to work correctly, a 
multitude of sensors with real time capable data streams is required to estimate the expected and 
actual vehicle movements. This means that these sensors and devices are standard equipped 
within arbitrary vehicles and correspond to the qualitative prerequisites of the electronic stability 
control. In this section, the standard equipped systems are explained regarding their usability and 
availability for the extraction of the vehicle’s trajectory. 
The vehicle used within this project is a Volkswagen T5. As such the presented data and 
conclusions are based on the evaluation of this model. 
2.3.1 The vehicle fieldbus system 
The fieldbus system is the central data network of a vehicle which connects the available sensors, 
modules, and computing devices with each other. It is responsible for the data transfer between the 
different components and the priority based scheduling of the data without the need of an 
additional host-computer for the management. In most of today’s vehicles, a CAN-bus, based on 
the control area network (CAN) protocol is used as field bus within the vehicles. The CAN-bus was 
specifically designed for the automotive industry at Robert Bosch GmbH [Robert Bosch GmbH, 
1991] as standard for the vehicle device communication. It allows data transfer rates of up to 1 
Mbit/s and appends an 11-Bit (CAN 2.0A) or 22-Bit (CAN 2.0B) ID-Value at the beginning of each 
data-segment sent to distinguish the different messages. At the same time, the ID-Value also 
defines the message’s priority level. The lower the value, the higher the message priority on the 
CAN-bus. To ensure an optimal performance of the CAN-bus, the IDs are assigned respectively to 
their relevance and the deadlines that are required for the systems to work correctly. Within the 
current mass produced vehicles, the message IDs are assigned in such ways, that all messages 
will meet their deadlines in time. In this way, the CAN-bus itself renders the real time requirements 
possible that are required by many of the available on-board systems. 
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As not all systems must be able to interact with each other (e.g. the radio channel will not require 
information on the current engine speed), the vehicles mostly contain several separated bus-
systems for different information. These are [Volkswagen AG, 2001] [Volkswagen AG, 2003]: 
– Drivetrain-CAN data bus:  
A high speed bus with 500 kbit/s. It serves as network for the engine control, ABS & ESP control, 
etc. The message repeat rate is generally in a range of 10-25ms. 
– Convenience-CAN data bus: 
A low speed bus with 100 kbit/s, used as network for the climatronic, door controls, etc. 
– Infotainment-CAN data bus: 
Data rate is same as convenience can bus. Used as network for all infotainment related units like 
radio, navigation, voice activation, etc. 
 
While the drivetrain CAN is responsible for all time-critical applications, the convenience and 
infotainment CAN are separated from it and run on a low-speed bus to handle those tasks that do 
not underlie narrow deadlines. All sensor messages that are useable for the vehicle trajectory 
estimation belong to the drivetrain-CAN data bus.  
For the retrieval of the sensor messages from the CAN bus, special hardware interfaces1 to 
connect the data stream to a computer and corresponding software tools2 to read and analyse bus 
communications are applied [Vector Group, 2012]. The messages are constantly streamed to the 
computer and written back to hard disk, together with their respective ID, which allows to assign the 
messages to the sensor they originated from.  
2.3.2 Vehicle integrated sensor systems 
Amongst the vast number of standard integrated sensors and electric components of a car, only 
those are of relevance for this work that are related to the recognition of the vehicle movements. 
Usually, the relevant sensors are those, used by the ESC, TCS (traction control system) and ABS. 
The corresponding data is broadcasted via the vehicle field bus as messages that can be read by 
any device. A detailed analysis of possible sensor devices that can be used to estimate the vehicle 
movements for mobile scanning based accident scene surveying is given in [Heinzel, 2006], 
together with additional information regarding the sensor ranges, resolution and qualities / 
limitations for vehicle trajectory estimation. In the following, an overview of the sensors, used in this 
work, is given based on the results by [Heinzel, 2006]. 
2.3.2.1 Mono wheel rotational speed 
The mono wheel rotational speed contains information about the current speed for each wheel 
independently. It thus offers valuable data that allows conclusions about the vehicles current 
directional and rotational speed. The sensors are usually mounted at the vehicles stub axles and 
measure the induced alternating current resulting from the impulse wheels that are fixed connected 
to the rotating vehicle wheels [Braess & Seiffert, 2011]. 
In contrast, many of the commercially available mobile scanning systems make use of the wheel 
rotational speed via additional, external sensor systems that are mounted to the outsides of the 
                                                     
 
 
1 Hardware Bus Interfaces: http://www.vector.com/vi_interfaces_en.html 
2 Vector CANoe http://www.vector.com/vi_canoe_de.html; Vector CANalyzer http://www.vector.com/vi_canalyzer_en.html 
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wheels (also known as distance measuring instruments (DMI)) [Puente, et al., 2011] [Petrie, 2010]. 
One major advantage of the available sensor solution within the vehicle is the availability of four 
separate measurements that add further redundancy to the information. Regarding the repetition 
rate of the data output, rates of 72 to 100Hz are installed in the examined system, which is 
sufficient for the purpose of mobile scanning at usual driving speeds of up to 50 km/h. 
 
Resolution Repetition Rate Range 
0.01 km/h 72 (TEVES) -100 Hz (RB) 0-326 km/h 
Table 2.3-1 Specification of the mono wheel rotational speed. RB, Teves are the referring 
manufacturers of the available sensors. 
2.3.2.2 Distance pulse 
The distance pulse is another message describing the wheel rotational speed and thus the 
distance measurements. The wheel tachometers are based on measuring the number of rising and 
falling electric edges sourcing from magnetic dents that are uniformly distributed around the 
measurement wheel. 
In case of the used Volkswagen Transporter T5, each wheel contains 48 magnetic dents, resulting 
in 96 impulses for each complete rotation of a wheel. In contrast to the mono wheel rotational 
speed, this message does not include separate information for every wheel, but instead the mean 
impulse rate of both wheels of the front axis for the time since the last readout. 
 
Resolution Repetitive Rate Range 
1 72 (TEVES) -100 Hz (RB) 0-2047 
Table 2.3-2 Specification of the distance pulse message sourcing from the wheel rotational 
speed sensors 
2.3.2.3 Yaw rate 
The yaw rate sensor measures the angular velocity of the vehicle around its central vertical axis. It 
is usually based on oscillating tuning forks, used to measure the coriolis force resulting from the 
vehicle rotation. [Braess & Seiffert, 2011] As this sensor is required for the electronic stability 
control, it must offer a satisfying precision and repetition rate of the data. 
 
Resolution Repetition Rate Range 
0.2°/s 50 Hz 0-100 °/s 
Table 2.3-3 Specification of the yaw rate sensor  
The data obtained by the yaw rate sensor is usually not calibrated and thus contains an offset 
value. To level the sensor, the data can be collected while the car is not moving for a short period 
of time and thus only contains the current offset. This value can be subtracted from every extracted 
value, resulting in the desired information about the vehicles angular velocity. 
2.4 Computation of vehicle movements from standard equipped vehicle 
sensor systems 
Using the introduced sensor systems allows estimating the vehicle movements for each step in 
time. This subsection discusses possible ways for the reconstruction of trajectories. Here, the linear 
movements along the driving path and the changes of the vehicle orientation are explained 
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separately. The final combination of both elements will be discussed in chapter 2.4.3 followed by a 
conclusion about the possibilities and limitations of the presented solution.  
2.4.1 Linear movements 
The vehicles linear velocity can be obtained from the sensors related to the distance pulse / mono 
wheel rotational speed. The information obtained by the distance pulse represents the median 
number of impulses that were induced by the front wheels since the last time interval: 
 
∆ 	 ∙  
 
Where   ∆    = distance driven since last time step 
   = number of impulses measured 
   = number of impulses of one complete rotation 
  C = median wheel circumference 
Equation 2.4-1 linear distance based on measured distance pulse 
The median wheel circumference can be obtained from the reference value included in the CAN-
bus vehicle information or be measured manually. The latter one is recommended here, as the first 
one is only a fixed average value and can thus drastically falsify the measurements. Moreover, the 
wheel circumferences can vary between the single wheels due to differing tire pressure and level of 
abrasion. Together with the average number of turns of the wheels, it is possible to compute the 
covered distance for the time between the current and the preceding measurement.  
The wheel circumference is also required to estimate the moved distance from the mono wheel 
rotational speeds. In this case, the distance (∆ ) is computed from the rotational speed of the 
vehicles rear axis wheels: 
∆ 	
	 ∙ ∙
2
∙ ∆τ 
Where   ,  = rotational speed of left and right rear axis. 
  ,   = circumference of left and right rear vehicle tires. 
  ∆  = time difference since previous measurement 
 
Equation 2.4-2  linear distance based on mono wheel rotational speed 
Regarding the obtained results, the linear distance from the rotational speed allowed slightly better 
estimations, as the deviations of the wheel circumferences between the left and right rear wheel 
can be included in the computations. 
2.4.2 Rotational movements 
Comparing the actual and the expected angular velocity of a vehicle is an important component of 
systems such as the ESC. The actual change of the vehicle orientation (∆  can be obtained from 
the data sent by the yaw rate sensor to the CAN-Bus: 
∆ ∙ ∆  
 
Where     = vehicle yaw rate. 
Equation 2.4-3  orientation changes computed from vehicle yaw rate 
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Alternatively the changes in the vehicle orientation can be reconstructed from the wheel rotations 
as well. For example, in case of a left turn, the wheels on the left side of the car will rotate less than 
the wheels on the right as they will follow a shorter radius. As long as the track width of the rear 
wheels is known, the left and right rear wheel can be used for the computation of the changing 
orientation: 
 
∆
∆ ∆
, 	∆ 	 ∙ 	∆ ∙  
 
Where   ∆ , ∆  = distance driven by right / left wheel 
  w = track width of rear wheels 
Equation 2.4-4 orientation changes computed from vehicle rear wheel speeds. 
2.4.3 Incremental computation of position and orientation 
Based on the computable linear and angular vehicle movements, the desired knowledge about the 
trajectory can be reconstructed via an incremental computation of the position and orientation.  
In fixed time steps, the changes of the linear movement and the orientation are calculated and 
added to the previously recovered vehicle data. 
As the data obtained solely from the standard vehicle sensor systems only allows the 
reconstruction of a two dimensional path, the resulting trajectory consists of two directional tensors 
,  and the vehicle’s vertical axis . The vehicle trajectory is represented by a collection of 
discrete state vectors	 , containing the three values	 , , . 
For each time step, the changes are computed and the state vector is updated: 
 
∆
∆
∆
		
∆
∆
∆
 
 
Where    = discrete state vector of trajectory at time step t 
   = discrete state vector one time step after  
Equation 2.4-5  Incremental computation of trajectory state vector  
The state vectors, together with their corresponding times are then written back and kept as the 
reconstructed vehicle trajectory of the scan procedure.  
2.4.4 Reduction of measurement error (Kalman filter) 
While offering good precision within short distance ranges, the existing measurement errors of the 
single sensors accumulate over time, leading to an increasing deviation of the estimated vehicle 
movement from its actual movement. To improve the measurement accuracy, a combination of the 
available redundant sensor information is required.  
This sensor fusion can be realized using the Kalman filter. This algorithm, developed by [Kálmán, 
1960], is used to estimate a set of unknown variables from a series of noisy, time-discrete 
measurements. Based on the known measurement accuracies of the single input systems 
(sensors), the Kalman filter estimates the covariance between the measurements and minimizes 
the covariance error for the aim of minimizing the square error of the resulting output parameters. 
For each time-step, the algorithm first predicts the expected status update of the output parameters 
and the error covariances, which then are corrected using the feedback of the actual, noisy 
measurements.  
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In this way, the algorithm iteratively updates the state of the estimated variables. Regarding the 
given scan system, the input systems are the presented vehicle sensors and the corresponding 
variables the positioning, orientation, velocity and acceleration of the mobile scan system. For 
example, the vehicle rotation can be estimated from the measurements of the yaw rate sensor and 
the rotational speed sensors of the vehicle’s rear wheels. The construction can also be extended 
by including GPS information into the system as tool for the minimization of the maximum global 
error.  
 
Regarding further details on the implementation, functionality and possibilities of the Kalman filter, 
the book “Probabilistic Robotics (Intelligent Robotics and Autonomous Agents)” by [Thrun, et al., 
2005] can be recommended for further reading. 
2.5 Line based profile laser scanning systems 
Regarding the laser scan device, an Imager 5006 was used for this project. Normally, this system 
is meant to be used for static 360° scans from a fixed position, where the head of the scanner 
rotates once around its vertical axis, while the laser within the head rotates fast around an 
orthogonal axis. One such rotation of the laser is called a scan-line. During the scan procedure, the 
laser samples up to 50 lines per second. 
Besides this regular usage, the given scan device can be configured as two-dimensional profile 
scanner [Zoller+Fröhlich GmbH, 2009]. In this mode, the head is kept in a fixed position during the 
procedure, while solely the head of the laser rotates around its axis and samples its scan lines. The 
third dimension is then constructed from the combination of the two dimensional scanner data and 
the positioning and orientation of the used vehicle. Usually, the scan device is mounted on the rear 
of the vehicle or on the vehicle top on an additional carrier system (Figure 2.5-1). The device is 
attached in such way that the sampling direction and the vehicle movement direction create a 
possibly large angle.  
 
 
Figure 2.5-1 Scan device setups for mobile mapping systems. Left: Optech-Lynx Mobile 
Mapper, using two scan devices oriented in 90° to another (Image and Info: [Optech, 
2011]); Right: Topcon IP-S2 HD, using single scan device and multiple camera for 
colouring (Image: [BBC, 2011], Info: [TopCon, 2012]) 
This configuration is standard for mobile laser scanning (terrestrial, nautical and aerial) [Petrie, 
2010]. Only certain systems, such as the Velodyne [Velodyne Lidar, Inc., 2010] follow a different 
approach. In this case, the system rotates around the vehicles vertical axis and generates multiple 
scan lines that sample the environment.  As result, one obtains good sampling rates in the height of 
possible collision partners of the vehicle, but only little information about the street surface due to 
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the scan device’s positioning and the way of operation [Samples & James, 2010] [Stone, et al., 
2007].  
 
 
Figure 2.5-2 Velodyne Lidar Sensor [Velodyne Acoustics Inc., 2007] Left: Velodyne HDL-64E; 
Right: Sensor recorder display of Velodyne data 
To run the Imager 5006 in profile mode, the system can directly be configured and initialized from 
within the html-interface offered by the device (Figure 2.5-3). Here, all settings like sampling rate, 
rotational speed and the configuration of the PPS signal input can be adjusted for the scan. The 
relevance of the PPS signal input for the presented project is described in more detail within 
chapter 2.6.  
A comprehensive insight into the Z+F Imager profiler mode, including scan settings, pin 
assignments and the structure of the written scan files is given in [Zoller+Fröhlich GmbH, 2009]. 
 
 
Figure 2.5-3  Z+F Configuration HTML interface for Imager 5006  
2.6 Synchronization of laser scanning data and vehicle movements 
Until this point, the reconstructed vehicle trajectory and the gathered laser scan samples are two 
independent data streams that need to be synchronized via an additional time stamp and mapped 
to each other for the generation of the actual 3D point cloud data. 
In this work, the required time stamps were realized by using a shared signal, which is received by 
both sides. The reception of the signal is marked by the systems, while the gathered data is written 
back as time stamp information and then used for the synchronization during post processing.  
As signal, the ESP push button from within the vehicle’s cockpit was chosen because of its high 
priority on the vehicle’s CAN-bus. As soon as the ESP button is pressed, the corresponding signal 
is sent over the field bus with minimum delay and received by the analysing tool connect to it and 
the computer. To connect the ESP push button to the scan device, the PPS counter input of the 
Imager 5006 scan device can be used. While this port is originally provided for the synchronization 
of an additional GPS device with the laser scanner via simple counter increments, it is used here to 
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mark the time-stamps within the written scan data. When a simple rectangular impulse is sent to 
the PPS input, the signal is directly interpreted as counter increment and stored in the data stream 
of the currently sampled pixel and its scan line. The ESP button can thus be connected to the scan 
device by directly tapping the analogue signal and connecting it to the mentioned port. In this way, 
the data is transferred with fixed, measureable latency and can be used as time stamp for the 
system. 
 
Figure 2.6-1 Time-stamp based module synchronization. Green: Laser scan device active; 
Light-blue: CAN-bus data capturing active; Red: Synchronized time period. Arrows: Push 
button impulse signalling begin and end of measurement. 
The scan procedure is depicted in Figure 2.6-1 and is executed as follows: 
– Initialization 
Both systems, the laser scan device and the CAN-bus analysis tool, are connected and 
configured for the measurements. The rotational speed of the laser scanner is set in relation to 
the desired point line density and the planned average vehicle velocity.  
The Imager 5006 laser scanner used in this project was usually set to 50Hz rotational speed, 
which allows a scan line density of 20 lines/m at a driving velocity of 10 km/h. 
– Start survey 
At first, both systems must be start up and running. While driving, the user defines the starting 
position by pressing the push button (here: the ESC push-button), which directly sends the 
corresponding signal impulse to the scan device and CAN-Bus Controller. From this moment 
onwards, the data is gathered for the accident scene survey. 
– Complete the survey 
To finalize the survey, the linked push button has to be pressed another time. In this way, the 
beginning and ending of the survey is marked within the scan data and can be joined for the 
later post-processing of the data. 
– Reconstruction of the scan data 
The collected scan data is finally used to generate the desired 3D information. In case of the 
used scan device, the moment of the time-stamps can be detected by browsing through the scan 
lines and points until a counter-increment of the PPS input is detected. In a similar way, the data 
is also available within the captured CAN-bus data. The moments of the starting time-stamp is 
then subtracted from the local system times, so that both time-lines run parallel. The second 
time-stamp has the sole purpose of signalling the completion of the survey.  
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2.7 Generation of 3D point cloud data 
After all the required information has been gathered and mapped, it can be merged and used to 
generate the desired 3D point cloud information. The process of transferring the sampled point 
measurements from the local scan coordinates into the survey’s global coordinate system requires 
detailed knowledge of the scan device’s position and orientation for every single timestep. This 
section explains the procedure in detail, from the computation of the global scan device parameters 
to the actual transformation of the scan points. 
2.7.1 Compute global scan device position 
The trajectory data, obtained in chapter 2.4 (p. 23 ff), is related to the vehicle itself (usually located 
at the centre of the rear suspension). As the sampled points relate to the scan device and not 
directly to the vehicles trajectory centre, the actual global coordinates of the scan device must be 
recovered for every time step of the measurement. 
The rotation matrix is obtained by multiplying the local rotation of the scanner (in the vehicles 
coordinate system), with the rotation of the vehicle in the global system. For the computation of the 
scan device’s global position, its local positioning in vehicle coordinates must first be oriented 
regarding the car’s current driving direction and then be translated by the car’s global position. 
Due to the fixed construction between scan device and vehicle, the global positions can be 
obtained as follows: 
, , ∙ , , 	, , 	 	 , ∙ ,  
 
Where   , / ,  = Translation/Rotation – global – scanner 
  , / ,  = Translation/Rotation – global – car 
  , / ,   = Translation/Rotation – local – scanner 
Equation 2.7-1 Transformation matrices – Global scan device coordinates from global vehicle 
position and local scan device coordinates 
To simplify the transformation and allow better computational speed, the rotations can be 
expressed using unit quaternions [Gregory, 2009]. In this case, the local rotation matrix of the 
scanner is once transformed into a quaternion and the global rotation of the vehicle is transformed 
for each time step. The local and global quaternions are then multiplied to generate a new 
quaternion, describing the current rotation of the scan device. 
2.7.2 Compute transformation matrices for defined scan pixel 
Sampling the environment several hundred thousand times each second, the scan devices data 
rate is a lot higher compared to the discrete vehicle positions within the computed trajectory. 
Concerning the systems and devices used in this work, the scan device (Imager 5006) can reach a 
maximum sampling rate of 500 kHz, compared to the 100Hz of the vehicle trajectory. This 
difference implies the positioning of the scan device itself as well, as this information depends on 
the vehicle data as well. For the realization of a satisfying 3d point cloud result, the position and 
orientation of the scan device must be interpolated from the available information for every 
sampled scan point. 
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As the vehicle movements between two trajectory time steps are approximately straight, the 
scanner position ′ , 	can be interpolated linearly: 
 
′ , ∙ , ∙ , 	,  
Where   ′ ,    = interpolated scanner position 
  ′   = time of currently examined scan point 
  	   = interpolation ratio (between 0 and 1) 
  , , ,   = scanner position at ,  
Equation 2.7-2 linear interpolation of scanner position 
Regarding the vehicle orientation, better results are archived using unit quaternions instead of 
rotation matrices for the reconstruction of the expected orientation, as described in detail in  
[Gregory, 2009] p.169. In contrast to rotation matrices, linear interpolation based on quaternions 
allows a good estimation of the actual orientation. It is computed in same way as the interpolated 
scanner position: 
′ , ∙ , 	 ∙ ,  
 
Where   ′ ,    = interpolated unit quaternion 
  ′ ,   = quaternion describing rotation at time  
  ′ ,    = quaternion describing rotation at time  
 Equation 2.7-3 linear interpolation of unit quaternions for estimation of scanner rotation 
at a certain time . 
In computer graphics literature, the spherical linear interpolation ( [Akenine-Möller, et al., 2008] p. 
77) is preferred over the usual linear interpolation because of the smoother transition. Due to the 
high sampling frequency of the single sensors (50-100Hz) and the marginal changes of the MLS 
movement velocity and direction between those samples, the spherical linear interpolation does not 
present a noticeable benefit for the interpolation results, but only leads to additional processing 
times. For this reason, the usual linear interpolation is used for the subsequent computations. 
2.7.3 Compute global 3D position of scan pixel 
Knowing the scan device’s global position and orientation for the time of a predefined scan pixel 
allows translating the pixel’s position from the scan device’s 2D coordinates into the global 3D 
system. Originally, the scan device samples point distances in certain angular intervals. Hence, the 
native point data is only given in polar coordinates and needs to be transferred to 2D coordinates 
before further proceeding:  
cos ∙ , sin ∙  
 
Where  ,  = local coordinates (in scan device) 
   = local measuring angle (scanning direction of laser) 
   = local measuring distance (distance from laser source) 
Equation 2.7-4 local polar coordinates to Cartesian coordinates 
Although the obtained positions are only 2D, a third row is added to the vectors to allow the later 
projection to global 3D coordinates. The additional  value is set to 0, resulting in a vector 
, ,  
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This step, to extract the Cartesian coordinates from the polar information, is already included in the 
pre-processing done by the ZFS-SDK [Zoller+Fröhlich GmbH, 2009]. 
Next, the point’s 3D coordinates can be calculated as follows: 
At first, the point must be rotated by the orientation of the scan device. This can be done by right-
sided multiplication of the local point coordinates with the scan devices rotation matrix. 
Alternatively, the quaternions generated within the previous steps can be applied for the rotation: 
 
, 0
0  
Where    = resulting quaternion, containing the rotated point position 
   = quaternion, created from local point position  
   = rotation quaternion  
  Equation 2.7-5  Quaternion rotation of a vector  
The rotated point position  is then obtained from the vector part of the resulting quaternion . 
Finally, the 3D position of the point is simply obtained from: 
 
,  
 
Where   ,  = the global positioning of the scan device. 
Equation 2.7-6 projection of local scan point position  to global position  
This procedure is repeated for each pixel, until all points have been transferred into the global 
coordinate system. 
2.8 Evaluation of scan result 
To evaluate the practicability of the MLS, its measurement precision is compared to the result of 
the static laser scanning. As test environment, the building front as presented in Figure 2.8-1 is 
used together with the road surface and the surrounding area. For the reference data, two static 
scans in 20 metre distance, each positioned at 2.0m above ground surface, were combined using 
the software Z+F LaserControl3 (version 7.6.0) at standard deviation of 5mm. The mobile scan data 
was created, using the introduced scan setup of a Volkswagen Transporter T5 and the Imager 
5006 laser scanner in profile mode, generating the vehicle trajectory from the wheel speed 
sensors. Concerning the measurement precision, the resulting data is expected to show locally 
constant precision along the scan lines, while showing growing deviations in movement direction of 
the vehicle due to the measurement errors of the wheel sensors.  
Following the straight path along the road, the given sample allowed a comparison between the 
local scan precision along the scan lines and the global precision as well. For the local scan 
precision, the height of the columns at the building were measured in both scans, leading to a 
maximum deviation of 10mm and an average deviation of 7.6mm. 
 
                                                     
 
 
3 http://www.zf-laser.com/Z-F-LaserControl.132.0.html?&L=1 
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Figure 2.8-1 Comparison between static and mobile scan of building front. Upper: static scan 
as result of two combined static sampling positions at 2.0m height above ground. Lower: 
mobile scan from road surface at 1.1m height above ground. 
Along the vehicle movement path, the distance between different landmarks within the environment 
and at the building were measured and compared between the scans.  
 
 Static Mobile Difference 
3rd column – sign post 18.25m 18.28m 0.03m 
sign post – wall 65.09m 65.04m 0.05m 
wall – 2nd column 42.35m 42.32m 0.03m 
2nd column – 6th column  33.50m 33.45m 0.05m 
4th column – 6th column 16.76m 16.72m 0.04m 
Table 2.8-1 Comparison between static and mobile scan data distance measurements from 
scan scenario shown in Figure 2.8-1 
All in all, the accuracy of the developed MLS proved to be sufficient for the application in traffic 
accident research tasks. Regarding the global error growth, the deviations within 100m showed to 
be below decimetre range. For other applications, an extended implementation, using a more 
complex fusion of multiple sensors and dGPS support is recommendable.  
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 PREPARATION OF LASER SCANNING DATA 3.
The point cloud data obtained from laser scanning procedures usually consists of a vast collection 
of three dimensional point coordinates, which represents the surfaces and appearances of all 
objects that were sampled by the scan device. Yet, this data is only a raw representation of the 
scanned scene. If such visual information (as shown in Figure 3.1-2, p.34) is examined by the 
human eye, the brain directly filters and evaluates the data without further notice and 
neighbourhoods or links between arbitrary points are directly understood by the observer. In 
contrast, for a software system which has to analyse such data, all obtained information is solely a 
random collection of arbitrary measurements in a given coordinate system. It is unknown which 
points are good or bad estimated measurements. In the same way, point neighbourhoods and 
correct classification of the points must be learned.  
The understanding of the point cloud data can be divided into low-level and high-level information. 
Low level information includes knowledge about surface clusters, edges, neighbourhoods and will 
be discussed in this section. This information is also required for the subsequent high level analysis 
of the point cloud: the object recognition and segmentation, which will be covered in the later 
chapters of this work. 
3.1 Raw scan data 
The raw scan data contains all measurements sampled by the laser scan device, without any 
distinction between good or bad estimates. It is a collection of 3D distance measurements sourcing 
from the used scan device, in which quality and quantity of the obtained data depends on different 
factors regarding the scanned environment as well as the scan device itself. Poor diffuse reflectivity 
of object surfaces influences the scan data as much as shadowing caused by moving or temporary 
objects. The achievable measurement quality is depending on the objects reflectivity as well as the 
scan device itself. The latter is also responsible for the point density and distribution. 
All these factors must be analysed and processed to generate a useable set of 3D information that 
is useable for a satisfying semantic evaluation and segmentation of the point cloud. 
3.1.1 Point distribution of mobile scan data 
Point distances are usually scanned in fixed angular distances along the rotational axis of the 
laser’s centre, creating a uniform point sampling distance in 2D polar coordinate space of the scan 
device. When executing a static scan procedure from a fixed position, the scan device or head of 
the device rotates along a second axis. The angular speed along both axes is synchronized so that 
the space between two neighbouring points of a line is same as the space between neighbouring 
lines in 2D polar coordinates (Figure 3.1-1). Projected onto the three dimensional Cartesian 
system, the distance between two adjacent points is based on the distance between the scanning 
device and the sampled object surface.  
According to this statement, the point distribution within such a static scan is locally approximately 
uniform, but strongly varies regarding the scan as a whole. As the distance between neighbouring 
points can be interpreted as points, being projected onto a spherical surface, the point density 
decreases with growing distance from the laser’s centre (Figure 3.1-3). 
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Figure 3.1-1 2D Polar coordinate based representation of static generated laser scan data. 
Equidistant sampling along polar coordinates via fixed angular distance between 
neighbouring points. 
 
Figure 3.1-2 Perspective projection view of point cloud in Cartesian coordinates 
 
Figure 3.1-3 Decreasing point density with growing distance of laser scan device centre 
The sampling procedure of mobile laser scanning in contrast differs in this respect, as the scan 
device itself only rotates along a single axis, while the vehicle moves at roughly constant speed 
along its path. This means, that the point distances within the plane of the rotational axis behave 
same as before, while the distances along the rotational axis are directly dependent on the vehicles 
directional velocity during the scan. It furthermore means that in case of a mobile scan procedure, 
the average point density falls linearly with the distance from the laser’s centre. 
Because of the different densities between neighbouring points and neighbouring scan lines, the 
assumption of a locally approximately uniform point distribution cannot be applied for mobile laser 
scanning point data.  
Yet, for many point cloud processing algorithms a uniform point distribution is necessary. An 
example here are neighbourhood related algorithms. If the density is high along a scan line 
compared to the distance between the lines, most near neighbours will belong to the same line, 
leading to disadvantages for any spatial estimation. For this reason, the average distance between 
neighbouring points must be adjusted in respect of the point line density.   
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Figure 3.1-4 Point density in mobile scanning data. Horizontally: Point distances within a 
single line; Vertically: Point distances between neighbouring lines. 
Possible approaches to confront this problem are the addition of support points and the reduction 
of point densities by removing unnecessary points or combining several points to a common centre 
point using interpolation.  
– Additional support points: 
While this approach allows the preservation of the original points within the point cloud, the 
added support points do not represent new information, but solely interpolated values from the 
existing point set. As such the data is saturated with redundant information that increases the 
required memory / hard drive space. In a case like shown in Figure 3.1-5 on the left, solely 
adding points for the equalization of neighbouring distances would excessively increase the 
memory. 
– Reduction via interpolation: 
Instead of adding new points from interpolation between the existing ones, the new support 
points are used to replace one or more existing points to reduce the dataset for the aim of a 
more uniform point grid. Disadvantage of this procedure is a loss of detail, as the existing points 
are replaced by a subset of smoothed points. Yet, different metrics, such as surface roughness 
measurements, require the native point information to work correctly. 
– Reduction via point removal: 
In this case, the existing point set is evaluated and unnecessary points are removed. This allows 
the native shape and structure of the point cloud to be preserved, while reducing the point 
density. Yet, to achieve a point distribution which is roughly uniform, the point cloud data must 
be oversaturated within the respective areas.  
 
As shown in Figure 3.1-4, the relative point density along a single scan line is significantly higher 
compared to the distance between neighbouring lines in close up range of the scan device. 
Regarding the used scanning system, even at low driving speeds (~7km/h in Figure 3.1-5), the 
sampling density was still in the range of the line distance in the border area of the measurable 
street surface. In this case, it proved sufficient to thin out the point clouds within each line. This was 
achieved by iterating through all points along a line and measuring the distance of the consecutive 
points. Starting from the first point of the line, the neighbouring point distances are sequentially 
evaluated regarding a given threshold until a point, exceeding the distance threshold is detected. 
All points in between those two are then skipped and the procedure is executed for the detected 
valid point. The task is repeated until the last point of the line has been reached. 
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Figure 3.1-5 Example for decreasing point density on road surface of scan data. 
Measurements describe the horizontal distance of the cut-out from the scan device. The 
scan device was located about 1m above ground. Average scan line distance at 0.035m 
(at ~7km/h vehicle speed). 
3.1.2 Outliers and bad distance estimations 
Based on hardware limitations and the material properties of the scanned surfaces, the quality of 
the measured surface points can vary strongly. Often, the resulting scan data contains different 
kinds of outliers that need to be filtered out before continuing with further computations on the 
dataset. Common types of outliers include mixed and thin pixels. Mixed pixel describe such scan 
samples at object edges, where only a part of the laser beam hits the actual object surface, while 
the other part is reflected from more distant surfaces located in behind [Tang, et al., 2007]. In this 
case, the erroneous measured distance will be somewhere between the surface of the object in 
front and the one in behind. Thin pixels in contrast can result from many different sources. Here, an 
erroneous measurement generates single points that are isolated from the rest of the dataset. They 
do not contribute any useable information to the rest of the data and can be removed. 
Most of these outlier filtering methods are part of the standard equipment of commercial laser scan 
devices. Regarding the filtering of the mobile scanning data for this work, the Z+F SDK, which 
includes the necessary methods was used for the preprocessing of the scan data before the 
generation of the 3D point cloud environment from the 2D scan lines of the system. 
3.2 Estimation of spatial correlations 
The raw point cloud information is still unsorted without any information about point 
neighbourhoods. Every task that includes comparative distance measurements or point 
associations would force the computation of the distances between all possible point combinations 
within the dataset. In short, a simple observation, such as finding the closest neighbour for each 
point, would require ! distance calculations (with 	= number of points). 
To solve this issue, the missing information about the spatial correlations must be supplemented. In 
this section, different space partitioning approaches are introduced and evaluated in relation to the 
following criteria: 
– Overhead 
Any kind of meta-information consumes an additional memory. As the processed point clouds 
contain millions of points, any unnecessary information on single point level should be avoided.  
– Processing times 
The different spatial partitioning structures vary regarding their processing times. This is based 
on the number of steps required for executing different tasks on the point cloud data via the 
generated spatial partitioning of the data structure.    
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– Extensibility 
In some cases, enhancing the point cloud with additional points can be desired. Here, the data 
structure is evaluated weather new points can easily be added or if a complete rebuilt of the 
structure is required. At the same time, it can be necessary to remove points from the structure 
that are no longer required and thus releasing used main memory space for new points. 
 
– Construction times 
This criterion is in direct relation to the extensibility of the data structure. The construction time is 
the time needed to build the data structure from a given point set.  
 
For this work, the generated data overhead and the processing times are the crucial factors, as the 
complete point dataset has already been generated in the previous step and now only needs to be 
examined in post processing. The criteria extensibility and construction times are nevertheless 
included in the subsequent evaluation, as they are relevant in case of real time data processing or 
processing of vast point cloud data that exceeds the available main memory storage. 
 
 
Figure 3.2-1 Sample for spatial structuring grids in 2D space. Left: Regular grid;
 Center: Octree; Right: KD-Tree 
3.2.1 Regular grid 
A regular grid segments a k-dimensional space into cells of fixed size (Figure 3.2-1). The cell 
length is defined independently for each of the n directions. Advantage of the regular grid is its 
simple implementation and use. 
Usually, the system only needs to define the grid’s origin and extent for each dimension. The 
positions of all points within the point cloud are then assigned to the cell at their relative location. 
For the optimization of the grid, the grid orientation and width can be adapted to the analysed point 
cloud. In this case, an oriented bounding box (chapter 4.1.3, p.50) of the point cloud must be 
computed. The obtained directional vectors, as well as the bounding box dimensions are then used 
to define the grid. If the observed points of the dataset are roughly uniform distributed over all 
dimensions of the bounding box, one can make an initial assumption for the cell sizes: 
	 ∙ 	
Where   = vector describing length of grid cell for each dimension 
  = vector describing total length of grid for each dimension 
  = avg number of points within a cell 
  = total number of points 
Equation 3.2-1 Assumption for cell extent of a regular grid.  
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Basically, the points are assigned to their associated grid cells via pointer structures. This means, 
each grid cell contains an array of links to all of its points. Regarding the extensibility of the data 
structure, points can easily be added and removed from the structure. To add a new point, the grid 
cell coordinates are retrieved and the point assigned to the referring cell. Removing a point 
requires even less effort, as simply the cell’s link to the point must be deleted.  
The regular grid can be interpreted as a narrowed local coordinate system in which multiple scan 
points can share the same cell. Retrieving the nearest neighbour of a given point requires the 
global point coordinates first to be converted to the grid coordinates. Having found the respective 
grid cell, the distance between the point and all other points within the cell is calculated and 
compared. If the minimum distance towards all points within the cell is smaller than the distance 
between the current point and all neighbouring cells, the nearest neighbour has been found. 
Otherwise, the distance of the points within the corresponding neighbouring cells must be 
compared as well. 
Because of its spatial nature, the regular grid works well on datasets with points evenly distributed 
throughout the whole bounding volume / bounding box. As this work focuses on analysing laser 
scan data of traffic accident locations (e.g. Figure 3.1-2), the point cloud will mainly represent flat 
large-scale surfaces, i.e. street surface, houses, etc. Using a regular grid as spatial structure 
means that most of the cells will represent empty spaces without any points (see Figure 3.2-1, left). 
The smaller the grid cell size, the higher the ratio of empty to filled cells with grow. Thus, the 
smaller the cell sizes, the higher the ratio of wasted memory. On the other hand, growing cell sizes 
lead to high point numbers within single cells, therefore leading to excessive computation times.   
3.2.2 Octree / Quad tree (2D)  
 
Figure 3.2-2 2D Sample Octree – Grid partitioning. Left to right: 1st, 2nd, 3rd iteration  
An octree structure is similar to the structure of the regular grid. At first, the bounding box of the 
point cloud is computed, determining its spatial extent. Also here, an oriented bounding box can be 
generated and the directional vectors used as basis for the octree structure. 
In contrast to a regular grid, the octree starts at a very coarse sampling grid, which is iteratively 
refined in respect of the local point densities. All cells are examined in relation to the number of 
contained points. If this number is above a predefined threshold, the respective cells are 
subdivided into eight (four in 2D) new, equally sized sub-cells (see Figure 3.2-2). This procedure is 
repeated until all cells fulfil the threshold criterion. 
To add a new point into the octree, the associated cell that surrounds the point must be located. 
The point is then assigned to the cell. In case the cell does not fulfil the threshold condition 
anymore, the cell must be subdivided.  
Likewise, this procedure can be used for point removal. First, the points are removed from their 
respective cells. The affected cells and their seven sibling cells are then examined if the sum of all 
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points, belonging to the same parent, is below a given threshold value. If this requirement is 
fulfilled, the points are assigned to the parent cell and the original eight sub-cells are removed. 
Main advantage of the octree structure over the regular grid is the adapted grid size. This means, a 
coarse grid in areas of low point density and a closely spaced grid in areas of very dense 
geometry. Because of this, the number of empty cells here is much lower than in regular grids. Also 
regarding the processing times and memory consumption, octree structures are superior to regular 
grids with respect to the kind of examined point clouds. Problems like varying point distributions 
and large empty areas can be handled a lot better using octrees. The modification of the existing 
structure only requires little effort and processing times, as only those areas that are affected by 
the changes need to be updated. As such, the octree structure already represents a better solution 
for the targeted point clouds. It is yet not an optimal solution in case of varying, large scale point 
distributions. If the point distribution is very dense in certain locations, the associated cells are 
forced to be subdivided, leading to a locally higher number of empty cells. 
3.2.3 KD-Tree 
 
Figure 3.2-3 2D Sample KD-Tree – Grid partitioning. Left to right: 2nd, 3rd, 4th iteration 
A kd-tree is a k-dimensional binary tree, used to realize an evenly partitioning of a given dataset 
[Bentley, 1975]. In the same way as discussed for the regular grid and the octree, the principal 
orientations and extent of the data are obtained from an initial bounding box. To generate the kd-
tree, the following steps must be executed: First the number of points within each cell is evaluated. 
If the number exceeds a given threshold, the cell is defined as a tree-knot and split into two new 
cells (Figure 3.2-3). The splitting direction is determined by the direction of the cell’s longest extent 
and the splitting position by the median value of the points within that cell. After the two new cells 
have been generated from their parent, the associated points are reassigned, based on their 
relative position regarding the splitting plane. If a cell’s point count is within the threshold limits, the 
cell is defined as a leaf knot and will not be further partitioned. The procedure is repeated until all 
cells are conforming to the threshold limitation.  
Besides the mentioned splitting rule, there are also other methods (split at cell centre; balanced, 
based on cost determination; sliding midpoint; etc.) [Van Dam, 2011], [Mount D. M., 2010]. Splitting 
the point cloud at the median of a cell yet allows for a more uniform subdivision of the cells in 
relation to their point density. 
The complexity of data structure modifications via point addition or removal depends on the used 
splitting rule. If the cells are split in their centre, the kd-tree resembles a generalized version of an 
octree. Adding a point thus simply means to assign the point to the current cell and test it for its 
threshold criterion. Has the threshold been exceeded, the cell must be split into its two sub cells.  
Removing a point on the other hand requires the current cell and its sibling to be examined if the 
point sum is below the given threshold and, in case, combine the remaining points in the parent 
cell. Yet, in most cases, splitting rules that use adaptive splitting positions create better partitioning 
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results. If new points are added to or removed from the structure, using the same approach would 
globally falsify the segmentation. As the influence of the new points on the structure growths with 
the number of new points, a complete reconstruction of the data structure is recommendable. 
Finding the nearest neighbour of a point within a kd-tree requires iterating through the tree’s knots 
along a branch until the leaf knot that encloses the point has been found. The closest neighbour 
within that cell is then the initial guess for the points nearest neighbour. Subsequently, the initial 
guess must be compared to the distances of the point towards the neighbouring cells to evaluate if 
other, closer candidates are possible. As the cells are axis aligned, the distance between the 
current point and the neighbouring cells can easily be computed by a direct evaluation of the linear 
distance along the relating axis. In case further neighbourhood evaluation for the adjacent cells is 
required, the adjacent cells are determined from the kd-tree and traversed as well. 
Advantage of the kd-tree is the spatial structure that allows partitioning the dataset more evenly 
than the octree or the regular grid. If using the sliding midpoint or median splitting rule, the 
partitioning generates a better spatial segmentation of the data. Using the median splitting rule 
creates a more evenly distribution of the points amongst the cells and reduces the number of sub 
divisions, required for the desired partitioning in this way. The sliding midpoint rule [Mount D. M., 
2010] on the other hand, can be roughly understood as an improved variation of the octree, as 
every sub-sampling step only divides the data into 2 new sub-cells and the size of the cell is fitted 
corresponding to the point cloud, in case one of the sub-cells does not contain any points. 
3.2.4 Conclusion 
Because of the structural advantages, the kd-tree allows a fast processing of the point cloud data, 
while keeping the required memory overhead low. In contrast to the octree structure or the regular 
grid, the kd-tree requires significantly fewer subdivisions and thus fewer cells, to achieve the 
desired partitioning of the point cloud data. 
As mentioned, the known disadvantage of the kd-tree is the growing deviation of the tree structure, 
when adding new points to or removing unnecessary points from the dataset. If the number of 
modified points is larger, restructuring of the complete kd-tree becomes unavoidable. Using the 
system for steadily changing datasets or datasets of humongous point clouds, which easily exceed 
the available main memory, the kd-trees performance would suffer from the constant changes. In 
this case, limiting the useable splitting rules to the middle-point rule or simply using an octree 
structure would be the better choice. 
Regarding the implementation of the kd-tree, the ANN- Approximate Nearest Neighbour Searching 
Library [Mount & Arya, 2010] was used for this project. This library is distributed under the terms of 
the GNU Lesser Public License (GLPL) and thus can freely be integrated in private and commercial 
systems. 
3.3 Computation of point surface normal 
The point surface normal (defined as the normal of a locally approximated surface through a point's 
neighbourhood) allows conclusions about surface characteristics and gradients, as well as 
correlations between neighbouring points. Usually, the raw point cloud data does not contain any 
information on the point surface normal or the surface itself. Each raw point data element solely 
consists of the point position and, referring to the used scan system, intensity or colour information. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to approximate this missing information from the point and its 
neighbourhood. The aim here is to recover the surface normal as close as possible to the original 
orientation of the real object. Because of deviations sourcing from the laser scan measurements 
themselves, the actual point position can vary from the measurement and thus falsify the computed 
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normal direction. Moreover, the choice, which neighbouring points to include in the computation of 
the surface normal can affect the resulting normal direction. Solving this issue requires an 
algorithm that is able to recover the point normal while minimizing the falsification sourcing from the 
mentioned effects. In this chapter, two methods for surface normal estimation from point clouds are 
introduced and evaluated.  
3.3.1 Surface mesh based approach 
For this approach, a surface mesh of the point cloud is required as basic input for the estimation of 
the surface normal. As the surface mesh is not directly available from the raw scan data, it must 
first be generated from the point cloud itself. Usually this can be achieved using a variation of the 
Delaunay triangulation e.g. [Cignoni, et al., 1998], [Watson, 1981]. In this way, the points are 
connected to their neighbouring points following a set of rules. The surface normal at the location of 
each point can be estimated from the normals of the adjacent triangles. These normals are 
obtained from the cross-product of the triangles directional vectors.  
Although this procedure appears to produce satisfying results in the first place, there are several 
drawbacks that need to be taken into account. As such, the surface mesh would have to be created 
directly from the raw, unsegmented point cloud. This means that all points in the close surrounding 
area will be included as possible candidates for the triangulation, even though the points can 
belong to a different body. 
 
Figure 3.3-1 Sample for variating results of surface normal direction, based on triangulation. 
Left: Polygon with 4 points that do not lie on the same plane, original plane shown as 
light transparent version; Right-Above: Rendering of the two possibilities to split the 4 
points into 2 triangles; Right-Below: Visualization of resulting normal directions of the 
triangles. 
Another disadvantage is based on the splitting direction, chosen during the triangulation as shown 
in Figure 3.3-1. Different splitting directions can have a strong influence on the generated triangle 
surfaces and thus also on the resulting surface normals of the points.  
Measurement noise can be in the millimetre range, even if the point distance is within few 
centimetres. Bad normal estimations furthermore lead to problems regarding the later post 
processing of the data, i.e. the estimation of surface correlations. To reduce the negative effects of 
the measurement noise and improve the normal estimations, usually the point normals are 
smoothed with respect to their neighbourhood. It is possible to execute smoothing directly on the 
point positions. This however would not be a lossless procedure as the point positions themselves 
are influenced, resulting in unwanted effects for the successive processing and the data itself. 
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3.3.2 Neighbourhood correlation based approach 
Besides the surface mesh based approach, the desired information can directly be derived from the 
neighbouring points of the current point	 . Assume  and its neighbours belong to the same 
surface, then the requested normal direction corresponds to the normal of a plane that 
approximates the surface in . The plane can be defined as the plane that minimizes the square 
distance between the surrounding  points and the plane itself. In other words, the problem to be 
solved can be described as an energy minimization problem:  
 
	
∈
	 ∙
∈
	
Where     = point / plane normal 
   = position of plane origin 
   = surrounding neighbourhood points 
    = position of i	th neighbour 
   = distance of point 	 from a plane defined by  and   
Equation 3.3-1 Energy minimization of square distance between neighbourhood points and 
given plane defined by its origin and surface normal. 
[Gumhold, et al., 2001] presents a reliable way to obtain the desired normal direction, as well as 
the tangents of the mentioned plane, using a principal component analysis (PCA) of the point 
neighbourhood. The PCA is a procedure for identifying the principal extent and relating 
eigenvectors of a multidimensional dataset and retrieving information about the importance of 
these principal directions (the eigenvectors) for the dataset. It is therefore also used for evaluations 
regarding the dataset’s spatial characteristics and for the filtering of spatially related kinds of noise. 
For a more in-depth explanation of the PCAs principles, see the introduction by [Shlens, 2009].  
Regarding the given plane fitting task, the observed dataset is a neighbourhood of three-
dimensional position data. In this case, executing a principal component analysis will generate the 
eigenvectors that describe the spatial extent of the point neighbourhood best. In other words, as 
the neighbourhood represents a surface, the eigenvectors retrieved from the principal component 
analysis will be corresponding to the surfaces normal, tangent, and bi-tangent vector. 
The computation of the PCA requires the following steps: 
 
At first, the mean position of all points within the given neighbourhood, defined by the  nearest 
points, must be computed. 
	
1
∈
 
Where  c  = mean centre position of point neighbourhood  
Equation 3.3-2 Estimation of neighbourhood centre 
This information is used for the generation of the covariance matrix	  from the distance vectors 
between the positions of each neighbour point and the mean position.  
1
∈
 
Where    = covariance matrix of distance vectors 
Equation 3.3-3 Covariance matrix of point neighbourhood 
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The covariance matrix is a measurement for the correlation between the different values of a vector 
set. In the presented case, the vectors describe the relative point positions, which means that the 
covariance matrix contains information about the spatial relation between the three point coordinate 
values of the vectors and their respective variance within the vector set. 
By applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) or eigenvector decomposition [Shlens, 2009], 
the eigenvectors with their relating eigenvalues can be retrieved from the covariance matrix. The 
obtained eigenvalues provide information about the spatial extent of the relating eigenvalues in the 
observed set of neighbourhood points. 
Besides the actual computation of the surface normal vectors, the quality of the obtained data is of 
high interest. The measurement precision of the neighbouring points (resulting from measurement 
errors) has critical influence on the quality of the data. In case of a bad measurement precision the 
point normal direction can strongly vary and falsify the subsequent procedures. In most cases, this 
issue can be solved by enlarging the included neighbourhood of the observed point position. When 
more points are included in the measurement, the additional points have a smoothing effect on the 
normal direction. Nonetheless, distant points should have less influence on the computation than 
the closer ones. For this reason, a penalty function is introduced to determine a weight for each 
point based on its distance from the neighbourhood centre: 
	 , 	 | |	
Where    = multiplication factor 
   = Euclidian distance weight 
Equation 3.3-4 distance weighting, penalty function 
Still, areas close to edges and corners, points of the adjacent surfaces can have unwanted 
influence on the normal direction of the observed points. To minimize this effect, an additional 
penalty function is included that determines the weight of each point based on its distance of the 
surface plane.  
 
 , 	 ∙  
Where    = orthogonal distance weight 
   = orthogonal distance of initial surface estimation (realized in HNF) 
Equation 3.3-5 bilateral weighting, penalty function 
As this procedure requires an initial estimation of the surface normal, the normal is first computed 
without this additional weight and then iteratively improved including the orthogonal distance 
weight. Combining the two weights (from Equation 3.3-4 and Equation 3.3-5) with Equation 3.3-2 
and Equation 3.3-3, one obtains: 
∙ 	 , 	
∑ ∙∈
∑ ∈
,
∑ ∈
∑ ∈
 
Where    = bilateral weighting (combination of euclidian and orthogonal distance) 
Equation 3.3-6 Weighted covariance matrix including bilateral distance weighting 
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3.4 Point classification 
In the last section, the principal component analysis was introduced as method for determining the 
surface normal of an arbitrary point in the dataset. The data obtained from the execution of a PCA 
yet offers much more information than solely an orthogonal basis of the observed point 
neighbourhood. Together with available spatial information along the scan lines an initial 
classification of the points is possible, which will be used as basic input for the evaluation and 
segmentation of the data.  
3.4.1 PCA based classification 
The eigenvectors, resulting from the PCA, span a local basis of maximum variance for the 
observed point set, where the eigenvalues directly correlate with the level of variation along the 
corresponding local axis. 
 
Figure 3.4-1 Example for eigenvectors resulting from PCA execution on local point 
neighbourhood in 3D space around a given point. Left: Point on surface; Centre: Point at 
surface edge; Right: Point at object / point set corner    
[Gumhold, et al., 2001] describes the set of eigenvectors as the correlation ellipsoid that adopts the 
form of the neighbour points. As such, the eigenvectors allow conclusions about the point’s 
geometric classification as surface, edge or corner point:  
– Surface points 
If the point is located on a planar surface patch (Figure 3.4-1, left) the eigenvalues of the 
tangential and bitangential eigenvector must be very large compared to the eigenvalue of the 
surface normal vector. The flatter the surface appears, the smaller the point variation in direction 
of the surface normal, and thus, the smaller the corresponding eigenvalue from the PCA. 
≪	 	 ≅ 	 	
Where  , ,  = eigenvalue resulting from spatial PCA 
Equation 3.4-1 comparison of eigenvalues, test for surface points 
– Edge points 
The point distribution is similar to the one of the surface points. Yet, as the observed point is 
located at an edge (Figure 3.4-1, centre), the extent of the eigenvectors tangential to the surface 
must be about twice as long in the direction along the edge, than in the orthogonal direction. 
Therefore, edge points can be estimated from a simple comparison:  
≪	 	 ≅ 	 2
	
Equation 3.4-2 comparison of eigenvalues, test for edge points 
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– Corner points 
A corner point itself belongs to two or more surfaces (Figure 3.4-1, right). As such, the 
neighbouring points do not conform to the same surface and point in different directions. The 
extent is larger in all directions. The sharper the corner angles are (up to 90°), the closer the 
value of the smallest eigenvalue and the two larger values. 
≅ 	 ≅ 		
Equation 3.4-3 comparison of eigenvalues, test for corner points 
Observing the point cloud as presented in Figure 3.4-2 (left), most of the point groups show a 
sufficient result regarding the classification. Only in certain areas of varying point density and close 
to corners, false positives for the classification as edge points can occur. This is due to the fact, 
that here, the sizes of the estimated eigenvectors can resemble the ranges and thresholds for 
classification as edge points. To solve this issue, [Gumhold, et al., 2001] introduces an additional 
penalty function that allows testing the edge point candidates for bad estimates. This function 
evaluates the maximum angle between two sequent neighbour points. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-2 Principle Component Analysis based classification of scan points. Visualization 
in pseudo colours (blue: smooth object surface, green: corners, red: edges). Left: point 
cloud classification before optimization of estimated edge points; Right: after 
optimization 
In case a point was classified as possible edge point candidate, a 2D projection onto the surface 
plane is generated for all points within its neighbourhood. The projection is achieved via the dot 
product of the relative point position and each of the two surface tangent eigenvectors, whereas the 
eigenvectors correspond to the 2D vector directions. 
 
	
∙
∙  
Where  ,	  = directional extent in the relating direction on the 2D plane 
  = position of i-th neighbouring point 
  = position of estimated point. 
 ,	  = tangential eigenvectors of surface plane. 
Equation 3.4-4 Projection of point neighbourhood vectors onto 2D plane 
After obtaining the 2D representation, the 2D positions are sorted regarding the angle they include 
with one of their axis. The relative angle between two coordinates is obtained by computing the 
difference between the angle of both positions and the previously selected axis. If the maximum 
angle exceeds a predetermined threshold (here chosen: 120°), the point will be kept as edge 
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coordinate. Otherwise, the point must be classified as plane coordinate or unknown. An illustration 
for the obtained maximum angle is given in Figure 3.4-3. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-3 Comparison between edge points and plane points regarding maximum angle 
between consecutive points within clockwise sorted neighbourhood. (Red circle 
segment:  Maximum angle; Black lines:  connects evaluated neighbour point.). Left: point 
located at surface edge; Centre: Point located on object surface; Right: Point on 
irregularly sampled object surface. 
3.4.2 Additional edge classification 
Regarding edges detected within the scan data, there are two different subtypes that can be 
distinguished. On the one hand, edges resulting from actual boundaries within the dataset and on 
the other hand edges that were erroneously detected due to occlusions from other objects in the 
dataset (Figure 3.4-4). For the later sections of this work, certainty about the kind of edges is 
required for the data segmentation. To verify the classification of those edge points, the points must 
be examined concerning several aspects. 
 
 
Figure 3.4-4 Example: Parked car within scanned environment, leads to occluded street 
boundaries. (Red: area of boundary; Blue: parked car; Green: position of scan device) 
Left-Upper: Street curb visible within dataset; Left-Lower: Street curb occluded via parked 
car; Right: 3D view of point cloud scene. 
The scan data used in this work is based on the data obtained from the mobile laser scanning 
system introduced in chapter 2 (p.19 ff). Advantage here is the availability of the data as 3D point 
information in the global coordinate system and as 2D positions within the local coordinates of the 
scan device itself. In this subsection, the local 2D data is used for the detection of occlusions within 
the dataset by analysing the point distribution along each scan line and in comparison between 
adjacent scan lines. 
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3.4.2.1 Detection of occlusion along single scan line 
In this case, the preceding and succeeding point of an edge-point is analysed for occlusions. 
Usually, if an object like a car occludes parts of the point cloud, the resulting boundaries can be 
easily determined via distance measurements.  
 
 
Figure 3.4-5 Sampled area within scan line. Left: Visualization of occluded area (grey), 
resulting from car surface (blue); Right: Graphical representation showing large sampling 
distance (red arrow) between two successive points (6 and 7), which can be used as 
indicator for occlusions.  
As long as a scanned object does not contain any occlusions, the successive points are located 
close to each other in roughly uniform distance jumps. This means that the distance of the current 
point to its predecessor and successor should be similar. Sudden long distance jumps between two 
consecutive points are generally the result of occlusions in the dataset (Figure 3.4-5). In case an 
occlusion has been detected, the edge point in larger distance from the scan device’s projection 
centre is classified as shadowed edge. 
To accelerate the computations, only those points are considered for the computations that were 
previously classified as edges within the dataset. This approach is reasonable as the occluded 
areas lead to additional edges at their borders.   
3.4.2.2 Detection of occlusions from neighbouring scan lines 
Besides the occlusions along single scan lines, it is also possible to detect such effects via 
comparison between neighbouring scan lines. Although the single scan lines represent 
independent 2D systems that are put in relation to another via their projections into the global 3D 
space, neighbouring lines can still be compared to each other. This is due to the high sampling rate 
of the mobile scan device. Scanning 50 lines per second, the changes between neighbouring scan 
lines regarding their positioning and orientation within the 3D space are small and insignificant for 
their comparison. 
If the border of an object surface is sampled by one scan line, but not by its neighbouring line, the 
points at these locations of the dataset will be classified as edges or corners. In contrast to the 
occlusions along the lines, here, the sole comparison of single points isn’t sufficient. While two 
neighbouring scan lines usually have similar positioning and orientation, the number and position of 
the scan points can vary. Due to this fact, the points cannot be compared by their index number 
along the line ( th to 1 th), but via their sampling angle (the angle defined by the point positions 
within the local 2D coordinate system and its origin).  
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Figure 3.4-6  Scan line occlusion resulting from object surface. Sampling-angles (from scan 
device (green)) show occluded area with min-max angles. Red: line containing occluding 
object; Black: neighbouring line, not containing the object. Left: 2D sidewise view; Right: 
perspective view of the two scan lines. 
For a satisfying analysis, each line must be examined for edge point sequences and compared to 
its preceding and succeeding neighbour lines (Figure 3.4-6). If such an edge point sequence has 
been detected, the minimum and maximum sampling angle, spanned by the sequence, is analysed 
and used to evaluate the neighbouring lines. If the minimum point distance from the scan device 
centre of the neighbouring line varies enough from the current one, the points of the more distant 
line are interpreted as shadowed edges. 
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 POINT CLOUD PROCESSING BASICS 4.
This chapter covers basic algorithms and methods for point cloud data processing, used 
throughout this work. The procedures are clustered regarding their field of application in bounding 
volumes, hull approximation, point outline approximation algorithms and grouping / clustering 
methods. Bounding volumes are required for simplified object representations, including position, 
orientation, and boundaries. In cases where a more detailed description of the boundaries is 
needed, the point sets’ concave or convex hull can be approximated using a corresponding 
algorithm.  
Often, a smooth representation of point outlines and sequences are required for visualization and 
analysis of the data. For this reason, different methods for the definition and generation of smooth 
boundary line representations will be presented in section 4.3. 
At last, the chapter will be finalized with a discussion on different algorithms for the grouping and 
clustering of point sets, based on geometric aspects and other attributes. 
4.1 Bounding volumes 
Bounding volumes describe single geometric bodies that completely envelop a set of given 
objects/points. They are used instead of the actual objects as simplified approximation of their 
boundaries, to accelerate the execution of complex geometrical procedures on the given dataset 
(e.g. volume overlap tests, spatial extent of point clusters). Besides these, bounding volumes are 
used in this work for the purpose of simple visual object representation. 
This section gives an overview of the most common bounding volumes, together with a brief 
discussion about their application. 
 
 
Figure 4.1-1 2D sample of different bounding volumes. Left: Bounding sphere; Middle: Axis 
aligned bounding box (AABB); Right: Oriented bounding box (OBB) 
4.1.1 Bounding spheres 
Defined by a centre position and radius, bounding spheres depict the most simplistic type of 
bounding volumes (Figure 4.1-1, left). Usually they are only used for initial overlapping and 
inclusion tests. As such, their main purpose is improving computational speeds as preliminary 
estimation for more complex overlap tests. 
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4.1.2 Axis aligned bounding boxes (AABB) 
Bounding boxes (BB) describe a spatial limitation based on a geometric minimum and maximum 
for all n axis of an n-dimensional space. When fitted to a given dataset, a bounding box offers a 
direct description of the maximum dimensions in relation to the given coordinate axes.  
The axis aligned bounding box is the simplest implementation, as the box axes directly correspond 
to the axes of the given coordinate system (Figure 4.1-1, centre). For the generation of an AABB, 
the bounding box boundaries are adapted to the minimum and maximum positions of the point 
dataset for each direction.  
Regarding the shape estimation, the axis aligned bounding box is only a good approximation if the 
outer shape of the object resembles the bounding box and is axis aligned itself.  
4.1.3 Oriented bounding boxes (OBB) 
Oriented bounding boxes also represent an object’s dimensions by their maximum and minimum 
coordinates. Yet, as the name already implies, the basis of OBBs is not limited to the directional 
vectors of the global coordinate axes, but can be arbitrarily oriented. An OBB is thus described via 
its basis vectors and the minimum and maximum positions in the local coordinate system (Figure 
4.1-1, right). Usually, the basis vectors are obtained from a PCA, as introduced in chapter 3.4. The 
eigenvectors represent the basis with the tightest fit for the bounding box, where the eigenvectors 
with the largest and smallest eigenvalues correspond to the axes of minimum and maximum 
variance [Gottschalk, et al., 1996]. 
The local minimum and maximum positions in the newly created coordinate system of the bounding 
box are obtained via projection. Similar as the orthogonal projection onto the 2D plane in Equation 
3.4-4, the new local coordinates are obtained via the dot product of the point positions and the 
eigenvectors of the PCA. The local coordinates of all points are then compared and the min-max 
values are written back into the system. 
 
_
_
_
	
∙
∙
∙
 
Where   c = bounding box focal point, resulting from mean position of included points 
 = position of point i 
  
_
_
_
 = projection of point i into local coordinate system 
Equation 4.1-1 projecting point position from global coordinate system into local system of 
oriented bounding box.  
Due to their spatial nature, OBBs are useful to estimate the maximum extent of an object in 
direction of its principal axes. Together with the preceding PCA, the computation of an oriented 
bounding box offers knowledge about the objects point variances along the axis from the retrieved 
eigenvalues. The disadvantages on the contrary are solely the longer computation times required 
for the OBB generation and subsequent intersection tests.  
Because of the additional information regarding the extent and variation within the point data, 
obtained from the OBB generation, these bounding volumes are of special interest for multiple 
parts of this work, as will be shown in the later chapters. 
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4.2 Hull approximation 
The hull of an object can be regarded as an enhanced bounding volume, representing the object’s 
outer shape. Same as usual bounding volumes, the hulls can be applied for geometrical operations 
on the dataset. For point clouds, computing a point cluster’s outer hull is often used to reconstruct a 
polygon based surface of the sampled object.  
Basically, there are two principal types of spatial hulls that represent the actual outer shape of the 
object: the convex and the concave hulls (Figure 4.2-1).    
 
Figure 4.2-1 Example for convex (left) and concave (right) hull of a 2D point set 
4.2.1 Convex hull 
The convex hull of an object is described by the smallest convex set of points that spatial includes 
all other points of the corresponding point set. Representing an object using the convex hull 
generates an outer shape of the object without any concavities, meaning all contained holes and 
indents being removed. The convex hull can be seen as a compromise between bounding boxes 
and the object itself, regarding collision accuracy and computation times. 
Besides their usage for spatial examinations, convex hulls play a role in different areas, where 
elements of arbitrary dimension are grouped in relation to their values. Because of this, there are 
many different approaches that cover the topic of efficiently computing the convex hull. Some of the 
more familiar approaches are: The Graham’s scan [Graham, 1972], the Gift-wrapping algorithm, 
known as Jarvis March [Jarvis, 1973] and the Quickhull algorithm [Barber, et al., 1996]. 
The approaches differ from another in their required computation times, depending on the 
distribution of the input point set. For this work, the Graham’s scan algorithm was selected because 
of its good performance and simple implementation. 
The algorithm was developed for 2D point set and is executed as follows: 
 
 First, a definite hull point is required as initial position. For this purpose, a point with minimum 1.
position along one axis is directly chosen. 
 Afterwards, all points are sorted regarding their angle in relation to an directional axis 2.
 As the selected source point represents a part of the actual hull, all other points are positioned in 3.
one direction from the point along the selected axis. 
 Subsequently, the point with smallest angle regarding the concerned axis is selected. 4.
 The successive points are then compared against the last two edges. In case the two edges 5.
create a “left-turn” (cross product of both edge vectors is greater than 0), then the point is 
added as part of the hull. Otherwise, the middle point of the two edges is removed and a new 
edge is created, connecting the first and last of the tree points. 
 The last three steps are finally repeated till the initial point position is reached again. 6.
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4.2.2 Concave hull 
If a detailed description of the objects outer shape is required, including cavities and other 
openings of the object, the convex hull is no more sufficient. In this case, the concave hull of the 
object must be recovered. While it is possible to retrieve an optimal convex hull of an object, the 
reconstruction of the concave shapes can strongly vary, referring to the used algorithm and defined 
parameters. An example for such an algorithm is given in [Park & Oh, 2012]. The algorithm uses a 
prior generated convex hull as initial input and examines the edges of that hull. For each edge, the 
nearest inner point of the shape is identified and the distance of this point from the edge points is 
compared to the length of the edge itself. If the resulting value exceeds a pre-set threshold, the 
point is added to the hull. This computation is repeated until no new points can be added to the 
hull.  
The decision, if a convex or concave hull should be generated, depends on the examined point set 
and the targeted use of the hull, in relation to the size of the object hull’s openings and their 
relevance for the dataset. 
4.3 Point outline approximation 
Besides the sole computation of the object hulls and borders, different approaches, as will be 
discussed in detail in chapter 6 and 8, need good knowledge about the path of these boundaries to 
achieve useable results. This means, that instead of just gathering the points belonging to the outer 
hull, an actual line-based representation needs to be generated from the data. In this section, basic 
approaches for creating lines from a given point set will be discussed. 
Knowledge about the sequence of the points is assumed. 
4.3.1 Linear representation 
By directly connecting each point of a point sequence with its successor via a straight line, a simple 
representation of a point set’s outline can be achieved. Regarding its practical use, this approach is 
very limited, as it requires a high sampling rate of points at the borders and a good local precision 
to generate satisfying results. Yet, in real world datasets, the points usually underlie some noise 
and the given sampling rate, usually sampling positions located near, but not directly on the 
borders. For this reason, a linear connection of the points is not applicable for the boundary 
representation. 
4.3.2 Polynomial representation 
The most generic way to generate smooth line representations of object outlines and boundaries is 
the interpolation of the sequence of boundary points via polynomials. Basic procedures, such as 
the Lagrange polynomial, allows the computation of a polynomial curve of (n-1)th  degree for n 
points. The resulting curve will intersect all points given from the boundary set. Yet, a multitude of 
points will usually lead to a much higher polynomial degree than necessary and at the same time 
result in severely overshooting curvatures, making their usage difficult.  
To improve this appearance, especially for higher numbers of points, the partial reconstruction of 
the outline via multiple connected curves is preferable. A common procedure here is the application 
of Beziér curves [Prautzsch, et al., 2002]. Instead of creating a single polynomial of degree (n-1) for 
the n points, the outlines here are approximated via several concatenated curves of degree m. 
These curves are generated in the Bernstein form using the Bernstein polynomials [Akenine-Möller, 
et al., 2008]: 
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Where     = interpolated point position for parameter t 
   = “control” point (point i within point-set of currently examined segment)  
   = Bernstein polynomial of degree g, to be applied on coordinates of point i.  
  t = curve parameter. 
Equation 4.3-1 polynomial curve from a set of points, from combination of Bernstein polynomials. 
The single curves interpolate the path between their endings and only approximate the locations of 
the other points along their path. As such, only the beginning and end point of each curve is 
actually intersected by the resulting lines. The point set is split every mth  point, while assigning the 
end point of the previous segment to its neighbouring segment. In this way, a continuous 
concatenation of curves is achieved to describe the outline of the point set. 
Main advantage of this procedure is the highly reduced overshooting, due to the usage of lower 
degree polynomials and thus a better approximation of the curvature than from high degree 
polynomials or most linear representations.  
Nonetheless, while the continuity at the connection points of the curves is granted, they are not 
necessarily differentiable in these positions. This means, that the resulting lines do not necessarily 
generate smooth representations.  
 
Although there are solutions to solve this issue regarding the differentiability of the connection 
points ( [Akenine-Möller, et al., 2008], p. 585,586)), the result is still improvable.  
While the curves can be smoothed, the connection points still underlie natural restrictions as they 
are limited due to measurement noise and sampling density.  
4.3.3 Spline based representation 
Another approached, similar to the Bézier curves, allows to overcome these given restrictions. The 
usage of splines, as introduced by [de Boor, 1978] shows a solution to approximate curves from an 
arbitrary number of key points, without unnecessary overshooting or loss of continuity and 
differentiability. Furthermore, basis splines allow a better control regarding the resulting curves, as 
a combination of sharp edges, located at fixed points, together with the smoothed curvatures is 
also possible. 
 
Usually, basis splines are defined via the Cox de Boor recursion: 
 
	
	1, 	
0, 									
 
With 
 
 
Where    = Spline basis function of degree g 
    = knot of knot-array , , … .  
Equation 4.3-2 B-Spline basis function, computed via Cox De-Boor recursion 
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With growing degree  of the basis splines, the resulting curve becomes multiple times 
differentiable, by the factor 1. The frequently used cubic splines result from three 
recursions and are thus two times differentiable ( ). 
Finally, the spline for the current point set is obtained by applying the basis spline function: 
 
 
Where  C(t) = resulting B-Spline curve  
  n = number of points in point set. 
Equation 4.3-3 B-Spline curve for a given point set  
In contrast to Beziér curves, splines usually do not intersect their control points. The starting and 
ending points are solely approximated instead of directly intersected. To reach these points, in 
case the spline is not meant to create a closed circle, the starting and ending point is assigned 
multiple times to the point set. In this way, with each multiple assignment of a point, its 
differentiability is reduced by the respective number. If e.g. the starting point is assigned 3 times to 
the point set, its differentiability is reduced from two to zero, resulting in a forced traversal of the 
points actual positions.  
This method allows additional influence on the curves appearance. Furthermore, it is possible to 
modify the curves via additional weights. For more details on this subject see the “Practical Guide 
to Splines” [de Boor, 1978]. 
4.4 Clustering 
In many cases, point sets have to be clustered by certain attributes. For example: Retrieving a flat 
surface from a point cloud needs to find and group all those points with corresponding normal 
direction, whose orthogonal distance of the surface does not exceed a predetermined threshold. 
Basing on the given situation, the best method for clustering or grouping the dataset can vary. In 
this subsection, a brief introduction about the most established clustering approaches will be given. 
4.4.1 Clustering based on geometric attributes 
Here, the points are locally grouped concerning certain geometric and spatial attributes. This case 
can be used, if only a certain group of points is desired, that fulfils certain restrictions concerning 
localization, orientation of point normals, intensity and classification (Chapter 3.4). 
Basically, the procedure can be executed similar to a classic flood fill algorithm as normally in 
image processing. Starting from a predetermined source point, the algorithm examines its 
neighbouring points and grows along all those neighbours that correspond to the given 
requirements. The main difference between the original flood fill algorithm and the one applied on 
the 3d point cloud data is the determination of the current point’s neighbours. In case of Image 
based data, the algorithm can directly define a 4-way or 8-way neighbourhood to determine the 
adjacent points of the current position. For the 3d point data, the neighbourhood can be retrieved in 
different ways. Regarding the used point cloud data, the neighbourhoods can best be detected via 
the kd-tree that was introduced earlier in chapter 3.2.3. The result of the grouping then depends on 
the chosen neighbourhood size k. If k is set too low, the algorithms growth can be restricted and 
falsify the result. A too high value for k on the other hand can lead to overloaded neighbourhoods, 
where points that are actually located too far from the current position, are still assigned as 
neighbour points. 
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Within this thesis, a neighbourhood of approximately 5-7 elements showed best results for the 
algorithms. 
4.4.2 K-means clustering 
The k-means Clustering algorithm is an approach to cluster a d-dimensional dataset into k clusters, 
where the centres are approximated to minimize the square distance between the centres and the 
given values / point positions. Basically, the k-means Clustering algorithm works as follows: 
1. Determine k initial cluster centre’s at arbitrary positions of the examined space. If additional 
information about the centre positions is given, the estimated positions can be assigned at 
initialization.  
2. Group all n points to the cluster centre with smallest distance of the centre. 
3. Compute focal position of every cluster and reassign centre position to the focal point. 
4. Repeat this procedure until the centre positions converged. 
For better understanding, the procedure is visualized in Figure 4.4-1. 
 
 
Figure 4.4-1 Iterative steps of k-means algorithm (taken from [Faber, 1994]). Left: Initial setup 
for 2 randomly chosen centres; Centre: During iterative approximation of actual centres; 
Right: After reaching converged centre positions. 
Besides this basic approach of the k-means clustering algorithm, there are also several modified 
versions as presented by [Faber, 1994] and [Kanungo, et al., 2002], with different advantages 
regarding computation times. The clustering result on the other hand is the same for each of these 
approaches. 
The k-means clustering usually offers good solutions in case of a dataset with fixed numbers of 
expected clusters without overlap of the single clusters. The algorithm is not useable in case the 
clusters present unusual point distributions, where the points cannot simply be assigned to the 
correct cluster based on their distance from the cluster centres. 
 
Figure 4.4-2 Example for limitation of k-mean clustering. Left: Actual expected clustering of point 
groups; Right: Clustering resulting from k-means for 2 groups. 
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4.4.3 Mean-shift clustering 
In some cases, the simple clustering based on the minimum square distances is not sufficient to 
segment a dataset. An example for such a case is given in (Figure 4.4-2). Here, some of the points 
belonging to group B are erroneously assigned to segment A due to the used distance criterion. 
The basic idea of the mean-shift algorithm is the assumption, that each point belongs to a cluster 
with local maxima and falling density distribution [Derpanis, 2005]. To locate the cluster centre of 
an arbitrary point, following steps are executed: 
1. Retrieve the local neighbourhood within a window around the current position. 
2. Compute the mean shift vector from the neighbourhood which corresponds to the gradient 
direction within the window. 
3. Move along the mean shift vector towards the denser direction of the neighbourhood and repeat 
the procedure until the local maxima is found. 
4. Assign the point to the detected maxima. 
This procedure is repeated for all points, where the points that were passed during the iterative 
approximation are likely to belong to the same centre.  
The advantage of the mean-shift- over the k-means-clustering approach is the ability to segment 
such point distributions, where simple distance based assignments are not possible, due to a non-
uniform point distribution along the different dimensions or where the clusters strongly differ 
concerning the point variation around their centres. 
It is yet not an optimal solution for all clustering tasks. E.g., in case a desired cluster consists of 
more than one local maximum. The mean-shift algorithm would result in separating this cluster into 
two new independent elements.  
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 DEFINITION OF SCAN DATA PROCESSING AIMS 5.
The reconstruction of a traffic accident scene requires the detailed analysis of its scenario and the 
surrounding area. The street surfaces with their break lines, police markings, left over obstacles, as 
well as the adjacent vegetation, buildings, traffic related signs and lighting, all could represent 
important aspects of the accident scene and thus, have to be taken into account for the data 
processing. Yet, this does not mean that every single element in the scanned scene actually 
contributes to the reconstruction. 
To achieve an in depth knowledge about the relevance of the different features, this chapter was 
developed in close collaboration with experts on accident surveying at Volkswagen Group 
Research. The obtained feedback was gathered and structured in relation to the type of the 
segments. In the following, a more detailed explanation about the required scene elements is 
given, together with the accuracy requirements for the visualization and the given possibilities of 
mobile laser scanning for the reconstruction. 
5.1 Street Surfaces 
The street surface is the most important element for the accident analysis. Besides the actual 
outline, the street surface contains essential information about the traffic rules (e.g. if overtaking is 
allowed or not), available driving lanes and their corresponding paths, as well as temporary details, 
such as tire abrasion or police markings. All these aspects can be relevant to the targeted accident 
reconstruction. This sub-section will discuss all mentioned parts in detail, also in relation to the 
practicality of laser scan usage and the reconstructable elements.  
5.1.1 Surface contours  
Giving information about the boundaries of the driving lanes and thus the width of the lanes and 
possible evasion space for the vehicles, a possibly precise reconstruction of these elements is 
desired for the accident scene analysis. 
To obtain models or outlines of streets, the first step is to determine the border that separates the 
surface from its surrounding area. In most cases, the street can be segmented due to sudden 
height variations (curbs) or limitation markings (Figure 5.1-1). Curbs that separate the street from 
pavements or owned grounds are mainly to be found in urban and suburban residential areas.  
Using a high resolution mobile laser scan, as obtained from the system introduced in chapter 2, 
even low curbs of few centimetres height can be easily detected within the scan data and used to 
achieve a successful segmentation.  
 
 
Figure 5.1-1 Street surface samples. Left: Clear separation of street from adjacent areas via 
street curbs. Right: separation based on limiting street markings. 
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In contrast to this, rural roads are more difficult to extract as the markings at the street borders are 
often in bad shape (Figure 5.1-2, right), or even non-existing (Figure 5.1-2, left). In this case, the 
borders cannot be located based on sudden height or colour intensity jumps. Nonetheless, such 
streets are frequent locations of traffic accidents. Bad visibilities due to lightings and occlusions, as 
well as carelessness of the drivers in such areas, have strong influence on the accident numbers. 
Therefore, a detailed extraction of such street surfaces is inevitable for the desired accident scene 
reconstruction. To overcome the difficulties, new algorithms are required that allow the 
segmentation of street surfaces independently from the kind of road. The street boundaries must 
well-defined by the segmented data and visualized for further evaluations and procedures. 
 
 
Figure 5.1-2 Example for street borders that are difficult to approximate due to a lack of 
boundaries (left) or worn out markings (right). 
5.1.2 Street Markings 
In the year 1911 the first street centre lines were introduced by Edward N. Hines, visually 
separating the driving lanes for better road safety. Later during the 1930s, markings became more 
common and guide lines were established. Since then, the number of different markings grew, 
distinguishing the relating traffic rules from each other and supporting the traffic flow.  
In this respect, the classification of the different types of road markings is of relevance for the 
accident scenes to obtain information about the local traffic rules e.g. differentiation between 
passing and no-passing zones, or knowledge about turning lanes at intersections. 
Today’s road markings follow specific standards, defined for the different road types and regions. 
These standards are normally nationwide defined, e.g. as documented in the regulations on road 
markings for Germany [Forschungsgesellschaft für Straßen- und Verkehrswesen e.V. (FGSV), 
1993].  
An overview of possible line and crossing markings is given in (Figure 5.1-3), showing that a clear 
separation between the different types is possible, based on the spatial extent of the markings. 
Looking at the dashed lines in detail, classification is possible based on the dash-to-gap ratio 
between neighbouring marking elements (Table 5.1-1). Here, different boundaries and regulations 
are well-defined by the gaps and marking lengths. 
Additional rules are often added to the street surfaces via pictographic markings (Figure 5.1-4). 
These also follow fixed standards regarding their shapes and sizes and are usually positioned in 
the centre of the corresponding lane. Only exceptions are arrow markings indicating an upcoming 
narrowing of the road. 
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Ratio dash/gap Range of application Motorways Other Roads 
Rural Urban 
1:2 
Guideline for areas 
without intersections 
6m/12m 4m/8m 3m/6m 
2:1 General 6m/3m 4m/2m 3m/1.5m 
1:1 
Connecting ramps, 
additional lanes 
6m/6m - - 
Guideline within 
intersection area 
- 3m/3m 
Interrupted guideline, 
elongated 
intersection area 
6m/6m 3m/3m 
Interrupted guideline, 
narrow intersection 
area 
- 1.5m/1.5m 
Table 5.1-1 Dash to gap ratio of street guideline markings for Germany, translated from 
[Forschungsgesellschaft für Straßen- und Verkehrswesen e.V. (FGSV), 1993] 
 
 
Figure 5.1-3 Different types of line markings (a: continuous line, b: interrupted guide line, c: 
interrupted guide line in intersection area) and cross markings (d: interrupted cross 
marking, e: zebra crossing) 
 
Figure 5.1-4 Pictographic street markings. Left: Directional arrow; Middle: Bicycle path, 
Right:  Speed Limitation 
Detecting the street markings within scan data is only possible if the scan device additionally 
delivers intensity or colour information of the sampled points. In case of the scan device used for 
this project, the intensity of the reflected light is written back together with the measured point 
positions. Using this information, the differentiation between the street surface and the markings is 
possible. 
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5.1.3 Break- & Drift markings 
As already mentioned in chapter 1.3.1, the break- and drift lines contain essential information about 
the driving and steering behaviour of the involved vehicles. Even though the number of such traces 
drastically decreased due to technologies like ABS and ESC, skid marks can still appear in severe 
cases [Rausch, 2008]. Here, the markings allow conclusions about the vehicle movements and the 
velocities in the moment before the driver reactions. As such, the dimensions and curvature of 
these markings are useful clues for the accident reconstruction. 
Nevertheless, before being able to use these markings for any kind of estimations, they first need 
to be extracted from the given data. The detectability of the markings depends on the possibilities 
of the used scan system. Only if the light intensity variations between the street surface colours 
and the skid marks can be differentiated, a satisfying detection is possible.  
Because of this fact, the results can strongly vary, as the markings can have different visual 
strength and different time dependency based on the way they were generated. The marks can be 
simple abrasions of tire rubber, lasting for few hours; they can also be engraved into the asphalt 
itself, lasting for several months to years. Especially the former kind only leaves weak contrast 
between the street surfaces and the traces, complicating the detection within the intensity data of 
the laser scans. As some markings can stay visible for several days or even months, the marks 
belonging to the current scenario must be separated from all other remaining markings.  
5.1.4 Police markings 
Originally, hand drawn chalk/oil-paint scribbles (here called: police markings) were only added for a 
better visualization of the essential traces. Most of the traces appear faint and are only visible from 
certain perspectives. Thus, the highlighting via such police markings is necessary for photo 
documentation and preservation of the object positions after their removal from the accident scene. 
The markings are basically simple scribbles enclosing the outline of the desired traces. Besides the 
use for the skid marks, police markings are also used to highlight traces such as:  
– Vehicle end positions after the crash together with tire positions 
– Liquid losses of the vehicles, participants and others (cooling agent, oil, fuel, blood etc.)  
– Broken glass and dismantled vehicle parts 
– Relevant obstacles within the accident scene 
 
 
Figure 5.1-5 Sample for police markings at the accident scene. Left: Improved visualization of skid 
marks; Right: End positions of accident involved vehicles (including tire positions and vehicle 
direction (arrows)) 
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In respect of the extraction of relevant scene information, the police markings must be treated 
similar as the break- and drift markings. It cannot be guaranteed that all those light scribbles, 
detected on the road surface, actually belong to the current accident scene. As such, a user based 
semi-automatic approach is desirable here as well. 
Regarding laser scanning based documentation, these markings achieve better contrasts on the 
street surface than the actual break- or drift-marks, which allows an easier detection and 
classification within the scan data.   
5.1.5 Obstacles 
Obstacles are all objects that were located on or adjacent to the street surface, with influence on 
the accident scenario itself. Examples for such obstacles are foreign objects on the surface like 
broken glass, oil patches, or lost vehicle body parts. But also pot holes, cracks and other damages 
of the street belong into this category.  
For the field of accident research, those obstacles and objects that were present prior to the crash 
and those resulting from it are of interest for different reasons. As such, the pre-existing obstacles 
could have had an impact on the happening by forcing the drivers to evade, taking their attention, 
or even being the actual trigger of the accident. Objects resulting from the crash, on the other hand, 
can add further information about the impact of the crash and the post collision vehicle movements. 
Regarding the laser scan data, most obstacles can easily be captured, as long as their dimensions 
exceed the average point sampling distance by several times. For smaller objects, the post 
processing and segmentation of the data cannot generate sufficient results, as the objects would 
be interpreted as data noise. Yet, this case can often be covered by including the additional police 
markings painted around such objects, when relevant to the scenario.  
For the desired software system, a detailed reconstruction of the obstacles outer shape is not 
required. Important are only the objects location, dimensions and classification corresponding to 
their group (obstacles on/adjacent to street surface, vehicle parts …) and sub-category (e.g. pot 
holes, stones, rear-view mirrors, etc.). 
Because of different occlusions and limited sampling densities, fully automatic reconstruction from 
the point cloud data will be difficult to achieve. Yet, same as for skid marks, this is not desired, as 
not all possible obstacles are related to the current accident. Thus, a semi-automatic reconstruction 
from the point cloud data is more promising in this case, allowing the user to select the required 
objects by logical examination of the accident scene point cloud. 
5.1.6 Vehicle accessible areas 
Besides the street surface itself, the adjacent area that is accessible for the involved vehicles is of 
interest for the accident research. In case of an accident, the question occurs, if there was enough 
space for the driver to evade the opposing vehicle and could have prevented the accident from 
happening in this way. Empty parking lots, bicycle driveways, emergency lanes, etc. belong to such 
kind of areas that widen the possible evasive space of the vehicles and thus, must be included in 
the analysis of the accident scenario. 
For the analysis of the scene, the desired data object is the area that was accessible for the 
vehicles at the time of the accident. This means: an examination of the adjacent area becomes 
necessary, where the passages are large enough for the vehicles to fit through and do not contain 
jumps of the surface elevation over a predetermined height. As example: An empty parking lane 
that’s slightly elevated of the street surface by about 4-5cm can still be assigned to the accessible 
area, as the height jump is still within an usual tolerance for most cars, while a low stone wall of 
0.5m height must be detected as possible collision object.  
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5.2 Adjacent Objects 
Besides the street surface, also those segments within the surrounding area can present important 
roles for the accident reconstruction, either by being actually involved in the sequence of the 
accident or indirectly influencing the scene (e.g. occluding view of the adjacent road or forcing 
driver to evade an obstacle). 
Furthermore, not all detected objects are necessarily part of the accident scene. Objects of 
temporary nature, such as parked cars or bikes, can only be of relevance to the scenario, if they 
were located at the same spot during the happening of the accident. For this reason, both kinds of 
street adjacent objects: permanent and temporary will be discussed in this section for further 
evaluation. 
5.2.1 Buildings & walls 
Knowledge about building dimensions and outlines is of interest regarding two principal aspects. 
On the one hand, buildings and walls can interfere with accident scenes in the areas close to street 
crossings and gateways, by reducing the viewing range of the drivers towards the upcoming 
accident opponents and by influencing the local lighting conditions. On the other hand, buildings 
can be relevant as possible (or even actual) collision partners of the involved vehicles. Here, the 
outline of the walls at vehicle height is essential, as it corresponds to the regions of possible 
collision. 
In terms of the data obtained from laser scanning, the buildings dimensions can be recovered, 
including details about the walls positioning, orientations, and gateways. Yet, during mobile laser 
scanning, the walls are sampled from positions above the road surface, including all the objects 
and obstacles in between. Obstacles blocking the path from the laser beam towards the building 
walls, lead to shadows in the dataset, projected onto the buildings. As result, the data will contain 
gaps in these areas that need to be evaluated, whether they resulted from such shadows or are 
actual parts of the shown object (Figure 5.2-1). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2-1 Scan data containing multitude of occlusions, including partial occlusions (red), 
elongated occlusions (blue) that fully separate the wall into two segments and gaps that 
are actually exist on the real object (yellow). 
Another sub-category to be discussed here are other wall like features, as fences and crash 
barriers. Simplified, crash barriers can be treated the same as existing walls, solely with the 
difference of not being directly adjacent to the ground surface, but starting at the average vehicle 
bumper height. Fences on the other hand, strongly vary regarding their relevance for the accident. 
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Referring to the kind of fence, the actual impact on the cars and view occlusion can be insignificant 
for the reconstruction (e.g. wire-mesh fences). 
For the reconstruction of the dataset, an algorithm is required that is able to find the wall elements 
within the scan data while detecting and distinguishing the different kind of gaps that can appear 
within the data. Moreover, representative outlines and reconstruction of wall boundaries that are 
relevant as possible collision zones are required. 
5.2.2 Trees & other vegetation 
Most accident scenes located at country roads or within urban areas contain different kinds of 
vegetation. Especially trees can become relevant for the accident reconstruction. Not just as 
collision partners of the accident itself, but also as view occluding and lighting conditions 
influencing obstacle. 
 
 
Figure 5.2-2 Sample for varying lighting conditions due to tree shadows 
Of interest for the accident reconstruction are the tree position, the diameter of the tree-stem and 
tree-crown, as well as the height of the tree crowns bottom.  
The data obtained from laser scanning allows a good representation of the tree stem itself, as well 
as the visual representation of the outer hull of the tree crown. Only in case of very thin stems, as 
appearing mostly on trees within inner city environments, the reconstruction can become more 
difficult. This is because the tree diameters can fall into the range of the sampling distance between 
adjacent scan points. In this case, only few point lines are available that could be used for the 
reconstruction of the trees. Furthermore, the approximation of shape details from the tree crowns 
can become difficult within the mobile scanning data due to the high number of self-occlusions 
within the crown and sampling distances between adjacent scan points. For the reconstruction of 
accident scenes, a detailed crown reconstruction would rather lead to unnecessary higher 
computation times for the reconstruction and the successive rendering and simulation, while 
generating little or none benefit for the accident reconstruction. Instead, a simplified approximation 
of the tree crown is more suitable for the given purpose.   
Besides trees, also other vegetation, such as hedges can be of interest for the reconstruction. 
Same as the tree crowns, a simple representation of the objects outer shape and height is 
sufficient for the accident reconstruction, as such lower vegetation is mainly interesting regarding 
their effects on the traversable regions and possible view occlusions. 
5.2.3 Vehicles 
Occupying driving lanes, blocking evasion paths and covering parts of the viewing range are just a 
few examples, how parked vehicles on or beside the street surface can interfere with traffic 
accidents. To achieve a detailed documentation of an accident location, the positions, orientations, 
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and dimensions of these vehicles are therefore required. This includes the accident involved 
vehicles as well, in case they haven’t already been removed from the scene at the time the scan 
was executed.  
In contrast to most other objects, vehicles play a special role for the scan procedures due to their 
surface. While most objects can be easily sampled via laser scan devices, the colour and condition 
of the vehicles varnish can lead to unwanted effects on the measurements. Especially strong 
reflecting and dark coloured finishes can generate unsatisfying results, as the amount of diffuse 
reflected light is just too little for the scan device to be measured (Figure 5.2-3). This also means 
that only little surface information about the vehicle is available within the scan data and thus 
severely limits the automatic reconstruction. 
 
 
Figure 5.2-3 Laser scan of a Volkswagen Cross Polo with black metallic finish. Bad scan 
results on surface of vehicle due to very low diffuse reflected light 
Another important aspect, briefly mentioned earlier, is the temporary nature of parked vehicles. As 
the vehicles could have been moved anytime between the moment of the accident and the scan 
procedure, knowledge if a scanned vehicle belongs to the accident scene is not possible solely 
from the point cloud data. In this case, the developed software-system must aim at a user-
supported selection of those relevant vehicles. Same as before, the aim is to realize as much 
automation as possible, while maintaining satisfying segmentation results for the accident 
reconstruction. 
5.3 Traffic related 
Although traffic related objects as street signs and street lights can be interpreted as members of 
the adjacent objects, they are mentioned separately at this point, as they follow given standards 
regarding their positioning, orientation and measurements that simplify the segmentation and 
interpretation of these object types.  
5.3.1 Street signs 
Street signs occur as independent objects adjacent to the street surface, as well as attached to 
traffic lights and other nearby objects. Representing important information such as speed limits, the 
right of way, or traffic lane coordination, they offer essential information about the local traffic 
regulations.  
Usually, there are fixed rules for the appearance of street signs, including a defined height and 
positioning distance from the street surface, as well as for the diameter of the pole they are 
installed on [Industrieverband Straßenausstattung e.V., 2007].  
Within laser scan data, the approximation of the street signs, resulting from the sampling highly 
depends on the used scan technology. As the signs are made using retro reflective materials, the 
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scan device must be able to compensate the unusually high intensities and deviations thrown back 
at the device. As the scan devices used in this work were not able to generate satisfying 
measurements of retro reflective surfaces, the detection of street signs hence will be limited to the 
recognition of the street signs’ mounting poles.  
For the recognition of the poles, the requirements correspond to those discussed for the detection 
of trees from a point cloud data. This means, that for the purpose of detection, a similar procedure 
as for the tree detection is reasonable. Yet, to avoid random classification of poles as trees or 
street signs, the procedure must be expanded by a decision criterion, able to distinguish between 
the object types, based on the given point cloud information.  
5.3.2 Street lanterns 
Street lights can have similar impacts on accidents like trees. In contrast to trees, they do not 
influence the lighting conditions by shadowing the sunlight, but by the light cone they generate. 
Depending on the distance between successive street lights, the diameter of the light cone and the 
lighting intensities can have varying effects on the traffic and in this way effect the accident 
sequence. 
The reconstruction of the street lights outer shape can be accomplished using the same procedure 
as for the street signs. Yet, the procedure must be further extended to distinguish between these 
two kinds of traffic related objects. 
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 SCAN DATA SEGMENTATION 6.
Since now the required scene elements have been defined, this chapter will cover the actual 
realization of the detection and extraction of objects and surface information from the point cloud 
data. The different scene components are clustered corresponding to their spatial and geometrical 
features. First, existing approaches are discussed for the different cluster types to give an overview 
of previously accomplished segmentation procedures and their applicability for the target of this 
thesis. The obtained knowledge about the different approaches is used for the development of new 
procedures or extensions of the existing ones, to achieve adequate scan data segmentation for the 
reconstruction of accident scenes. 
6.1 Extraction of street boundaries and markings 
Retrieving the street surface together with its borders and markings requires several steps. At first, 
the street itself must be detected and separated from the surrounding environment. Taking into 
account the different surface qualities and boundary types (see chapter 5.1.1, p.57 ff.), different 
approaches are required to realize satisfying segmentations. Moreover, obstacles, shadows within 
the scan data, abrasions of borders and markings, etc., all are influencing the result of the 
segmentation and must be treated respectively.  
After the surface has been segmented, its salient markings have to be detected and classified. 
Therefore, the markings must be tracked, combined with neighbouring markings that belong to the 
same line, while distinguishing between actual markings and other interfering elements (chalk 
marks, oil patches, etc.). 
Aim of this chapter is the development of procedures to cover these aspects. The detection of 
surfaces and markings from laser scan and image data has already been discussed in many 
different works. As such, the next subsection will first give an overview of known approaches, 
together with an insight into the usability and limitations regarding the different types of street 
borders and markings. Based on the obtained information, a new extended approach, developed in 
this work will be introduced, fitted to the given requirements of accident scene reconstruction. 
6.1.1 Usability and limitation of existing approaches  
Detection of road surface and markings from point cloud and image data is an interesting subject 
for different areas like city/traffic planning and vehicle assisting/safety systems. Focused targets 
are the acquisition of information about the road paths and marking positions as well as of more 
challenging details, such as surface qualities and occlusions of the scene. 
6.1.1.1 Existing approaches for road surface extraction 
For the extraction of road surfaces, many existing approaches limit themselves to areas, where the 
streets are clearly separated from the surrounding environment due to sudden changes of height 
gradients. [Jaakkola, et al., 2008] and [Denis, et al., 2010] present height image and line based 
approaches for the estimation of the street surface and its boundaries. Jaakkola first generates a 
height image of the scan data, where each scan line corresponds to one row in the image. The 
approach aims at the detection of curbstones from small height jumps within this image data. For 
this reason, a gradient image is computed and all those gradients that lie within the predetermined 
range between 0.02 to 0.2m are regarded as candidates for curbstone positions. The candidates 
are then examined concerning their neighbouring points, if they conform to the requirements of 
kerbstones. The detected kerbstone locations are saved, representing the boundaries of the street 
for the further segmentation and generation of a polygonal representation of the surface. In 
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comparison, [Denis, et al., 2010] creates the height image from an orthographic representation of 
the actual 3d scene, where each pixel is assigned the minimum elevation of the corresponding 
ground points. The obtained data is then smoothed and gradients are computed using a Sobel 
filter. Denis sets the threshold in such a way, that only those regions with gradients in the range of 
0.1 to 0.2m are kept as areas of interest and then connected to the expected kerb lines, 
representing the track of the kerbstones. 
The advantage of these approaches is the possibility of applying existing image processing 
algorithms for filtering, edge detection, morphology, and thresholds onto the given point dataset. 
This highly simplifies the detection of edges as well as the evaluation of gradients and reduces the 
influence of bad estimates. Yet, the image size has a high impact on the accuracy and resolution of 
the boundaries. As such, when choosing larger pixel sizes, the boundary location can become too 
rough and requires further analysis within the boundary pixel regions. In contrast, when choosing a 
smaller size, some of the required algorithms cannot generate satisfying results anymore due to 
pixel regions not containing any point information. 
Besides these image-based approaches, a direct detection of the boundaries by analysing the 
point cloud data itself is possible. [Vosselman & Liang, 2009] and [Belton & Bae, 2010] introduce 
such straightforward algorithms that make use of the point neighbourhoods themselves. 
[Vosselman & Liang, 2009] detects kerbstones via small height jumps in the range of ~0.1m near to 
terrain surfaces. This is achieved by checking the height differences within a certain area around 
each pixel (Figure 6.1-1). Afterwards, the found edges are examined for neighbouring edge 
elements within a close distance of the determined points and grouped, in case the search was 
successful. The resulting clusters are evaluated regarding their length and extent, to test if they 
fulfil the requirements for the kerbstone detection. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-1 Detection of kerbstones in airborne laser scanning data [Vosselman & Liang, 
2009]. Left: Point profile along road side; Right: Colour coded height image including 
extracted kerbstones as black lines. 
 [Belton & Bae, 2010] presents a further alternative solution, clustering all available point data into a 
2D grid. The grid cell with the lowest point in the dataset is determined as source point for the 
street surface. Determining the street surface requires the neighbouring cells to be examined for 
points within certain height deviation of the already determined ground surface. After the execution, 
those cells that are adjacent to non-ground cells must contain the kerbstone areas that limit the 
street surface. These cells are then selected and analysed for the contained kerb lines. 
 
As mentioned, all of the presented approaches solely focus on height and surface estimation for 
the street surface and border detection. While these approaches are sufficient for most inner city 
environments and some country roads, the given capabilities are limited regarding those areas, 
where simple height based estimations are not applicable (for example see Figure 5.1-2, p.58). 
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Moreover, the discussed algorithms are not designed for the use in mobile scanning systems. 
Originally, the approaches by [Vosselman & Liang, 2009] and [Belton & Bae, 2010] were 
introduced for aerial laser scanning. While the objects of interest (the kerbstones with their height 
variations) are usually exposed in aerial scan data due to the top-down view, MLS data sourcing 
from a vehicle mounted scanner is often occluded by driving or parking vehicles and other objects 
(Figure 6.1-2). 
 
 
Figure 6.1-2 Occlusion sample. Point cloud from mobile scanning data. Kerbstones (yellow 
coloured) are occluded because of a parked car and thus appear hidden from the scan 
device.  
For this reason, an extension of the algorithms for application on occluded MLS data is required. 
The algorithms must be able to detect and connect neighbouring line segments that are intersected 
by occluding objects.  
To achieve good results for the targeted system, the street surface must be detectable under all 
those limitations. The segmentation must be achievable given the constraints for urban areas as 
introduced in the discussed papers, as well as under such possible conditions as mentioned in 
chapter 5.1.1 (p.57 ff.). 
6.1.1.2 Existing approaches for the detection of road markings 
Intelligent vehicle applications, such as the lane departure warning and lane keeping system, 
require knowledge about the vehicles current position and estimated subsequent movements in 
relation to the driving lanes and their markings. Usually, this information is obtained from image 
processing, using the image data generated from vehicle built-in cameras [Euro NCAP, 2010]. 
Because of the vast interest in this subject, there are many different image based approaches that 
aim at the detection of road surface markings. All of these approaches, mono- [Foucher, et al., 
2011] [Pollard, et al., 2011] as well as stereo image procedures [Soheilian, et al., 2006] [Soheilian, 
et al., 2007], first detect and extract the single markings from the pictures and then further analyse 
the obtained information for the correct recognition. 
[Foucher, et al., 2011] and [Pollard, et al., 2011] present mono camera based solutions. Using 
filtering techniques, light areas of thin horizontal diameter are removed from the image data. For 
the recognition of the markings, the filtered image is subtracted from the original picture to obtain a 
difference image, only containing candidates for the road markings (Figure 6.1-3). 
Regarding the image filtering, [Veit, et al., 2008] gives a detailed overview of different approaches, 
filtering original image data geometrically or photometrically. These filters can be based on 
estimations concerning the image intensity gradients or on local and global intensity thresholds. As 
the camera in front of the vehicle generates perspective images, the line estimations must be 
adapted to the optical line width via predefined restrictions or inverse perspective mapping that 
transfers the image data into a pseudo orthogonal view of the road surface.  
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Figure 6.1-3 Detection and Recognition of Urban Road Markings Using Images  [Foucher, et 
al., 2011]. Left to right: Original image; Median filtered image; Combination of original and 
filtered image; Extraction result. 
For the filtering of the markings, [Foucher, et al., 2011] uses a modified median local threshold 
(MLT) filter with fixed window size (2 times maximum marking width). In this way, each pixel is 
assigned the median value of its neighbourhood. The obtained output image is then compared to 
the given original input point set via a predetermined threshold. If the difference is larger than the 
threshold, an initial model for the road marking shape is generated.  
A similar approach is used by [Pollard, et al., 2011]. It deviates from Foucher’s approach, as a 
combination of two extraction methods with different threshold values is applied. Using a high and 
a low threshold values creates an over- and an undersaturated result. Pollard uses a combination 
of morphological filter and the two extraction methods to achieve an improved result containing less 
error. 
Besides the sole marking detection, [Vacek, et al., 2007] furthermore describes a solution for the 
differentiation between dashed and solid marking lines as well as single or double lines. This 
approach evaluates the thickness and length of the markings by defining so called scanlines 
orthogonal to the painted road markings. The scanlines represent cuts through the data every 0.5m 
and examine the thickness of the pale pixel areas that describes the markings. As the markings are 
of standardized widths, differentiation between good and bad estimates is possible. For the 
distinction between dashed and solid lines, only the total distance between two neighbouring 
detected marking elements is necessary (Figure 6.1-4, left). 
 
 
Figure 6.1-4 Road marking classification based on “scanline cuts” orthogonal to marking 
direction [Vacek, et al., 2007]. Left: Sample illustration of scan lines; Right: actual image 
based representation of estimated markings. 
Concerning the marking detection from stereo images, [Soheilian, et al., 2007] presents a solution, 
recognizing the markings based on stereo edge detection and cost estimation based matching. By 
observing the edge limitations and intersection points between adjacent edges, the required 
information about the markings’ corners and dimensions is retrieved.   
[Soheilian, et al., 2007] uses an edge filtering and not a direct corner filtering, as the corners 
themselves are more sensitive due to marking abrasions or occlusions from foreign objects such as 
cars and pedestrians. The retrieved corners are projected onto a 2D representation to reduce the 
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complexity of the computations and use the retrieved dimensions of the markings to classify the 
objects as dashed lines or zebra-crossings.  
[Soheilian, et al., 2007] differentiates between different types of dashed marking lines, based on 
simple spatial information. As the street markings follow fixed nationwide standards [FGSV, 1993], 
the width, length of each dash and the gap between neighbouring elements (see Figure 5.1-3) 
allows direct conclusions about the type of the markings. 
Although the introduced algorithms offer good solutions that are useable for camera based systems 
like the lane departure warning assistant, they showed limitations regarding their applicability for 
laser scanning data. As such, the filters, in the way they are used by [Foucher, et al., 2011] and 
[Pollard, et al., 2011] are only applicable on such markings that have the same or a similar 
orientations as the track of the road. Nonetheless, certain filters, such as the median local filter can 
also be applied directly on the point neighbourhoods within the 3D space of the point cloud itself. 
On the upside, certain complication factors that are given in the 2D image space, such as varying 
marking widths sourcing from the perspective projection, do not exist within the 3D laser scanning 
data. This means, that steps like the inverse projective mapping of image content are not further 
required. Instead a direct orthogonal projection of the surface information into a 2D image space is 
possible. 
In contrast to the image based approaches, the detection of road markings in laser scanning data 
is less common, as only certain scanning systems measure intensity data additional to the obtained 
distance information. One such solution is presented in [Jaakkola, et al., 2008], where the single 
scan lines are combined and treated like regular images, using height and intensity information for 
the pixel values. The data is then pre-processed, analysing the pixel intensity depending on the 
distance and angle from the scan device. Those areas that are light and salient to the road surface 
are extracted and examined regarding the properties: area, bounding box area and orientation. The 
latter two are obtained from the oriented bounding box, computed for each marking candidate in 2D 
space. 
6.1.1.3 Recognition and Classification of road marking types 
For the classification of the different types of pictographic road markings, [Foucher, et al., 2011] 
describes a solution for the automatic recognition of arrows on the road surface. For this aim, the 
detected markings are compared to a set of arrow pictograms and assigned to the model they 
resemble the most. Foucher realizes this aim based on an angular histogram analysis, where the 
distances between the pixels of a marking and its centre are calculated for fixed angular steps. The 
results of this procedure are kept for the models and the histograms are computed for the current 
markings, to be compared later with those of the model dataset.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-5 Detection of arrow markings in image data [Foucher, et al., 2011]. Left: Original 
photograph; Right: rectified image data including detected arrow markings. 
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For the generation of the histograms, the detected markings must first be segmented as discrete 
image data. Here, an oriented bounding box is computed that represents the detected arrow 
(Figure 6.1-5, right). As the bounding box axis are orthogonal, the contained data can be rendered 
as new image data, which is then used as input for the histogram computation. To improve the 
success rate of the procedure, Foucher normalizes the sizes of the arrow-images, as the obtained 
images sizes can vary in relation to the image resolution and positioning within the scenario. 
[Vacek, et al., 2007] also presents a solution for the recognition of road markings. Instead of the 
histogram analysis, Vacek pursues a more direct approach. Here, the comparison between the 
extracted pictograms and a collection of model images is achieved by determining the sum-of-
square-distances (SSD). After normalizing the image sizes, the intensities of the image pixel are 
directly compared regarding their distance and used to compute the SSD. Finally, the model with 
smallest visual distance is assigned to the detected marking. 
6.1.1.4 Conclusion 
The different approaches that were introduced in this chapter demonstrate the vast number of 
possibilities and existing solutions for the aim of extracting information about the street surface and 
its salient markings. Nevertheless, none of these approaches represent a complete solution for the 
targeted application. While the new system must be useable to recognize arbitrary road surfaces, 
regardless of the kind of boundary (chapter 5.1.1), the known approaches limit themselves to those 
streets that are clearly separable based on visible height jumps due to fall-offs and kerbstones. For 
the successful marking recognition, the introduced solutions for the detection and classification 
must be ported from image based systems to laser scanning systems and adapted in a way that is 
sufficient for the different elements of an accident scene. 
In the subsequent part of this section, the way these aims were achieved in this work will be 
explained, starting from the detection and optimization of the street surface together with its 
boundaries to the recognition of the markings and the linking of neighbouring elements. 
6.1.2 Extraction and classification of street boundaries 
This section presents the methods that were used and developed in this work, based on the given 
requirements, introduced in chapter 5.1, and the evaluated approaches. Figure 6.1-6 gives a brief 
overview of the single steps from the initial detection of possible border segments and their 
evaluation to the generation of the final approximation from the combined clusters. 
 
Figure 6.1-6 Overview of algorithm for the extraction of street surfaces from mobile scan data 
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6.1.2.1 Detecting source points for the street surface 
The system used for all subsequent procedures is the same mobile laser scanning system as 
earlier introduced in chapter 2. One big advantage of the system is the availability of both data 
streams, the global point positions in the 3D environment, as well as the local 2D coordinates 
within the 2D system of the scan device itself (Figure 6.1-8). 
 
Figure 6.1-7 Simplified drawing of a scanline, examined for determination of possible source 
point position. 
In this work, it is assumed that the scanning vehicle is constantly driving on the road surface. This 
means, the scan device itself is located in roughly constant orthogonal distance above the street. 
Knowing the local orientation of the scan device in relation to the vehicle thus allows determining 
possible source points for every single scan line by simple examination of the local point positions. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-8 Cut through point cloud by selection of single scan lines. Upper: 2D view of scan 
lines; Lower: 3D view, yellow: selected scan lines. Up-Left: representation of 10 
sequential scan lines (same as selected area in 3D view). Up-Right: representation of 50 
sequential scanlines. 
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For each single scan line, the point with the smallest deviation of the orthogonal projection, 
downwards from the scan device onto the street surface, is determined as source point. Because 
of the construction and orientation of the scan device in the presented mobile scanning system, the 
requirements for this computation can be simplified as follows: 
The scan device is mounted on the rear of the vehicle with a heading and bank angle close to zero 
degree. In this way, a comparison of the points’ deviation ∆  from the y-axis in local 2D space of 
the scan device is sufficient for the determination of the line’s source point (Figure 6.1-7). For 
security, e.g. in case of a scan inside of a tunnel or an obstacle (pothole, stone, etc.), the detected 
candidate is furthermore tested, if the corresponding scan point is located below the scan device 
within a predefined distance threshold and if the point belongs to a surface patch, regarding its 
initial classification (chapter 3.4). Visually, the resulting list of source points resembles an 
orthographic mapping of the vehicle trajectory onto the scan data (Figure 6.1-9).  
 
 
Figure 6.1-9 Example spline created from linked list of source points used for the road segmentation 
6.1.2.2 Based on height variation - street curbs, buildings, other objects 
Estimation of road boundaries based on sudden height variations, as presented in [Belton & Bae, 
2010] and [Vosselman & Liang, 2009], is a commonly used solution for airborne and terrestrial 
laser scans. Starting from the pre-determined source points, the neighbouring areas are examined 
and grown until a sudden height jump is registered within the scan data. Based on its height, the 
detected jump is classified is classified as street curb (between 0.02 and 0.2m), buildings (above 
2.0m) or other objects. In this work, the knowledge about the local and global point positions is 
used as advantage for the procedure. Based on the approaches by [Belton & Bae, 2010] and 
[Vosselman & Liang, 2009], the presented solution also searches for local height deviations. It 
furthermore distinguishes between different types of jumps in relation to their total height and the 
subsequent surface texture. 
For the detection of street boundaries, based on height variation, each scan line is evaluated: 
– Evaluation of height variations within surface boundaries: 
At first, the maximum height variation of the points positioned in the area below the scanning 
vehicle is examined. Taking a scan line’s source point into account, the corresponding area can 
be obtained from the vehicles measurements and the relative positioning of the scan device. 
For this area, the neighbourhood of each point is examined for the maximum height deviation. 
First, the focus point of the neighbourhood is determined: 
	 
Where  = focal point 
   = neighbourhood point i 
  n = neighbourhood points of point s 
Equation 6.1-1 Computation of focal point location for a predetermined point neighbourhood 
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Based on this knowledge, a control plane is defined using the focal point and the normal  of 
the currently examined point. The distance of the neighbouring points from this plane is then 
obtained via the scalar product: 
, 	 ∙  
Where  ,  = orthogonal distance of point i from control plane of point s. 
   = surface normal of point s. 
Equation 6.1-2 Computation of orthogonal point distance from control plane of point s 
The distance is computed for each point within the area and its neighbours and the largest 
distance is written back as initial threshold. To avoid difficulties with other object, such as 
potholes or stones, only those points are included in the computation that were previously 
determined by the PCA as being part of a flat surface (chapter 3.4). 
The advantage of this procedure is the determination of a minimum height deviation that has to 
be taken into account for all further measurements. The strength of this height deviation varies in 
real life applications due to different surface roughness and environmental effects (rain, wet 
surface, dust, etc.) that influence the measurement. Combining this information with the 
assumed height thresholds allows generating a varying threshold which adapts to the given 
surface roughness and measurement noise.  
– Detection of boundaries: 
After the minimum threshold level for the height variations has been determined for the current 
line, the line is progressively examined for height jumps in both directions from the source point 
until a height jump has been detected or another ending criterion has been fulfilled (edges / 
holes in dataset). The boundary detection relies on several parameters: the size of the observed 
neighbourhood, the minimum height threshold, and the inclusion of negative jumps (e.g. fall-offs 
on rural roads). Sudden height jumps as such only appear at kerbstones and other limiting 
objects, in case of very low sampling rates. At higher sampling resolutions, kerbstones can 
include several samples along the path from their lower to their upper endings (Figure 6.1-10).  
As the sampling density around the kerbstones depends on many factors, as the positioning of 
the scan device and the vehicle velocity of the MLS, the kerbstone detection must be adapted 
correspondingly. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-10 Point cloud containing kerbstone. Height of kerbstone: ~10cm (shown as red 
line), with average of five samples along scanline from floor to top of kerbstone. 
For the detection of the boundaries, a threshold is generated for the current line from its 
minimum height variation and a predetermined height factor. Same as for the preceding surface 
height evaluation (Equation 6.1-2), the focal centre of the currently observed point is generated 
and used together with the point’s surface normal to define the control plane. The neighbouring 
points are then examined regarding their orthogonal distance from the control plane and tested if 
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a certain minimum number of neighbour points exceeds the predefined threshold value. In case 
this condition is fulfilled, the system defines the currently examined point as boundary of the road 
surface.  
– Classification of the boundaries: 
Finally, the detected boundaries must be classified for the further segmentation. In case of a 
regular kerbstone, the height difference should be within 0.15m. In case of a larger extent, the 
detected boundary can result from a fence, wall, or building located at the given position.  
Concerning the smaller height differences, the detected jump can be based on a detected street 
border or a small obstacle on the road surface. To differentiate between these two possibilities 
for the little height difference, the determined elevation is tested if it exists for a predefined width 
along the line. In case the elevation falls back to the height of the road surface within few 
decimetres distance, the found position rather belongs to a random obstacle than an actual 
boundary of the road surface (Figure 6.1-11).  
 
Figure 6.1-11 Comparison of height jumps resulting from obstacles on the road surface (red) 
and kerbstones at pave walk transition 
6.1.2.3 Based on surface roughness 
As mentioned earlier, limiting the search for surface boundaries solely to the detection of height 
variations does not always lead to satisfying results. While inner city areas and some rural roads 
show clear separations between the road surface and pave walks, gardens, etc. (Figure 6.1-13, 
left), there are also other roads, where the height deviation between the street surface and the 
adjacent area is difficult to be detected or close to non-existing, thus leading to unsatisfactory 
results (Figure 6.1-12, left). Despite this limitation, a segmentation of the road surface is often 
possible based on assumptions concerning the surface roughness. While subtle roughness 
deviations between different surfaces are difficult to be achieved due to measurement errors and 
sampling resolution, distinction between different surface types is often still realizable. Using the 
introduced MLS for the road survey, local measurement errors usually exist in the range of few 
millimetres. For this reason, it is possible to recognize stronger roughness deviations between the 
street surface and adjacent areas, such as gravel or lawn. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-12 Road surface extraction. Sample1. Left: Result based on height jump detection; Right: 
Result based on surface roughness detection 
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Figure 6.1-13 Road surface extraction. Sample1. Left: Result based on height jump detection; Right: 
Result based on surface roughness detection 
– Evaluation of local street surface roughness 
The approach developed for this thesis is basically similar to the one estimating height 
deviations. Also here, those points of the current scan line, located within the area below the 
vehicle, are used for the initialization. Instead of solely looking at the neighbours along the line, 
the whole neighbourhood surrounding the pixel is observed. 
Detecting the points adjacent to the current pixel can be fast achieved via the kd-tree structure 
(chap. 3.2.3). The neighbourhood is then used to calculate the local surface roughness : 
 
∑ , ∙ ,
∑ ,
, ,
	 		
Where   = surface roughness around point s 
   = neighborhood points around s 
  ,  = orthogonal distance of point i from control plane of s. 
,  = weight of point i in relation to focal point of s 
   = weighting factor  
Equation 6.1-3  Computation of surface roughness around a point s including a Gaussian 
distance weight for the neighbouring points 
The weight ,  is introduced to emphasize the influence of those points near the focal point and 
reduce the influence of those in further distance. The average surface roughness for the scan 
line is  : 
	  
Where R   = average surface roughness  
   m = points within initialization area 
Equation 6.1-4 Average Surface Roughness for single scan line  
Additionally to this, the variance  of the average surface roughness of all points within the area 
is computed: 
	  
Equation 6.1-5 Variance of Surface Roughness for single scan line 
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– Detection of deviating surface roughness 
The obtained data about the average surface roughness and its variance allow conclusions 
about the street’s surface condition. The variance is used to determine a variable threshold that 
adapts to the local varying surface roughness. This is advantageous for different situations. E.g. 
in case the street surface is covered with loose chippings, the variance of the local surface 
roughness will be larger, requiring different threshold limitations than a smooth street surface. 
Regarding possible roughness variations along the road and the expected roughness difference 
between the street surface and its adjacent areas, the threshold from the variance is modified by 
a manually defined parameter, adjusting the measurement sensitivity. Same as for the height 
variation approach, the neighbouring points along the scan line are sequentially evaluated until 
the roughness exceeds a given limitation. 
 
Despite the good results for the roughness based boundary estimation (Figure 6.1-12, right), this 
approach for itself does not represent an optimal solution. On the contrary, in inner city areas, 
where the height variation based approach generates the best results, the success of the 
roughness based estimations is limited. E.g. where street surface and adjacent pave walks show 
similar roughness levels, the pave walks can erroneously be interpreted as belonging to the 
surface (Figure 6.1-13, right).  
6.1.2.4 Based on edges and interruptions 
Besides the introduced limitations based on height and surface roughness variation, there are other 
possible boundary types that can occur within the point cloud dataset, such as edges and occluded 
regions.  
– Points classified as edge pixel during PCA 
Points that are located adjacent to surface edges are classified as such during the prior 
execution of the principal component analysis (chap. 3.4). Regarding street surfaces, these 
points can result from different sources. At road boarders they usually appear in case the area 
beyond the examined point is sloping and thus, not visible from the scan device’s point of view.  
In this case, the detected edge pixels represent possible road boundaries and are kept as 
candidate points for the border.  
Other possible sources for such occurrences are potholes, puddles or other influencing objects 
on the road surface. In this case, the detected edge pixels must be excluded from the boundary 
estimation as they would lead to erroneous border estimations. 
– Points classified as edges of shadowed regions 
Edge points resulting from shadowed regions present a special kind of irregularities. Here, the 
edges are adjacent to areas that were occluded by other points. As the laser scan device cannot 
sample the surface behind an object, occlusions directly lead to cuts and holes within the 
respective areas (Figure 6.1-14). 
Also in this case, the resulting boundaries do not correspond to actual road borders. Usually, 
they indicate a lack of information within the dataset, where the actual road border location is 
occluded and thus cannot be determined from the dataset. Because of this nature, it is only 
useful to keep these points as candidates, if longer distances are successively occluded in this 
way. 
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Figure 6.1-14 Visualization of edges resulting from object occlusion (edges adjacent to 
shadowed areas).  
In case no other usable border information is available, the boundaries obtained from these 
edges are the closest available solution and will be used as borders. 
6.1.2.5 Selection and combination of detected border elements 
The street surface boundaries obtained from the earlier steps allow the determination of the 
required outline information. Until here, the estimated border positions are represented by single 
points for each scan lines towards the left and right border of the street surface. As an error-free 
estimation of all boundaries is difficult to be achieved, the obtained information must be combined 
and evaluated by following procedures. 
– Grouping of adjacent border pixels 
At first, the border pixels are compared to those of their adjacent scan lines and collected in a 
common group when they belong to the same kind of boundary and when the distance between 
two adjacent points is within a certain limit. The groups are kept inside a list together with 
additional metadata about their boundary types. 
– Filtering outliers and erroneous estimates 
As next, outliers and erroneous estimates are removed from the list by evaluating the groups 
regarding the number of assigned points and their lengths. If the point number is below a given 
threshold (ranging between 3-4 points), the line is interpreted as outlier and removed from the 
list. 
In respect of the line dimensions, an oriented bounding box (chap. 4.1.3, p.50), together with a 
PCA are computed for the points within a group. The eigenvalues resulting from the PCA 
correspond to the point set’s variation along the different basis vectors of the bounding box. As 
such, the bounding box’s maximum extent is tested first. If this extent is small, while the 
eigenvalues indicate a strong variance in at least 2 directions of the candidate line, the point 
group must be regarded as a bad estimate and be excluded from the further procedure. 
This kind of effect is mainly based on strong variations of the local surface roughness or height 
jumps. Especially for rural roads of low quality, this effect can be observed more often. Thus, an 
adaption of the threshold parameters, depending on the type and quality of the surveyed surface 
is recommendable. 
– Combining neighbouring groups 
The remaining groups define the outlines of the street surface. Yet, the outlines can contain gaps 
due to the outliers and bad estimates that were removed from the list in the previous step. To 
achieve a satisfying result for the street boundaries, the remaining adjacent groups have to be 
tested if they belong to the same outline or if they must be kept separate. 
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For example: Two groups (boundary type: kerbstone) were originally separated because of an 
occlusion of a parked vehicle. Here, both parts belong to the same border and must be 
connected. In contrast, if the two groups belong to the two opposite sides of a gateway, the 
separation between both must be preserved (Figure 6.1-15). As presented in the image; the 
differentiation can be accomplished based on distance and angular measurements. The distance 
is directly obtained from the starting and ending point of the two point groups.  
 
Figure 6.1-15 Different treatment of neighbouring border elements. Left: separated due to 
occluding vehicle (missing part colored red); Right: Gap between segments due to 
gateway. 
Regarding the angular measurements, the orientations of those two parts are required at first. 
Because of possible measurement errors, simply using the directional vector from point 1 to 
point  could falsify the result. To receive a better estimation of the orientations, the last few 
points are taken from the ending of the line to compute the representing eigenvectors via PCA. 
As the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue describe the principal direction of the taken point 
set, the resulting data offers a much closer representation of the actual line’s orientation (Figure 
6.1-16). 
 
Figure 6.1-16 Estimated Orientation at line endings.  a) Orientation resulting from connection 
vector of last two points; b) Orientation resulting from polynomial interpolation; c) 
Orientation resulting from PCA based approach ( c1: Bounding box around points from 
PCA, c2: Longest eigenvector direction used for estimation of line orientation) 
After the two vectors are obtained, the required angular information can be computed: 
 
cos 	
∙
| | ∗ | |
 
Where  ,  = the two vectors to be compared 
  | |, | | = the length of the vectors 
Equation 6.1-6 computing angle between two vectors 
If the two vectors are identical, the equation will return 1. For the decision, if the two groups must 
be combined or not, a threshold can be defined, that is furthermore depending on the Euclidian 
distance between both line segments. 
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6.1.3 Extraction and classification of street markings 
Street markings are a valuable source of information that offers details about the driving lane 
separation and local traffic rules. They allow conclusions about the driving behaviour of the 
accident involved persons, as well as the visibility of the markings, based on the quality of their 
shape and reflectivity. Many scan systems enable the extraction of intensity or colour information 
together with the 3d point positions, either by additional camera information or directly gathered 
from the laser itself. Concerning the MLS that was used for this thesis, the latter variant was 
applied. Based on the knowledge of the approaches presented in section 6.1.1.2 and 6.1.1.3, this 
section covers the procedures that were used and developed to achieve a good automatic 
extraction and classification of the markings (Final algorithm sequence in Figure 6.1-17). 
 
Figure 6.1-17 Overview algorithm – Extraction of road markings 
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6.1.3.1 Intensity based detection of street markings 
Before the actual evaluation of the markings on a road surface can be executed, basic knowledge 
about the positioning and propagation of the markings is required. In other words, the areas of 
interest must first be extracted from the given datasets via familiar, intensity based neighbourhood 
filtering. For the solution presented, a two-step approach is used for this task. At first, the initial 
segmentation of the dataset is achieved using a k-means clustering of the point intensities (see 
chapter 4.4.2, p.55). Via a 2 or 3 means clustering of all points within a selected surface patch, the 
point intensities are grouped regarding their means and the mean intensity value of each cluster is 
obtained. The distance of these mean values allows conclusions about the possible existence of 
markings within this patch, based on the number of points fulfilling the requirement.  
Following, the obtained mean value information is used for the determination of thresholds. In 
relation to the procedure introduced by [Pollard, et al., 2011], a hysteresis approach is used for 
better extraction of the markings. This means that those points that exceed the initial threshold 
value are subsequently used as source points. Spreading from the source points, their neighbours 
are evaluated regarding a smaller threshold value. This procedure is repeated for the consecutive 
points until no further neighbours are found that fulfil the given segmentation requirement. 
In this way, the approach avoids the detection of false positives (erroneously detected markings), 
while allowing to grow also those areas of the markings that appeared weaker due to abrasions 
and occlusions. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-18 Result of intensity based detection of road markings. (Yellow highlighted) 
6.1.3.2 Extraction of marking paths and outlines 
The earlier introduced methods aimed at the detection of road markings and possible classification 
based on simple measurements. While many applications need information about the markings, 
the actually required data is only a small sub set of the achievable amount of detail. 
The here presented approach extends the given requirements for the aim of realizing a good visual 
representation and classification of the marking data. 
6.1.3.2.1 Challenges 
Usually, the road markings do not correspond to ideal lines. Over time, the markings’ paint gets 
damaged due to abrasions leading to roughish borders and some gaps. Moreover, the markings 
can get partially or even completely covered up by dirt or stain, or occluded by other obstacles. All 
these effects can significantly influence the appearance of the accident scene.  
To achieve a useable segmentation of the data and good shape estimates, the developed system 
must be capable of handling these effects and classifying the markings directly or in difficult regions 
in combination with their preceding and succeeding neighbour markings. 
Difficulties regarding the spatial extent of the markings can appear in curved areas, as the 
markings will be bent corresponding to the road’s curvature. Under these circumstances, a simple 
classification of the markings based on the dimensions of their oriented bounding boxes is not 
sufficient. 
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6.1.3.2.2 Hull estimation   
A commonly used solution for determining an object’s outer shape is the application of hull 
estimating algorithms as introduced in chapter 4.2 (p.51 ff.). 
Referring to the target application of the hull information, convex or concave hulls are preferred. 
Nevertheless, these methods underlie certain restriction. While the relevant information focusses 
on the marking path and the correct classification, fitting a convex or concave hull only creates an 
approximation for the marking’s outline. The actual path as such, must be estimated in a later 
procedure from this outline data. 
The quality of the resulting shapes is highly depending on the chosen algorithm and its 
adjustments. Most concave hull algorithms either use convex hulls as initial shape that are 
examined for concave areas, e.g. [Park & Oh, 2012] approach, or sub-segment the object outlines 
into smaller, convex regions that are later concatenated back together. Referring to the used 
algorithm and settings, the resulting hulls can strongly vary, from inclusion of all points belonging to 
the point cluster till the reconstruction of the original convex hull.  
Due to the limited sampling density and marking boundary approximation from single scan 
samples, the reconstruction of line markings from hull estimations is not recommendable for this 
work. Yet, the algorithms can still be used for pictographic markings regarding vector 
representations of the marking shape for classification approaches or export for usage in different 
software. 
6.1.3.2.3 Image based approach 
Same as the direct determination of the markings outer shape via hull estimations, image based 
approaches underlie similar constrictions. In case of image based approaches, the markings are 
first projected onto a 2D surface for the application of known image processing algorithms on the 
data. The outlines of the objects are usually reconstructed mainly for the purpose of visualization. 
For further measurements and reconstructions, additional information about the marking paths 
must be generated. Disadvantage is the usually low point density regarding the widths of single 
markings. As the point distances are usually in the range of approximately 0.03 metres, a marking 
of 0.12 metres width will be described by only three to four points along one scan line.  
This can lead to false outline solutions for the border extraction using edge and boundary detection 
algorithms due to strong variances at the border of the marking. 
Yet, the scan data of the markings is usually not perfect but will contain gaps and narrowed areas 
due to soiling and abrasions of the road surfaces. These areas are more difficult to estimate, as 
standard procedures, such as closings (dilation, followed by erosion) of the dataset for the 
determination of a marking’s centre line could lead to erroneous measurements, bad curvatures 
and false evaluation of the obtained dataset (e.g. Figure 6.1-19). 
 
 
Figure 6.1-19 Example for difficult filtering of damaged markings (from abrasions) via image 
based closings. Left to right: Original rendering; After 3px sized dilation and erosion; 5px; 
7px. 
Regarding the classification of pictographic markings (directional arrows, bicycle pathways, etc.), 
different solutions for the detection and recognition exist and can be applied here.  
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[Foucher, et al., 2011] and [Vacek, et al., 2007], as mentioned earlier, already discuss practicable 
solutions for the classification of the markings from image data. In contrast to these solutions, the 
procedure can be simplified as the image data must not first be converted from a perspective into 
an orthographic presentation. Instead, the point cloud data can be used for a direct orthographic 
rendering of the contained information. 
6.1.3.3 Alternative bounding box based approach 
From the given challenges and discussion regarding the application of existing approaches, a new 
solution was developed in this work. This solution is targeted at the extraction of the marking paths 
and optimized representations of their outlines. The next subsection therefore will give an insight 
into the step by step execution of this new approach based on the PCA. 
In chapter 4.1.3 (p. 50), the generation and use of OBBs was introduced. Originally, oriented 
bounding boxes are used to approximate a close fitting bounding volume for an object. As OBBs 
are fitted towards an object’s principal direction and its orthogonal vectors, their dimensions are 
representatives for the object’s spatial extent.  
[Gottschalk, et al., 1996] took this approach one step further and introduced bounding box 
hierarchies for efficient approximation of object shapes and precise intersection tests of arbitrary 
objects with good performance. By subdividing the list of points that are assigned to an OBB and 
creating new, ‘child’ bounding volumes, a hierarchical tree of OBBs is generated.  
With each subdivision, the points / elements, enclosed by a child-knot, describe smaller sub-areas 
of the object. At the same time, the bounding boxes of the child knots also approximate the shape 
of these sub-areas with decreasing deviation from the original object shape (Figure 6.1-20).   
 
 
Figure 6.1-20 Shape approximation of a torus using AABB (green) and OBBs (yellow) [Gottschalk, et 
al., 1996]. Left to right: increasing subdivision of shape. 
6.1.3.3.1 Advantages of OBB hierarchies for road markings 
Regarding the targeted approach, the OBB hierarchies include a significant advantage. As the 
subsampled bounding boxes only represent the object’s maximum extent within the relative 
directions, all those details of the object’s surface that are smaller than the dimensions of the 
bounding box are filtered out (Figure 6.1-21). Primarily, this aspect of the bounding boxes was 
used for object collision tests, as in this case, solely the OBB hierarchy had to be tested for 
collision instead of every single element of every involved object [Gottschalk, et al., 1996]. 
For the road marking reconstruction, the advantage of using OBBs is of similar nature. The line 
markings on the road surface represent lines of uniform thickness that are interfered by abrasions 
and occlusions. 
If the limitations of the laser scanning during the survey are taken into account, the accuracy of the 
markings outer shape is further restricted by the sampling density of the used system. Because of 
this, even if the markings would not suffer from the first two mentioned restrictions, the point set 
would still only represent a subset of the markings actual outer shape. 
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Figure 6.1-21 Extraction of road marks from scan data. Left: Orthogonal rendering from scan 
data; Middle: Result of image based edge extraction; Right: Oriented bounding box of  
Using a bounding box hierarchy for the approximation of the road markings allows overcoming 
exactly these limitations and difficulties. As the bounding boxes completely enclose the contained 
points, their boundaries will get stretched over the maximum extent of all points in the examined 
dataset and thus represent a closer approximation of the actual marking outline. 
6.1.3.3.2 Approximation of marking shapes via OBBs 
In the following, the approach by [Gottschalk, et al., 1996] was modified to fit the aim of 
approximating road markings from oriented bounding boxes. For a better understanding, the 
differences to the original approach are discussed in detail while explaining the single steps of the 
procedure. As point set, the computation uses the points previously selected as marking candidate 
according to chapter 6.1.3.1. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-22 Example for marking shape approximation based on oriented bounding boxes. 
a) Initial OBB covering the complete marking; b) OBB split along centre of longest axis; 
c),d) OBB shape approximation after first iteration; e) after second iteration; f) after third 
iteration 
– Initialization 
At first, an initial oriented bounding box is generated for the candidate’s point set and its 
estimated extents are analysed for a first classification of the markings type. In contrast to 
[Gottschalk, et al., 1996], the OBB computation is simplified, using all points contained inside the 
point set instead of prior determining the points located at the boundaries of the examined 
shape. As the points are roughly uniform distributed on the road surface, this simplification is 
applicable, as in this way, the inner points will not have negative influences on the estimated 
dataset centre position or the covariance matrix. 
Same as presented by [Soheilian, et al., 2007] and [Vacek, et al., 2007], the detected candidate 
OBBs are tested regarding their dimensions, lengths and neighbouring elements. The decisions 
are based on thresholds that are adapted to the regional or national traffic rules. For Germany, 
the corresponding regulations are listed in Table 5.1-1, p.59 [Forschungsgesellschaft für 
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Straßen- und Verkehrswesen e.V. (FGSV), 1993]. Together with these specified sizes, the 
min/max threshold sizes are set by defining a tolerance value, in which the sizes may vary. 
Based on the total size of the OBB, the markings are first roughly classified as possible line 
markings or pictogram candidates. If a line marking is expected, the bounding volume is further 
sub-segmented. Otherwise, the markings are either examined for pictographic shapes or 
excluded from further computations (detected as false positives) in case the total size is unlikely 
to correspond to any relevant marking information. 
– Splitting the bounding volume 
If a line marking is expected, its bounding volume is split in its centre along its principal direction, 
presuming the maximum length is above a predefined threshold (in this work, a value of 0.6m 
was defined). In this case, two new sub-volumes are generated and the points that belonged to 
the previous volume are reassigned regarding their position from the splitting plane (Figure 
6.1-22). This is accomplished by transferring all points into the local coordinate system of the 
previous bounding box and examining their position in relation to the box’s principal axis. To 
simplify the computation, it is sufficient to compute solely the position along the local principal 
axis as follows: 
 
∙ 	 
Where    = local point position along principal axis of the OBB 
   = point i (global coordinates) 
   = centre of bounding box (global coordinates)  
   = principal vector of OBB (eigenvector of longest eigenvalue from PCA)  
Equation 6.1-7 Local point position along principal axis of bounding box 
After the point assignment, the eigenvalues and sizes of the new bounding boxes are computed 
to obtain the new approximation of the objects outer shape.  
This step is iterated until the maximum extent of each bounding box is below the predefined 
threshold. The size of the threshold value is essential for the quality of the resulting 
segmentation. A too large threshold leads to an imprecise approximation of curved markings, 
while a too small threshold can result in a failed segmentation due to wrong splitting directions 
and orientation of the single elements (Figure 6.1-23). 
 
 
Figure 6.1-23 Road marking sub segmentation using segment length threshold a) 0.25m; b) 
1.2m for different line widths. Left columns: Single segment regions; Right columns: 
Resulting reconstruction of complete marking. 
– Linking child elements 
While for Gottschalk’s approach, maintaining the bounding box hierarchy is required for 
progressive collision tests between different objects, it is not necessary for the approximation of 
the object shapes themselves. Because of this, the hierarchy is not kept for the bounding boxes 
in the solution presented. Instead, the child bounding volumes are linked with their preceding 
and subsequent neighbour. To avoid faulty assignments, the new child bounding boxes are 
sorted according to the orientation of the parent element. This step is required, as the directional 
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vectors, obtained from the PCA, must not necessarily correspond to those of the parent OBB. 
Here, the orientation vectors of the child and parent are compared as in Equation 6.1-6. In case 
the intersecting angle between both vectors exceeds 90°, the orientation of the child element is 
inverted. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-24 Updating of child bounding boxes orientation. Left: original parent bounding 
box (arrow: main orientation); Middle: child bounding boxes before update; Right: child 
bounding boxes after update. 
As result, the bounding elements form a chain of connected segments that approximate the road 
marking line. A possible result of this segmentation is given in Figure 6.1-25. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-25 Street markings approximated via segmented, oriented bounding boxes. 
(Yellow: Solid line marking, Lightblue: dashed line marking) 
6.1.3.3.3 Grouping of marking segments 
Using the presented approach, it is possible to approximate the outer shape of the detected 
markings, while the abrasions and damages of the marking surfaces are compensated, including 
chipped marking borders and stained areas that would otherwise complicate the extraction. Yet, if 
the markings are fragmented into several loose segments due to severe surface damages or 
occlusions, these segments will also be detected as individual parts by the procedure (Figure 
6.1-29). 
As long as the gap between two fragments stays small, this issue can be solved by applying a 
simple dilation with successive erosion on the dataset (Figure 6.1-26). In this way, the gaps can be 
closed while maintaining the shape of the markings. If the gaps become larger, dilating the 
markings could lead to unwanted corruption of the data, falsifying the results of the reconstruction, 
e.g. loss of shape information or removing actual gaps from the dataset. In this case, the markings 
must be first extracted from the allocable fragments and then regrouped to extract the complete 
object. 
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Figure 6.1-26 Dilation of point intensities within point cloud of road surface. Closure of gaps 
in directional arrow is good visible. Left: Rendering of original dataset before dilatation; 
Right: After dilatation.  
A possible solution for this issue is the grouping and concatenation of adjacent marking candidates 
in respect of their spatial and geometric correlations. If a marking appears fragmented in the scan 
data, the adjacent fragments should correspond to its shape and orientation, as well as being 
positioned within a certain distance of each other. When these requirements are met, the 
fragments can be assumed to belong to the same marking and are re-joined for the further 
proceedings (Figure 6.1-27). 
 
Figure 6.1-27  Grouping of adjacent markings in respect of spatial limitations 
To realize this intended procedure, knowledge about the tracks of the markings is required. Only 
when the alignment at the ends of each marking segment is known, a satisfying result for the 
directional correspondence between the candidates is possible. Here, preceding OBB 
approximation of the marking outlines can be of help. As the directional vectors of the oriented 
bounding boxes correspond to the set of eigenvectors with maximum variation of the data, their 
directions of longest extent also corresponds to the principal orientation of the respective point set. 
The locally limited OBBs thus approximate the local principal orientation and include information 
about the markings’ track in this way. Based on this assumption, the alignment at the endings of 
the marking fragments can be derived from the principal axis of the local OBBs. To evaluate the 
angular correspondence between two adjacent marking fragments, the directional vectors of their 
OBBs are compared with the connection vector between both elements: 
 
cos _ ∙
_ 	 _
_ 	 _
_  
 
cos _ ∙
_ 	 _
_ 	 _
_  
 
Where _ , _  = directional vector of marking path of fragment a / b 
 _ , _  = centre of bounding box of marking fragment a / b 
 _   = angular threshold for correspondence of marking fragments a and b 
Equation 6.1-8 Examination of angular and directional correspondence of adjacent street 
marking fragments 
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In this way, erroneous assignments as presented in Figure 6.1-28 can be avoided. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-28 Example for unrelated adjacent marking fragments (Red: directional 
eigenvectors of OBBs; Blue: connection vector). Left: Corresponding angles, direct 
comparison leads to erroneous connection of both parts; Centre: Introduction of 
connection vector for correlation test. Large angle indicates bad correspondence; Right: 
Exclusion of bad estimate via large angle between connection vector and right-sided OBB 
directional vector.  
If there are multiple neighbouring candidates fulfilling the requirements for the combination, the 
neighbour with the shortest distance from the marking is selected.  
Finally, the threshold values that determine if two fragments belong to the same group, as well as 
the execution sequence of the process are depending on the initial classification of the single 
segments. For this reason, the procedure must be adapted respectively if the examined markings 
belong to solid or dashed lines  
– Solid lines 
In case of solid lines, gaps appear only where the sampling of the line was interrupted or 
complicated. As the locations of such areas are of arbitrary nature, the solid lines can be 
fragmented anywhere between their two ends. This means that the length and thus the 
classification of the resulting marking fragments must not necessarily correspond to solid lines. 
Instead, the shorter fragments can erroneously be initially recognized as dashed lines or other 
undefined line-marking structures. Figure 6.1-29 visualizes such a situation, where line 
segments that obviously belong to a solid line, are wrongly classified.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-29  Road marking estimation with errors due to gaps inbetween (sourcing from 
bad visibilities of the markings) (Yellow: Solid line detected; Blue: Dashed line; Red: 
possible, uncategorized candidate) 
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When searching for neighbouring fragments of solid line markings, these erroneous classified 
lines must be taken into account as well. If a corresponding neighbour fragment is located within 
a close distance of the current line marking, it is assumed to be part of the solid line and 
appended to it. The remaining, not-connected ending of the fragment is then set as new ending 
of the solid line and the analysis is continued. 
– Dashed lines 
Here, two possible cases have to be distinguished. The first case corresponds to the solid line 
approach, where a single marking became fragmented and needs to be recovered. The second 
case deals with the connection of the single markings to the complete line. The latter is used for 
the segmentation of the single driving lanes and also allows to improve the estimated marking 
types and a more precise classification overall. 
Regarding the first case, the procedure deviates from the solid line approach, concerning the 
analysis of neighbouring marking fragments. In contrast to solid lines, dashed lines are of fixed 
length (see Table 5.1-1, p.59). This means that the total length from the combination of two or 
more marking fragments must stay below this length threshold. Otherwise the detected 
combination cannot correspond to the requirements for the dashed lines and must either be 
examined if it corresponds to a solid line or be dismissed. The total length of a marking is initially 
determined by the maximum extent of the surrounding oriented bounding box. After the 
segmentation in 6.1.3.3.2, the length is computed from the total sum of all segment lengths and 
distances between the combined fragments.  
Besides the fixed lengths of the markings themselves, the distance between the markings 
corresponds to given nationwide rules as well and thus can be used as reference information for 
the classification of the lines. As the curvature along two markings is normally small compared to 
the distance between the markings (Figure 6.1-30), a simple measurement of the Euclidian 
distance is sufficient in most cases. For a more precise measurement, the curvature can be 
taken into account. Here, a polynomial curve (see chapter 4.3.2) can be computed from the path 
of the OBB segments of two neighbouring markings from which the length between the two 
endings can be examined.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-30  Visualization of narrow curve with dashed markings. Curvature between two 
line segments is small and thus can be roughly described by a straight line in relation to 
the directional vectors at the segments endings. 
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Using this information about the distance and curvature of a dashed line, it is possible to improve 
the search for subsequent neighbour elements of a marking, by projecting its curvature towards 
the expected positioning of the neighbour. The possible candidates then just need to be 
evaluated if they are located within a defined search radius. In case a corresponding neighbour 
was found, the line estimation can be extended. 
Another advantage of this procedure is the possibility to recover markings that appear partly 
covered with hidden beginning or ending segment. In this case, the markings are recognized as 
elements of a dashed line, yet their length deviates stronger from the expected extent. The 
solution for this issue is straightforward. By analysing the distance between the fragmented 
marking and its predecessor and successor, the side where the distance exceeds the expected 
length must be corrected. Using the previously estimated curvature in the area of the marking, 
the length can be updated to fit the expected distance towards its neighbours. 
6.1.3.3.4 Updating and specifying the line marking classifications 
As mentioned before, the line markings of the roads are normed based on their width and length. 
In Germany, the line markings are distinguished as thin, single width (0.12 m) or thick, double width 
(0.25m) lines (0.15m and 0.3m on motorways), with exception of crosswalks and stopping lines that 
are usually of 0.5m thickness.  
For each marking or marking line, the mean line thickness is computed from the width of the OBB 
segments. As the OBBs approximate the outer shape of the markings, their dimensions usually 
represents the maximum width and length of the corresponding point set. While this deviation is 
minimized in case of straight marking lines, it grows with the strength of the markings curvature 
(Figure 6.1-31). Yet, as the subdivided child bounding boxes only observe short segments of the 
markings, the influence of the curvature becomes negligible small.  
To realize the desired approximation of the markings, the average width is compared to the 
standardized line widths and classified as the most likely type.  
 
Figure 6.1-31 Comparison of OBB for lines with strong curvature (left) and with little curvature (right) 
6.1.3.3.5 Generation of marking outlines 
Until now, the detected road markings are solely represented via the grouped local shape 
approximations of the bounding boxes. To improve the visual representation of the markings and to 
realize an actual outline of the marking shapes, the bounding boxes are combined for the 
generation of a smooth spline-based model (see chapter 4.3.3). 
For this purpose, key points that describe the hull of the marking are required. These can be 
obtained from the positioning and extent of the oriented bounding boxes. First, the track of the 
marking can be obtained by connecting the centre positions of the consecutive OBBs (Figure 
6.1-32 c). Usually, also the marking width is relevant for the visual representation. For this purpose, 
the average marking width is computed from the OBB as well. The boundary points for the spline 
representation are then obtained by orthogonal projection from the OBB central points along the 
line, corresponding to the sidewise directional vectors of the OBBs (Figure 6.1-32 d). 
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⁄ 	 2
∗  
Where  ⁄  = resulting position of orthogonal projection 
 = eigenvector corresponding to sidewise extent of OBB (second largest eigen-
vector of PCA) 
 = centre of currently processed bounding volume 
   = average width of currently estimated marking 
Equation 6.1-9 Estimation of spline key points for marking outline representation, generated 
from orthogonal projections along marking path 
 
 
Figure 6.1-32 Marking outline reconstruction. a) Actual Marking enclosed by corresponding 
bounding box. b) Marking shape approximation via bounding box subdivision. c) 
Visualization of bounding box centre lines. d) Outline reconstruction from orthogonal 
projection of BB centre lines. Visual hull is reconstructed outline from obtained border 
positions 
The new key points are finally interpolated via spline based representations (Figure 6.1-33). 
 
 
Figure 6.1-33  Spline based representation of road markings. Yellow: Solid lines; Cyan: Dashed lines; 
Purple: Connection lines between markings that belong to same dashed line 
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6.1.3.4 Classification of pictographic road markings 
While line markings on the street surface segment the course of the streets into their single lanes, 
pictographic markings offer additional semantic information that can be relevant for accident 
reconstructions. Pictograms, as shown in Figure 5.1-4, allow conclusions about directional rules 
and limitations, speed limits and other traffic rules.  
Regarding the extraction and recognition of these image related markings, different approaches 
were discussed in the previous subsection that aimed at the successful marking reproduction from 
image information [Foucher, et al., 2011] [Vacek, et al., 2007].  
6.1.3.4.1 Preparation of image data 
To enable the application of image based algorithms on the dataset, the point set of a marking 
must first be projected into an image space to generate the required input image data. 
Taking the oriented bounding boxes into account, the markings extent, orientation and initial 
classification is expected to be known prior to the following procedures. 
– Definition of image parameters 
The oriented bounding boxes represent tightly fitted boundaries that approximate the outer hull 
of the marking. As the markings surfaces are usually flat, with height variations mainly sourcing 
from measurement noise and surface roughness, the OBBs can be interpreted as frames for the 
desired image data (Figure 6.1-34, left). In other words, the OBBs width and length represent the 
dimensions of the images and their eigenvectors span the respective image space. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-34 Extracted directional arrow – road marking. Left: point cloud data with oriented 
bounding box, fitted to marking; Right: orthogonal projection and rendering of marking to 
binary image data. 
The image resolution and thus the pixel density can be recovered from the point density within 
the marking: 
	 ∙ , ∈ , n	 ∈ N, ⊆  
 
Where  = average squared point distance between neighbouring elements 
   = the examined point set 
   = point of subset M (neighbours of point i ) 
   = point of set N 
Equation 6.1-10  Computation of average point density within a given point set 
The number of observed neighbourhood points may not be chosen too large, as otherwise, more 
distant points would be included, leading to overestimation of the average point distances and 
thus underestimation of the point densities. As the markings are assumed to be on a locally flat 
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surface, a four-way neighbourhood of the closest four neighbours is examined for the density 
estimation. The required image resolution is computed as:  
,  
 
Where  ,  = width, height of image area 
  , 	 = number of pixel along each image axis 
Equation 6.1-11 Computation of image resolution from scan data point density and known 
image dimensions 
– Rendering of the image content 
After the image parameters have been defined, the image itself must be filled with the intensity 
information of the marking’s point set. This is achieved by first projecting all points of the marking 
into the local image coordinate system and estimating the pixel values from the points and 
distances in image space. 
The projection of the point set into the local image coordinates can be simplified, as it is similar 
to the projection into the respective OBBs coordinates. The determined image space 
corresponds to the OBBs local space, just without including the height axis direction of the OBB. 
Because of this, the image coordinates can be retrieved as follows: 
 
⋅  
⋅  
 
Where  /  = point position in 2D image space coordinates 
   = centre of bounding box 
Equation 6.1-12  Projection of 3D point coordinates into 2D image space defined by oriented 
bounding box of a road marking  
When all points were transferred into the image space of the OBB, an additional kd-tree of the 
resulting point list is computed for faster processing of the image rendering.  
As the desired image data only aims at representing the appearance of the pictographic road 
markings, the rendering is reduced to a simple binary image, where the pixels solely describe 
the shape of the marking (Figure 6.1-34, right). 
For each pixel of the image data its position in the image coordinate system is then computed: 
 
∙
2
 
∙
2
 
 
Where  = column coordinate in image data 
   = row coordinate in image data 
Equation 6.1-13  projection of image pixel data into 2D image space coordinates. 
The pixel value is determined based on the distance between the pixel’s projection and the point 
coordinates in the 2d image space. If it’s below a given threshold value, which depends on the 
estimated average point distance, the pixel value is set to true, otherwise false. An example for 
such a result is given in Figure 6.1-34. 
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– Adapting the image size 
In image processing, picture content is analysed and compared, based on different factors such 
as similarities, measurements, and orientation. Regarding the used algorithms, knowledge about 
the object extent is often required or at least presents advantages for successful object 
recognition. In case a uniform image size is required for the procedures, the image data can be 
resampled to a higher resolution. Here, a simple up-/downscaling can be directly processed via 
bilinear interpolation.  
First, a new image with the desired resolution is initialized. For each pixel of the new image, the 
2D position is transferred to the corresponding resolution of the source image size: 
 
	 	 	 ∙ 	 
Equation 6.1-14 Retrieving pixel position in source image 
The pixel colour value for the new image is computed via bilinear interpolation from the 4 pixel 
neighbourhood within the preceding image (Figure 6.1-35). 
 
 
Figure 6.1-35 Resizing via bilinear image interpolation. Projection of pixel position in new 
image grid into same coordinates in prior image and bilinear interpolation from the four 
nearest neighbouring pixels. 
6.1.3.4.2 Based on spatial extents 
Same as for the dashed and continuous lane markings, pictographic markings can be roughly 
classified based on the spatial extent of their oriented bounding boxes. Arrow markings for example 
are of elongated shape with fixed lengths of 5m (7.5m on motorways) and can be clearly separated 
from the lane markings, solely based on their size. Moreover, also the pictographic markings can 
already be roughly classified by their spatial extent. As such, the arrow markings represent an own 
group due to their outer appearance. This separation reduces the number of required comparisons, 
necessary for the image based classification. 
6.1.3.4.3 Based on image based classification 
To obtain information about the type of the pictographic marking, its shape must be evaluated via 
image based classification from the rendered image content. For this work, the direct application of 
template matching, as discussed by [Vacek, et al., 2007], is sufficient. During template matching, 
the obtained scene image content is compared to a set of known, classified model images (the 
templates). The most similar template, supposed the deviations are below a certain threshold, is 
then assigned to the candidate object.  
In this sub section, the procedure is explained, focussing on arrow markings that were previously 
classified as such from the spatial extent of their bounding boxes.  
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The rendered images of the arrow candidates are already trimmed to close fitting boundaries and 
are oriented, resulting from their OBBs that were used for the initialization of the image content. 
Comparing rendered image data of multiple markings that belong to the same type, only little 
variations regarding the image resolution can be noticed (Figure 6.1-36, a). After the images have 
been resized to a fixed, normalized size, only insignificantly small deviations of their appearances 
remain (Figure 6.1-36, b).  
 
 
Figure 6.1-36  Orthographic rendered images of 5 arrow markings belonging to same type. 
Image plane boundaries of first arrow marking shown (red). a) Image sizes as obtained 
from rendering; b) Image sizes after normalization. 
Due to the close localization and retrieved orientation from the OBBs, the classification of the 
markings can be directly achieved via comparison of the image data with a set of given templates. 
All templates and the images are set to the same size. For the comparison, the sum of square 
distance (SSD) is compared for each template – image pair: 
 
, ,  
Where n = image-row position 
 m = image-column position 
 ,  = pixel value of template at position n,m 
 ,  = pixel value of image at position n,m 
Equation 6.1-15 Sum of Square distance of template – image comparison 
This method is sufficient in case only few templates need to be compared. Regarding the arrow 
markings, a low number of templates is possible due to the elongated outer shape of the markings, 
that highly reduce possible variations of the orientation of their OBBs. 
Yet, this does not apply to all marking types. E.g. those pictographic markings, where the outer 
shape resembles a circle, higher variation of the orientation is possible. To compensate this 
disadvantage, additional information about the markings is required. This information can be either 
obtained by higher numbers of additional templates, representing the rotated object, or analysing 
the rotation based on local features in the rendered image (e.g. edges, corners), that are linked to 
the corresponding features of the model to evaluate the possible rotation.  
6.1.4 Extraction of vehicle accessible area 
Besides the street surface itself, the adjacent area that is still accessible for the vehicles is relevant 
for the accident survey as well (see chapter 5.1.6, p.61). To detect those areas within the scan 
data, the point cloud must be iteratively examined spreading from within the street surface till all 
parts of the traversable areas are detected.  
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Figure 6.1-37 Extraction of ground surface (Highlighted in green-yellow colour). 
This sub chapter pursues two principal objectives: On the one hand, the extraction of only those 
areas that are actually reachable by the vehicles for the accident scene documentation, on the 
other hand, the complete extraction of all areas that are connected to the street surface and belong 
to the ground. The latter group is relevant for this work concerning the extraction of different 
adjacent objects that are located above the ground surface, such as vehicles and small or medium 
sized obstacles. 
The used algorithm is implemented as presented in Figure 6.1-38. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-38 Overview algorithm – Extraction of vehicle traversable regions 
Both mentioned targets share the same basic procedures regarding their algorithm and only vary in 
few points that will be discussed here. 
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6.1.4.1 Initialization 
Before the algorithm can be executed, the initial source position of the area growth must be 
determined, together with the required settings for the procedure. Only those points within the point 
cloud that were earlier assigned as belonging to the road surface are accepted as candidates for 
the initial position. From here, a point is required that is not directly connected to the street border. 
This precondition is necessary for the algorithm to run correctly. 
In this work, the positioning of the laser scanning was used to determine such a position in same 
way as shown in chapter 6.1.2.1 (p.73). A source line is specified upfront, for which the point 
closest to the horizontal origin of the scan device coordinate system is estimated. As the scan 
device is mounted in the horizontal centre region at the vehicle’s rear end, the determined point 
can be assumed to be positioned within the desired area. Besides the scan position itself, several 
parameters are required before the actual algorithm is executed. These parameters are:  
– Search radius   
This parameter defines the searching distance around the currently examined point. All points 
within the search radius are examined for correspondence to the given thresholds and 
conditions. As one target of the algorithm is the extraction of the area which is reachable for 
vehicles of the accident scene, a usually reasonable value for the search radius is half the width 
of the largest involved vehicle. As long as all points within the search radius then correspond to 
the setup preconditions, the areas should be large enough for the vehicles to fit in.  
– Height threshold 
The height threshold defines the maximum height difference of the points within a search radius. 
Regarding the vehicles, its value is related to the height deviations the vehicles can surpass 
without difficulties. This means that the value must be adapted in case the involved cars had 
different heights of ground clearance (e.g. a lowered car or an off-road vehicle). Within this work, 
the threshold was usually set to a value around 0.15m.  
As long as the threshold criterion is fulfilled, the points within the radius are assigned to the 
traversable ground area. Otherwise, the area must either be excluded from the extracted point 
set or analysed more detailed by subsampling the area.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-39 Effect of different height thresholds. Left: Height threshold of 0.05m; Right: 
Height threshold of 0.15m 
– Subsampling depth 
The subsampling depth describes the maximum number of allowed subsampling recursions. 
This adjustment is necessary to define, how detailed the boundary regions should be evaluated. 
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6.1.4.2 Iterative growth of reachable area 
After the algorithm has been initialized, the points of the dataset are iteratively examined for the 
given thresholds. The procedure is divided into two sequential steps: first, the examination of the 
current point and its neighbourhood and second, the subsampling or the progression from the 
examined positions. Starting from the initial source point, the following steps are executed: 
6.1.4.2.1 Definition of bounding region / search area 
The bounding region describes the relevant search area around the currently observed point. In the 
presented approach, either axis aligned bounding boxes (AABB) (chapter 4.1.2) or bounding circles 
(chapter 4.1.1) were used for the search area. While in case of the bounding box, the minimum and 
maximum values in x- and y- direction are required for comparison to test if a point is positioned 
within the desired area, bounding circles only need to compare the distance between the current 
point and their circle centres. 
The bounding areas can furthermore be oriented corresponding to the local point surface normal to 
allow correct estimations also in case of inclination or uneven road surfaces.  
6.1.4.2.2 Examination of height deviation 
For the estimation of the height deviation, first all points within the search area are gathered and 
their local height is computed. To obtain the required points, the neighbourhood of the centre point 
is spread until the borders of the bounding zone have been reached. Using the kd-tree the 
neighbouring points of the currently examined position are retrieved. The points are recursively 
gathered from the neighbourhoods, as long as they fulfil the distance threshold criterion. 
The height values of the points are obtained from the orthogonal distance from the surface plane, 
which is defined by the current bounding box / circle centre position and the corresponding surface 
normal vector (see Equation 6.1-2, p.75) (Figure 6.1-40). 
Of these, the largest and smallest height value are retrieved and used to compute the absolute 
height deviation within the current cluster. If the value is below the given threshold, the inspected 
areas are assumed to be traversable by the accident involved vehicles. In this case, the points are 
assigned to the traversable area and the neighbouring surface regions are examined. Instead of 
directly assigning the points to a list, the points can be first marked as “traversable” and at the 
completion of the procedure be collected as a single point cluster. Otherwise, when the value 
exceeds the given limit, the current point set must be further analysed, if the whole segment or only 
certain parts of it are responsible for the height deviation, to realize a more detailed description of 
the resulting boundaries.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-40 Visualization of bounding circle test for height deviation. C: Position of circle 
centre and visualisation of corresponding surface normal; r: Search circle radius; d: total 
height deviation between minimum and maximum local surface deviation. 
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6.1.4.2.3 Determination of neighbouring regions  
Fulfilling the threshold criteria, the adjacent surface regions of the segment must be examined and 
the whole procedure executed for those in the same way. In this thesis, a 4-N Neighbourhood 
proved to be sufficient for the estimations. Here, the respective areas are determined by moving 
one step along the x or y directional axis. The step size is relating to the used bounding region 
type: in case of AABB it corresponds to the extent in one direction; in case of a bounding circle, it 
corresponds to the radius of the circle.  
Before the evaluation of the next region, it is examined if the location of its central point has already 
been assigned as traversable area or not. This is necessary as otherwise, the algorithm would end 
up testing the neighbouring elements infinitely and thus never terminate. In case the new point 
hasn’t been assigned yet, the process is executed starting from the first step (chap. 6.1.4.2.1), 
using this new position as centre. Otherwise, the new area is just examined for itself, without 
further growth along its neighbours and the points assigned to the group in case the area fulfils the 
given requirements.  
6.1.4.2.4 Subsampling of current region 
As mentioned before, the two introduced aims differ regarding the processing of such areas, where 
the given height threshold was exceeded and a subsampling of the data becomes necessary.  
– Fully extraction of ground surface 
In case a full estimation of the ground is required, the bounding volume sizes must be adapted, 
to allow areas, smaller than the dimensions of the initial bounding volume, to be detected. If a 
region is rejected as ground candidate because its height variation exceeded the maximum 
threshold, it is then subdivided into 4 sub-regions that are examined independently, if those then 
correspond to the given limitations. In the here presented approach, axis aligned bounding 
boxes were chosen as bounding volumes. In contrast to bounding circles, that require a certain 
amount of overlap to fill the bounding volume of their parent elements, bounding boxes can be 
placed side, by side, without requiring any overlaying areas (see Figure 6.1-41 for detailed 
visualization).  
 
 
Figure 6.1-41 Comparison: Area subsampling based on bounding circles (upper) and axis 
aligned bounding boxes (lower). Obstacle (blue) approximated via bounding volumes. 
Covered areas are subdivided (sub division steps from left to right). Covering bounding 
areas marked with dashed borders 
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The execution of the sub-division is identical to the quad-tree approach (see chapter 3.2.2, p.38). 
The axis length of each subsampled bounding box is equals half of its parent’s size. Following, 
the bounding boxes are examined in same way as their parents, spreading along their four 
neighbour points at same subsampling level. Should a subsampled bounding box segment 
exceed the given threshold, it is then split again into four sub-elements, until the maximum 
number of subsampling steps is reached.  
In this way, the currently examined ground surface is iteratively parsed, while allowing to reach 
also those areas that are of shorter extent (e.g. space between two parking cars), via the 
subsampled boundary sizes (Figure 6.1-42). 
Instead of this subsampling based approach the complete procedure could be reduced to a 
direct utilization of the smallest subsampled bounding box size. Yet, such a procedure would be 
impracticable because of the far higher number of bounding volumes that needs to be addressed 
and listed, leading to unnecessarily higher processing times than the subsampling based 
approach.  
 
 
Figure 6.1-42 Coverage of detected ground area, based on axis aligned bounding boxes. Left: 
Using bounding boxes of 2m axis length; Centre: After single subsampling step; Right: 
After two times subsampling  
– Extraction of vehicle reachable areas 
Here, only the extraction of those ground related regions is of interest, which would have been 
actually reachable by the accident involved vehicles. Because of this, all areas that are too 
narrow for a vehicle to fit in, or are not reachable from the street surface must be excluded from 
the resulting ground dataset. To accomplish this aim, the sizes of the examined bounding 
volumes must be kept within the range of the vehicle dimensions. As such, subsampling cannot 
be executed based on subdividing the bounding volumes. Instead, the reachable regions are 
approximated by varying the position of the bounding circles. If the currently examined area 
exceeds the height threshold, its centre location is updated by moving back in direction of its 
previous position (Figure 6.1-43).  
 
Figure 6.1-43 Approximation of reachable area via bounding volumes (Blue: Obstacle; Grey: 
previously estimated area; Black: currently analysed area; Dashed: unusable due to 
collision). Left: Without subsampling; Centre: After single subsampling step; Right: After 
two times subsampling. 
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This means, if the determined radius for the searching area is 1m and the preceding position is 
1m in the x-direction, the circle position is updated by moving half of this distance in direction of 
its predecessor. If the new area is still out of limits, the circle is once again moved backwards in 
direction of the previous position until either the maximum subsampling depth or a new boundary 
position is detected. This procedure is then repeated till no closer approximation is possible 
without increasing the subsampling depth or the point cloud density. 
 
 
Figure 6.1-44  Example for bounding circle based ground area estimation. Blue: obstacle. 
Left to right:  1. Estimated area without ground related information; 2. After allowing L1 
subsampling; 3. After allowing L2 subsampling; 4. Approximated, reachable area .  
6.2 Extraction of break lines, drift and police markings 
Break, drift and police markings are important for the accident analysis as they offer additional 
information about the involved vehicles. Yet, as relevant as these markings are, as difficult it is to 
achieve satisfying results for an automatic extraction. Uncertainty about the connection between 
the markings and the accidents, limited visibility, and a lack of sampled points that belong to such 
markings are some of the most interfering factors. Besides these, the skid marks and police 
markings do not follow fixed pattern or shapes, which further complicate their extraction. The 
scribbles are of non-uniform length with varying distances in-between and irregular orientation 
(Figure 6.2-1).  
 
 
Figure 6.2-1: Top-down view of road containing hand drawn police markings. Highlighted 
areas contain complicated regions with uncertainties that would be difficult to be 
correctly interpreted from automatic extraction 
The extraction of these markings is also a less common aim, as they are solely of interest for the 
field of accident reconstruction and accident documentation. Till now, the analysis of this kind of 
data was mainly based on manual measurements from photographs taken at the accident scene. 
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Yet, for image data the automatic extraction of information about these kinds of markings has not 
been found to be covered in other literature. For this reason, a new solution for gathering 
information of these temporary lines and scribbles on the road surface is introduced in this section.  
6.2.1 Semi-automatic approach for line extraction 
Due to the difficulties of recognizing the desired structures, this thesis aims at a semi-automatic 
reconstruction of break, drift and police marks from the road surface. Instead of arbitrary searches 
for possible line candidates, which could lead to bad estimations, the user manually defines areas 
of interest by roughly selecting points along the desired lines. Thus, only those lines that are 
expected to be relevant to the current scene are included in the extracted data. For the subsequent 
processing of the information, the user defines the kind of expected line (skid markings, chalk 
based scribbles or border strips) as the processing of the data differs regarding the line type. 
Because of this, the approach is explained in common for all types, with details on the different 
detection methods in the respective step of the procedure. 
An overview of the required steps is given in Figure 6.2-2. 
 
Figure 6.2-2 Overview of algorithm for semi-automatic extraction of skid- and police markings 
6.2.2 User based input 
For the selection of the initial candidates, the user manually selects points from the road surface 
that belong to or are close to the desired markings. This is done via the system’s user interface, 
where the user can inspect the point cloud from a perspective view at an arbitrary position. In the 
following, the view presented to the user within the software will be referred to as camera view. 
For the selection of the points, the user interacts with the system via simple clicks on the points of 
interest. By clicking on a sequence of points, a rough initialization for the lines is given, which can 
then be further processed by the system.  
To achieve this aim, the points of the currently inspected point set must be examined for their 
correspondence to the selected screen positions. If a user clicks on a screen position, a projection 
line is defined by the connection vector of the camera view’s projection centre to the selected 
screen position. Following, the scan points that are closest to this projection line and possibly 
closest to the camera view’s projection centre are selected for each clicked screen position. 
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Figure 6.2-3 Projection of 3D point cloud object onto 2D projection plane (chequered 
surface). Red line: Pixel projection line from object point to centre of projection  
Similar to this procedure, whole areas can be selected via a user based screen input (Figure 
6.2-4). The points are examined if they are positioned within the user defined boundaries. If this 
requirement is fulfilled, they are assigned to a list for further proceedings. 
For both approaches, the points are first projected into the 2D projection plane of the camera view. 
This means that the points are first projected from their position within the global coordinate system 
into the local system of the camera. Each point is transformed using the current, so called 
modelview matrix [Shreiner, 2009]. Its name is derived from the combination of the model 
transformation (the local coordinate space of the current object) and the viewing transformation 
(the positioning and orientation of the camera within the global space). The transformation is 
expressed by a 4x4 matrix, describing the translation, rotation, scale-, and shear factor of the 
current local space. The modelview matrix is then the combination of both elements via matrix 
multiplication, resulting in a transformation directly from object space into the local space of the 
camera view.  
 
 
Figure 6.2-4 Selection of points within a user defined area. Left: User input (red square on 
screen); Centre: Selected Points highlighted (green); Right: View of selection from 
different angle   
To project the points onto the 2D image plane, the new obtained local point coordinates are 
transformed using the projection matrix. The projection matrix maps each point in a truncated 
pyramid shaped frustum (sourcing form the perspective view through the rectangular image plane) 
to a normalized cube. In case the orthogonal distance of a point from the surface plane is smaller 
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than zero, it is positioned behind the image plane and thus, removed from further calculations. After 
the image plane positions of the points are obtained, they are translated to screen pixel positions 
via the viewport matrix. The resulting positions allow direct conclusions about the distance between 
the position of the relevant points and the user-input from the mouse clicks. 
To reduce the amount of required computations, the given matrices can be combined and only the 
resulting transformation matrix is applied on the given point set: 
 
	 ∙ ∙ ∙ 	 ∙  
    
Where   = point within pointcloud 
    = point on resulting 2D image plane 
   = viewport matrix 
   = projection matrix 
   = combined model and viewpoint matrix (modelview matrix) 
    = ∙ ∙  
 
Equation 6.2-1 Projection of point coordinates in global space onto image plane of camera view 
For a more in-depth discussion about these matrices and their construction, see the third chapter of 
the OpenGL Redbook [Shreiner, 2009]. 
Via frustum culling, the computation can be accelerated by excluding those points located outside 
of the user interface’s viewing frustum. In this case, the points are selected regarding their 2D point 
position and tested if they are located in front or behind the camera’s viewing direction. By limiting 
the viewing frustum, to a small window around the user specified position, the number of detected 
point candidates becomes smaller and thus, the computation can additionally be accelerated. The 
detected candidates are then tested regarding their planar distance on the screen projection plane 
from the user input position and the point with shortest distance is written back as the 
corresponding location in the dataset. 
For the execution of these procedures, graphics hardware APIs, such as OpenGL and Direct3D 
allow hardware based computations of the frustum culling and projection of the points into the 
image plane, which simplify the implementation of this step as well as further speed up the 
computation. This procedure is repeated while the user selects additional point positions as initial 
input for the line approximation. 
6.2.3 Definition of marking types 
The expected dimensions, intensity variations, required line groupings and uniformity of the 
markings can strongly vary based on the type and origin. While break and drift marks usually 
generate broad darkened lines on the road surface with only little or no gaps in-between, police 
markings are presented as arbitrary, light, thin scribbles along or enclosing the desired line or 
object. At the same time, the markings can be interrupted or intersected by other elements of the 
road surface, which further complicate the tracking of the marking path.  
Without additional information about the expected line type, the system would have to automatically 
distinguish the relevant area from its surrounding and furthermore would have to be able to 
automatically distinguish between skid and police markings. Yet, as the appearance of these marks 
do not follow any specific rules, this automatic detection is only very difficult to be achieved. 
Because of this reason, a manual definition is used in this work, where the user manually defines 
the type of the marking before the processing. Basically, the types are differentiated whether the 
examined mark is a break-, drift line or a police marking. Furthermore, the user specifies the search 
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radius for marking features, the maximum line thickness and whether the resulting line information 
should be smoothed via spline approximation or not. 
6.2.4 Marking detection 
Same as for road markings (discussed in section 6.1.3, p.81 ff), the detection of skid- and police-
markings is possible using the available intensity information. Using the scan data and given user 
information as input, the procedure for the approximation of the marking outlines is divided into 
three single steps: The definition of search areas around each input position, which is then 
segmented into marking and underlying road surface based on intensity estimations and finally 
used to determine the marking line centre. 
 
6.2.4.1 Definition of search areas 
At first, a search area is generated for each input position using the previously mentioned user 
specifications. Instead of a circular search area with a single radius, a search region of different 
size in tangent and bi-tangent of the input lines will be used (Figure 6.2-5). In this way, the search 
area can be optimized for the examined markings and can achieve better results. Usually, the user 
defined initial positions are more likely to vary from the actual line centres in direction of the bi-
tangent than in tangential direction. 
 
Figure 6.2-5  Initialization of search areas for input positions. Left: line tangent (t), surface 
normal (n) and bi-tangent (b) orthogonal to t and n; Right: Visualization of adapted search 
areas (red), given small extent in tangent direction and large extent in bi-tangent 
direction. 
For example, in case a path along such hand drawn police scribbles is manually approximated, the 
resulting line will be close to the actual path in tangential direction of the path, but can require 
additional procedures to approximate the actual centre lines along the markings (Figure 6.2-6). 
 
 
Figure 6.2-6 Police outline marking. Image showing initialization of extraction. (Red dots: 
user defined input points; Purple line: connection lines between input points; Grey 
patches: search area 
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The size of the search areas can be automatically adapted based on the curvature and distances 
between the initial user-defined positions. Usually, the number and length of police-scribbles in 
area of stronger curvatures increases, as more markings are required for a better approximation 
and visual enhancement of break- and drift lines. In such case, the search distance in tangent 
direction shall not be set too high to avoid erroneous estimations sourcing from neighbouring 
scribbles. 
6.2.4.2 Intensity based content segmentation 
The content within the search area will most likely consist of the street area and a short excerpt of 
the markings. As such, an algorithm is applied on the data to segment the content into two regions: 
the marking and the street surface. Break and drifting marks usually appear in form of darker 
regions as result of tire abrasions. While the intensity of the markings can vary along their paths, it 
still can be assumed to be roughly constant within the shorter local search regions. This also 
relates to the lightness of the road surface itself, which can vary along the whole scan, but can be 
expected to appear locally constant.  
Based on this assumption, the segmentation of the dataset is realized in this work by making use of 
a k-means filtering [Faber, 1994] [Kanungo, et al., 2002] (Chapter 4.4.2), which splits the points 
within the search area into k different groups (Figure 6.2-7). The k-means algorithm is setup for 2 
clusters, where the cluster centres are initialized by the minimum and maximum intensity value of 
the surrounding area. During the execution of the algorithm, the clusters converge towards the two 
visual intensity peaks. In case the detection of skid marks (break- or drift markings) is desired, the 
group of lower intensity values encloses the corresponding areas within the search region, 
otherwise, in case of searched police chalk markings, the group of higher intensity values.  
To confirm the detected candidates as markings or reject them as outliers, the segmented points 
are evaluated regarding their neighbourhoods. The points are clustered with all neighbours that are 
assigned to the candidates. If the number of points within such a cluster exceeds a certain 
minimum threshold (in this thesis, a 3 points minimum was chosen), they are accepted as 
markings, otherwise the points are removed from the candidates. 
 
 
Figure 6.2-7 Local k-means filtering of a marking scribble on a road surface. Upper-Left: 
Orthogonal rendering of road surface; Lower-Left: Segments after grouping by k-means 
filtering; Right: Histogram of orthogonal rendering  
Regarding the segmentation in case of police markings, the procedure is largely similar. Because 
of the nature of police markings, the intensity of the street surfaces will appear much lower than 
that of the police marking scribbles (Figure 6.2-7, Left). Accordingly, the area of interest is here the 
cluster with higher intensity values. In case police markings wrap areas of a certain dimension (e.g. 
scratch / break marks of bad visibility), the centres of the wrapped lines are estimated and the path 
is to be tracked. Otherwise, the police markings themselves are directly approximated as path. 
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6.2.4.3 Determination of line centre positions 
After the search areas were segmented into the line elements and the road surface, the actual 
representatives for the estimated lines are required. Based on the marking type, this step must be 
executed as one of the three given possibilities. 
In case of skid-marks, the marking itself is represented as a single band whose width depends on 
different factors like the tire thickness or the skidding angle during a drift. For the determination of 
the centre positions, it is sufficient to compute centres from the marking boundaries, close to the 
initial points. As the marking path is still unknown and only roughly represented by the user-input 
positions, the desired centre positions are obtained as follows: 
Same as for the previous step, the bi-tangent can be obtained from the tangent vectors and the 
surface normal. Starting from the initial point position, the neighbourhood is examined along the bi-
tangent (in both directions) till boundary points of the line have been detected for both borders of 
the marking (Figure 6.2-8, upper and lower black lines). The centre position is then directly 
obtained from the centre of the connection vector between these boundary points. At the same 
time, the detected boundary points can be kept for further visualization purpose, as they are 
representatives for the outline of the related skid-mark.  
Regarding the examination of police markings, this step is executed differently. Here, the markings 
themselves only describe lines or outlines, not the traces themselves. In the simpler case, where 
the scribbles describe solely a line, it is sufficient to examine the neighbourhood directly for the 
closest scribble position, contained within the search area. This closest point is then the 
representative projection of the initial user input onto the police marking. As the police marking 
scribbles are roughly tangential aligned along the path, the information about the orientation of the 
relating scribble can be assigned to the point for better conclusions about the direction of 
propagations. 
In the other case, where the police scribbles describe the outlines of the desired traces, the 
approach needs to be slightly adapted. Here, the scribbles can be compared to the detectable 
boundaries of the skid-marks. The search area is examined for possible pairs of scribbles, 
positioned on opposing sides of the trace, that describe the hull of the marking in their near 
surrounding. Those scribbles with smallest orthogonal distance from the bi-tangent are selected as 
possible candidates for the estimated line (Figure 6.2-8). In case more than two scribbles are 
detected within similar distance, the distance from the initial line estimation is additionally included 
in the decision.  
After the required scribble pairs have been determined, the trace can be recovered in the same 
way as the skid marks.  
 
 
Figure 6.2-8 Improvement of initial estimated line centre positions for hand drawn marking 
(via scribbles (here: black coloured lines)). Left: original positions of user added line-
points (blue), with their connection vector and closest distance vector of police scribbles. 
Right: Updated point positions, adapted to centre position between markings (red). 
6.2.5 Improvement of the visual representation and estimation of marking widths 
While the estimated points, describing the line centres, represent the required information about 
the marking’s/trace’s path, the visual representation, solely based on the connection lines between 
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the estimated points, often does not lead to a satisfying result. Moreover, also concerning the 
visualization of the traces’ outline, the outcome can strongly be influenced by the sampling density 
and outliers (e.g. in the area of intersecting skid marks). This again can lead to uneven boundaries. 
To counteract these effects and improve the visualization, a smoothed line representation with 
improved boundary widths is targeted here. 
At first, the median line width is determined from the set of available line centre positions. For each 
centre position, the local bi-tangent direction is used to determine the local marking width. 
Afterwards, the median value is extracted and used for the representative line width.  
Together with the centre line positions, new boundary key-points are generated for each side of the 
marking outline from orthogonal projections along the bi-tangents in half distance of the median 
width. These key-points are then used for a cubic spline interpolation of the outline, resulting in a 
smooth representation of the traces. 
6.2.6 Iterative estimation of subsequent marking elements 
Even though a fully automatic extraction is difficult to be achieved and, in many cases, also not 
recommendable, the user can still be supported regarding the determination of the markings’ path. 
As long as a marking is visually separable from its surrounding area (appearance and / or track), 
the software system can estimate the sequential path of the marking, based on little user input 
(marking type, few initial positions). This approach is iteratively executed, by searching for 
successive path elements and extending the existing track if possible.  
 
6.2.6.1 Estimation of subsequent course 
The estimation of the subsequent course is based on the preceding track of the lines and a given 
step width. Looking at the last few key points along the line allows the estimation of a polynomial 
that represents the local curvature. As sudden directional changes are not expected along the path, 
a polynomial of second or third degree is sufficient for the description of the local curvature.  
The polynomial is computed from the key points at the ending of the current line, or, in case of a 
tight sampling rate, fitted to the points based on a least square fitting approach. 
 
6.2.6.2 Detection of candidates 
Along the estimated path, multiple positions are sampled and examined for possible candidates. 
This part of the procedure corresponds to the marking detection method, discussed in (chapter 
6.2.4). The step width from the latest key point to the next estimated position can be adapted in 
relation to the preceding average key point distance and the curvature of the approximated 
polynomial for the expected track. The higher the curvature, the shorter the step width should be 
chosen for good results. In general, the course of break and drift marks only contain little curvature 
and as such can usually be sampled in larger equidistant steps in a few metres distance (e.g. in 
this work, used 2.0m). 
When a new position has been estimated from the expected path and the step width, the new 
position is examined and added to the marking’s path in case of correspondence. Otherwise 
additional positions in shorter distance before and after the estimated points are examined for 
possible traces as well (Figure 6.2-9). This is accomplished by projecting the new search points 
along the given polynomial line in short distance and executing the search again on the new 
regions. 
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Figure 6.2-9 Detection of subsequent markings (Blue: Known key points; Red: New estimated 
positions). a) Initial guess, based on prior direction; b) If initial guess failed, inspect 
neighbourhoods; c) Resulting line estimation 
6.3 Extraction of adjacent buildings and walls 
Walls, regardless of their type, are relevant for the accident scene reconstruction as they represent 
possible collision partners and view occluding surfaces. In this work, walls are defined as locally 
planar surfaces that represent obstacles due to their steep angle. Besides their spatial appearance, 
their outline at possible collision heights with the accident involved vehicles is desired.  
6.3.1 Existing approaches 
Being one of the most basic tasks in point cloud segmentation, the automatic detection of walls and 
flat surfaces in scan data has been covered in many different solutions. Usually, planar structures 
are detected within the scan data either via Hough transform analysis [Rutzinger, et al., 2009] 
[Vosselman & Dijkman, 2001] or RANSAC based approaches [Boulaassal, et al., 2007]. If the 
former one is applied, the points are transferred into a parameter space, where they are grouped 
referring to their surface normal direction and orthogonal distance of their plane to the origin. To 
take care of those regions, where multiple separated planes correspond to the same area in 
parameter space, the dataset is either split into smaller parts [Vosselman & Dijkman, 2001] or 
clustered based on distance measurements in coordinate space [Rutzinger, et al., 2009].  
To reduce the amount of required computations and memory, RANSAC (RANdom SAmple 
Consensus) algorithms can be used to extract detectable planes. Here, a minimum subset of the 
point cloud is selected and used to generate the desired geometric primitive (3 random points to 
compute a plane). The quality of the plane is determined, by defining a region around the expected 
plane and computing the quality via a cost function based on the orthogonal distance of the points 
from the plane. If the detected plane corresponds to the desired quality criteria, or represents a 
better approximation than a previously determined plane, it is considered as the currently best 
solution and used for the further approaches. 
While both approaches offer valid solutions for the detection of planar structures, they underlie 
known limitations. The application of Hough transforms, as well as of RANSAC requires extensive 
analysis of the data for the determination of the plane clusters. Good results can be achieved for 
fully planar surfaces. Bent or curved walls in contrast, will be split into multiple segments of 
uncertain shape. This kind of effect usually does not affect building walls, as most buildings consist 
of simple planar structures. It yet applies to the requirements for accident research, as certain walls 
(e.g. noise barriers, tunnel-walls) follow the street path over longer distances and thus contain 
curvatures. 
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6.3.2 Detection of adjacent buildings and walls 
As the mobile scanning procedures are executed from the vehicle’s point of view, buildings can 
only be detected based on the wall segments that are visible from the road. While this means that 
the buildings are only available to a limited degree within the scan data, it does not necessarily lead 
to disadvantages for the reconstruction of the accident scene. Based on the given point of view, 
only those buildings that are actually available within the dataset can be relevant for the 
reconstruction, as hidden surfaces are either located far from the scene or occluded by other 
elements, so that they are unlikely to contribute to the event of the accident. 
In this work, the detection of wall features is achieved from the evaluation of point surface normal 
based relationships. The point normals are evaluated regarding their slope and clustered with 
neighbouring points of similar orientation. In contrast to the earlier introduced methods, the here 
presented algorithm compares the normal direction of the currently examined point with the 
normals of its neighbours instead of comparing each point to a fixed averaged vector. At the same 
time, the tolerance for the angular deviation of the neighbour directions is drastically reduced, as 
only small regions are compared to each other. In this way, the corresponding regions are 
iteratively grown until the whole surface is assigned to the cluster. As long as the cluster’s 
dimensions exceed a certain size threshold, it is kept as wall segment. The respective information 
is obtained by computing an OBB of the points of the cluster.  
Via this procedure, most of the surfaces that are erroneously detected as wall candidates (such as 
car bodies or small plates) can be excluded from the wall reconstruction. In this work, a minimum 
size of 1.0m x 1.5m was used for the differentiation. 
 
 
Figure 6.3-1 Extraction of wall segments (yellow) from scan data. 
Hence, a collection of single wall segments is obtained. These must be further evaluated for 
possible correspondence with adjacent segments and wall boundaries at collision heights, relevant 
for the accident reconstruction. 
6.3.3 Examine neighbouring wall segments 
In chapter 5.2.1 the possibility of walls being fragmented into multiple segments because of 
occluding objects has already been mentioned (Figure 6.3-2). To regroup the corresponding wall 
segments, knowledge about their coherence is required. 
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Figure 6.3-2 Sample for occluded walls within scan data. Red: Gap within scan due to occlusion; 
Cyan: Occluding obstacle (street lantern); Green: Actual gap in the real environment. 
The question, if two separated segments correspond to the same wall, can be answered at a high 
degree of certainty by examining the neighbouring areas of the segments for occlusions. In case an 
object in front of the wall caused a partial occlusion of the surface, the resulting shadows can be 
detected from point distance jumps of the neighbouring point elements, as presented earlier in 
chapter 3.4 (p.44). 
By examining the wall segments at the corresponding boundaries, the shadow edges allow 
conclusions about the correspondence between the adjacent wall segments (Figure 6.3-3). If the 
connection relevant borders of both sides contain shadow edges and present similar orientation 
and positioning, the gap between them can be interpreted as non-existent and the two segments 
are recombined. 
 
 
Figure 6.3-3 Visualization of shadow edges (yellow) resulting from obstacle based occlusions. 
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6.3.4 Extraction of collision area 
Besides the sole detection and segmentation of the walls, detailed information about the possible 
collision regions for the vehicle bumper heights is desired. For this reason, a fitted band along the 
walls is computed at the predetermined heights to represent those regions.  
The relevant height ranges are defined via additional user-input. Following, the points belonging to 
the detected walls are examined if they are located within this vertical range and added to a new 
cluster. After all wall-points have been tested, a modified OBB of the new cluster is computed. In 
contrast to usual bounding boxes, the global z-axis vector is fixated as one of the three directional 
vectors of the OBBs local basis, while the other two vectors are obtained from executing a 2D PCA. 
As the OBBs directional vectors correspond to the directions of largest variation (chapter 4.1.3  
p.50 ff), the resulting BB dimensions allow conclusions about the appearance of the extracted wall 
segment. In case the wall segment represents a flat vertical surface, the BB should be very thin in 
direction of the shortest dimension. If this requirement is not fulfilled, the extracted wall must be 
angulated or contain irregular areas. To generate a satisfying representation, the bounding box 
sub-sampling approach (originally discussed in chapter 6.1.3, p.81 ff) is adapted here again for the 
shape approximation of the extracted wall segments. When the BBs shortest direction exceeds a 
certain threshold, it will be split in the middle of its longer horizontal direction and the points will be 
assigned to the two new sub-samples referring to their positioning on which side of the splitting 
plane. Again, the modified versions of the OBBs are computed for the new clusters and are 
examined regarding their dimensions. This step is finally repeated until the longer of the two 
directions shows an extent below 0.5m length, or the depth is below 0.05m.  
After these steps have been finalized, the resulting information will consist of large clusters in 
regions of plane walls, while approximating curved areas via thinner segments. 
Until here, the wall is represented by a sequence of subsampled segments. Yet, for a satisfying 
reconstruction, an approximation via flat planes is more desirable. This is because of the walls still 
containing their respective surface noise and being slightly influenced by local vegetation (moss, 
undergrowth, etc.). While most approaches make use of RANSAC [Fischler & Bolles, 1981] 
[Boulaassal, et al., 2007] and least square fitting [Rutzinger, et al., 2009], the presented approach 
makes use of the extracted bounding volumes for the estimation of the planes. All relevant 
information for the approximation of the surface plane: the expected average surface normal 
direction and centre position of all points is already available for each sub-segment via the PCA 
and can be directly applied to the region. Finally, the sequence of sub-segments, belonging to the 
same wall, is connected via their edges to generate the required surface representation at the 
height where collisions would be possible. An example for the original Wall extraction and the 
resulting bands for the collision zones is given in Figure 6.3-4. 
 
 
Figure 6.3-4 Detection and combination of wall segments. Left: Detected Segments, 
visualized via oriented bounding boxes (red); Right: Extracted collision zones (blue), at a 
height of 0.5-1.5m above ground. 
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6.4 Extraction of trees, street signs and lanterns 
Due to their significant importance for the field of accident research, a detailed reconstruction of 
trees located at the accident scene, as well as street adjacent signs and lanterns is desired. These 
object types share common geometries as they roughly represent vertical columns within the 
scenario, differentiated from each other via distinctive features, particular for their types (e.g. tree 
crowns, stem diameter, etc.). In this chapter, different existing approaches are evaluated regarding 
their applicability on mobile scanning data and the relevant metrics for the accident scene 
reconstruction. The resulting knowledge is then transferred for the development of new methods 
tailored to the given requirements. 
6.4.1 Relevant metrics 
As mentioned earlier in chapter 5.2.2 (p. 63 ff) and 5.3 (p.64 ff), the metrics of interest are those, 
directly or indirectly affecting the accident sequence. On the one hand, trees, signposts, and street 
lanterns can be relevant as possible collision partners of the involved vehicles. On the other hand, 
these objects can also interfere with the lighting conditions or occluding the drivers’ field of vision 
(see sample in Figure 6.4-1). 
 
 
Figure 6.4-1 Sample of actual accident scene. Trigger of the accident was a partial occlusion 
of the driver’s view resulting from a sign post and speeding of the opponent vehicle. Left: 
Occluded view; Right: Same viewing direction from a position shifted 4m to the right of 
the left image. 
In detail, these aspects need to be examined: 
6.4.1.1 Object dimensions and outer shape 
Knowledge about the object dimensions and their outer shape is relevant for the analysis as well as 
for the purpose of simulation of the accident scene later on. While the object dimensions are fixed 
and can be directly obtained from an oriented bounding box that encloses the object, a satisfying 
representation of the objects outer shape can severely vary corresponding to the desired level of 
detail (LOD). A tree can be reconstructed as highly detailed object model or represented as simple 
cylindrical shape, solely describing the tree position, stem radius, and height.  
Concerning the field of accident surveying, the level of detail can be kept coarse and limited to the 
required measurements: the stem circumference and position at different heights, the lower and 
upper limit of the tree crown, as well as the outer hull of the tree crown at the different heights 
(Figure 6.4-2). These elements are sufficient for a visual representation of the object and the later 
assembly of a simulation environment. In case the adjacent object is a traffic sign or lantern, the 
reconstruction requires even less details, as here a simple description of the objects position and 
hull dimensions is sufficient. 
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Figure 6.4-2 Segmentation of vertical areas of a sampled trees surface 
6.4.1.2 Collision zone 
The collision zones describe the areas of possible vehicle impact with the tree / pole object. As the 
accident involved vehicles have different dimensions and bumper heights (e.g. a compact car 
compared to an SUV or a truck), the area of interest can vary for each individual. Because of this 
reason, the relevant areas and heights must be configurable to achieve a satisfying computation of 
the corresponding collision zones. Instead of a simplified reconstruction of the whole object, its 
outer shape at the respective heights is of relevance for the reconstruction. Trees present a special 
case, as the tree crown can act as an additional collision zone besides the tree stem itself. Higher 
vehicles, such as trucks and busses can often reach the heights of the tree crowns adjacent to the 
road surface. In this case, the collision zone will contain two measurements, the boundaries of the 
tree crown and of the tree stem. 
6.4.1.3 Object classification and traffic relation 
As mentioned before, the sole detection of adjacent cylindrical surfaces is not sufficient for the scan 
segmentation, as the objects need to be reconstructed and evaluated regarding certain features 
that are particular for their type. Because of this, a classification of the objects is required to 
separate those detected columns into trees, traffic signs, lanterns, and other undefinable elements. 
To some part, a classification is already achievable based on the object dimensions, as e.g. traffic 
sign posts have fixed known circumference and extent (discussed in chapter 5.3.1, p.64 ff). While 
this is usually enough to separate traffic lanterns from traffic sign posts, there are still other groups 
that cannot be classified that easily. In case a traffic lantern is connected to a wall, signboard, or 
other surfaces, a differentiation from adjacent trees becomes difficult if the segmentation is solely 
based on the object’s extent. In this way, close objects could be mistakenly interpreted as tree 
crowns, leading to erroneous classifications. 
The targeted approach hence must be able to automatically separate those different object types 
based on additional features and information, which must be obtainable from the scan data.  
6.4.2 Challenges 
Many existing approaches are based on high resolution stationary scans or aerial laser scan data. 
As this work is based on data, obtained from the mobile scanning device presented in chapter 2, 
the desired aim must be achievable with the given system. 
Regarding the detection of single trees and street adjacent signs and lanterns, the limited point 
density of the sampled surrounding also results in a sampling of the objects from just a few scan 
lines (Figure 6.4-3). Given the data being scanned with an average point distance of 2cm, a 
signpost of 7cm thickness will only be sampled by approximately three scan lines. 
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Figure 6.4-3 Point-cloud of a tree with thin sampling due to its slim stem diameter. a) 
Perspective view of tree within the scan data; b) tree stem and adjacent ground surface; 
c), d) close-up view of tree stem. 
At the same time, the data underlies additional vibrations of the vehicle during driving, resulting in a 
reduced scan accuracy. While this precision loss is small for large surfaces as the adjacent walls or 
the street surface itself, its inaccuracy becomes more relevant in case of thin objects that are 
sampled from few scan lines. 
Other challenges that often appear within mobile scan data, especially in inner city areas, are 
occlusions of the relevant features due to parked vehicles and other obstacles. While aerial scan 
data and terrestrial scans within forest areas usually offer better visibilities of trees, the stems of the 
trees are often covered to large parts in mobile scanning data, complicating the tree detection. This 
effect must be taken into account to maximize the number of detectable trees.  
For these reasons, the here developed system must be able to compensate all these challenges 
and to obtain the relevant metrics from the available dataset. The following algorithms are 
evaluated regarding the mentioned aspects and used as a guideline for the subsequent design of 
new algorithms, fitted for the purpose of the accident analysis via mobile scan data. 
6.4.3 Existing approaches 
The detection of pole like features from laser scan data is a vastly covered area in different fields of 
research. Especially in the areas of industrial reconstruction [Rabbani & Van den Heuvel, 2004] 
and forestry (see chapter 1.1.3), many procedures for laser scan data are based on algorithms that 
locate and approximate such geometries. The developments in the field of forestry are of special 
interest, as they focus on the complex task of detailed tree reconstructions from point cloud 
information, including detailed tree population analysis with its tree diameters at different heights 
(e.g. as common measurement, the diameter at breast height (~1.3m above ground), shape and 
stem volume. Some approaches even discuss procedures for precise reconstructions of the trees 
with their branches and twigs for realistic 3D models. 
For this work, the approaches by [Aschoff & Spiecker, 2004], [Bienert, et al., 2006], [Kiraly & Brolly, 
2007] and [Schilling, et al., 2011] were selected as representatives and examined for their usability 
for the targeted accident surveys. All of these approaches detect trees from static terrestrial scan 
data within forest environments, with the aim of detecting trees by examining the area for pole-like 
objects. They achieve this aim by cutting horizontal slices of few centimetres (~ 0.1m) thickness, 
along the z-axis, from the point cloud and generating flat two dimensional representations of those 
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slices, which are examined for possible circular arrangements of the points. As the points represent 
the object’s outer hull, horizontal slices through the tree stems usually resemble circular shapes 
and, as such, can be detected from examining the data for circle-like point clusters. This detection 
is either achieved by directly examining the geometric properties of candidate clusters ([Kiraly & 
Brolly, 2007] and [Bienert, et al., 2006]) or analysing the data after projection into a corresponding 
parameter space ( [Aschoff & Spiecker, 2004] and [Schilling, et al., 2011]). 
In case of the first option, the data is initially grouped into clusters of neighbouring points. [Kiraly & 
Brolly, 2007] defines a maximum deviation that the points are allowed to vary from a cluster’s 
centre to belong to the same element. To avoid bad segmentation, the maximum distance 
threshold may not be chosen too large or too small; as otherwise, multiple clusters could merge or 
be erroneously split. The circles are then estimated from a minimum set of points from within the 
cluster. This can be achieved via fixed rules or random sample consensus (RANSAC). The quality 
of the estimated circles is finally evaluated from the sum of square distances (SSD), resulting from 
the deviation of the actual point locations from the expected positions on the circle. If the quality is 
below a certain threshold, the selected points are rejected as not being part of a tree stump. 
Otherwise they are kept as candidates for the further procedure. 
Regarding the parameter space based approaches the candidates are evaluated via circular 
Hough transformations [Aschoff & Spiecker, 2004]. Before the Hough transformation can be 
executed, a discrete 2D pixel image is rendered from the examined slice, where the intensity value 
of each pixel represents the number of scan points located within its region (size of the pixel on the 
image plane). Next, the images are filtered, excluding all pixels with a value below a certain 
threshold to remove outliers from the segmentation. During the Hough transformation, an additional 
image is generated, where the intensity of each pixel x/y describes the number of points of the 
preceding image that are within a given distance from a circle of radius r, with centre at position x/y. 
The possible candidates are then evaluated from the local maxima in the Hough space image. If 
the examination was successful and a tree-candidate was detected, the fitted circles allow 
conclusions about the actual positioning of the tree centres at the given heights and their 
respective dimensions. Accordingly, the detected circles represent the required information about 
the possible collision zones at the analysed heights. The smaller the SSD, the more precise the 
circle fits to the point cloud and the higher the accuracy of the estimated tree stems and their 
collision zones. Yet, the approaches also have certain limitations that need to be taken into 
account. As such, in case of a parameter space approach, the number of points must be 
adequately high for the process to succeed. If the number is insufficient, the filtering procedure, to 
remove outliers and bad estimated points cannot be applied correctly. But also for the other option, 
estimating the circle from selected points can underlie difficulties when only few points are 
available. Lower point densities and higher inaccuracies of the measured point positions can lead 
to erroneous approximations of the outline circles. A worst case scenario would be, where the 
points selected from a thin tree stem vary in such way that the computed circle strongly deviates 
from the actual shape (Figure 6.4-4). If too few points are available within the examined cluster, the 
algorithm will fail to recognize the bad approximation, leading to falsified results.  
For this reason, both options are limited in relation to trees with thin stems, because of the low 
number of sampling lines and points. Furthermore, as the approaches create the mentioned slices 
from horizontal cuts orthogonally to the z-axis, the detection of tilted stems is not possible. 
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Figure 6.4-4 Bad shape approximation from circle fitting of noisy data. Left: original 
circumcircle enclosing three sampled points. Right: slight variation of point positions 
leading to severe falsified approximations. 
In comparison, a different approach is presented by [Yokoyama, et al., 2011] that targets the 
detection of pole-like objects from mobile scan data independent of their tilting angle. Similar to the 
procedure of [Gumhold, et al., 2001] (see chapter 3.4), Yokoyama uses a principal component 
analysis of the point neighbourhoods to classify the points regarding their correspondence to pole-
like features. Before the actual algorithm, a prior segmentation of the objects from their surrounding 
ground surface is expected and the points are grouped via a -neighbourhood growth with a fixed 
maximum radius . The actual evaluation is then done by examining the eigenvectors and -values 
from a PCA. In case the area around a point resembles a pole, the point propagation within the 
neighbourhood must be of much larger extent along the pole stretching direction than in its 
orthogonal plane. Respectively, the eigenvalues of the PCAs eigenvectors must be large for the 
vector in direction of the pole, compared to the other two eigenvalues.  
As this approach is highly depending on the stem dimensions, Yokoyama uses a Laplacian 
smoothing to reduce the point sets on the pole-like features iteratively towards a line-like 
representation. By applying the Laplacian smoothing, the points converge towards the centres of 
their neighbourhoods. In case, of pole-like surfaces, multiple iterations of the Laplacian smoothing 
lead to the line like representations, while e.g. in case of flat surfaces, the smoothing only results in 
a reduction of the surfaces’ sizes. Finally, after the objects representations have been reduced, 
their points are evaluated using the PCA and are then classified by the percentage of the points 
that were estimated to belong to pole-like features. For the optimization of the algorithm, the 
objects are furthermore examined, testing if their height and total number of object points also fulfil 
a certain minimum criterion.  
As mentioned, the main advantage of this approach is the possibility to detect pole-like features 
regardless of their tilting angle. This is due to the fact that the eigenvectors of the PCA represent 
the orthogonal basis of maximum extent and in this way correspond to the orientation of the pole 
itself. 
Nevertheless, the approach is only able to detect the existence of the stems, not their diameter or 
precise positioning. The latter could be obtainable from this algorithm, if the full stems were 
uniformly sampled in 360 degree, as then, the converged lines would represent the paths of the 
poles centres. Yet, this case is rather uncommon in mobile scan data, as the trees are only passed 
from one side and thus are only sampled from their front. Moreover, as the algorithm evaluates the 
complete objects, solely segmented from the ground surface, it can easily fail if the objects are 
connected to different point clusters, which would lead to a reduction of the points that are 
estimated as being part of a pole-like feature and thus excluded from further processing.  
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Object dimensions and outer shape 
Regarding the outer shape and dimension of trees, the existing approaches also offer several 
possible solutions. As such, [Bienert, et al., 2006] estimates the circumference of the trees at 
breast height (~1.3m), as well as the total height of the tree. The latter is computed from projecting 
the centre of the stem at breast height downwards onto a prior computed digital terrain model 
(DTM) and searching for the highest point above this position within a given cylindrical bounding 
region to approximate the maximum height of the tree. 
Similar, [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] estimates the stem of the tree from fitted circles. Here, the 
circumference and centre of the tree are computed at several different heights, used to represent 
the tree stem. 
While these two approaches only estimate the tree stem for itself, [Rutzinger, et al., 2010] aims at a 
simplified representation of the trees. This solution documents that the required parameters for the 
extraction of trees are: the tree height, crown width, stem height, stem width and crown shape. The 
crown shape is obtained by comparison of the crown diameter at the top, centre, and bottom of the 
tree crown. To reconstruct this information, Rutzinger first generates a simplified version of a tree’s 
point cloud using a 3D alpha shape algorithm, which reduces the details inside the point cloud for 
the estimation of the object’s outer hull. Instead of targeting the generation of an actual 3D model 
of the tree, the approach only tries to construct shapes, similar to the original in appearance. As 
such, the approach uses the mentioned parameters as input for an algorithmic estimation of more 
detailed tree structures. 
In contrast to this approach, [Schilling, et al., 2011] aims at the reconstruction of an actual detailed 
representation of trees, including topographic analysis of the tree’s structure. The procedure uses a 
regular voxel grid, covering the point cloud. Based on the number of points located at the position 
of a voxel, the voxel is tested against a threshold value to verify if it belongs to the tree. Finally, the 
generated voxel representation is used to analyse the topographical structure by searching for 
possible branch endings and estimate the path towards the tree’s centre.  
In respect of the targeted accident scene reconstruction, the approaches by [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] 
and [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] show the closest resemblance to the given requirements regarding the 
objects outer shape. In combination Kiraly gives a good example for the reconstruction of the tree 
diameters at the tree stem, while the desired estimation of the tree crown shape can be based on 
Rutzinger’s approach, by computing the desired diameters at different heights of the tree crown. 
For a more detailed representation of the trees, [Schilling, et al., 2011] approach can additionally 
be included in the project for reconstruction of the expected branches and twigs within the tree 
model. 
 
Object classification and traffic relation 
As all of the introduced approaches only aim at a certain object type (trees and pole-like objects in 
common), they only offer limited possibilities for the classification of the detected objects. As such, 
the initially introduced algorithms on tree detection would classify any object where the principal 
shape resembles a tree stem, as tree candidates. Solely the approach by [Yokoyama, et al., 2011] 
contains a simple classification of the detected objects based on the ratio of pole-like areas in 
relation to the whole object. This however is often not sufficient for a detailed reconstruction of the 
actual scene. 
While such differentiation between the object types is not required for the areas these approaches 
are used in (e.g. due to the lack of street lanterns within forest areas), it is a crucial aspect for the 
reconstruction of the accident scenario. 
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6.4.4 Detection, classification and reconstruction 
Based on the given requirements and discussed approaches, a new solution for the extraction is 
presented in this chapter, to allow a satisfying detection and segmentation of the trees within a 
scanned accident scene. The new approach consists of the following steps (Figure 6.4-5): 
 
 
Figure 6.4-5 Overview of algorithm for pole-like object detection, classification and reconstruction 
The major task of this setup is a stable algorithm to detect pole-like objects and classify those, 
while keeping the number of false positive estimations small. For this reason, the point cloud is first 
analysed for all possible candidate clusters that are evaluated in multiple steps regarding size, 
shape, and appearance to optimize the detection. The objects are then classified regarding certain 
metrics and attributes, as discussed later in detail. Finally, the classification is used as key criterion, 
how the outer appearance of the objects is to be reconstructed from the dataset. 
6.4.4.1 Preceding filtering (optional) 
To simplify the extraction of the pole-like features from the dataset and speed up of the procedure, 
the data is assumed to be already pre-segmented by the previously introduced steps. This means, 
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that all points belonging to the street surface, adjacent floors, as well as all walls and planar 
surfaces in common are already assigned and thus, excluded from further computations.  
This step is not necessarily required for the extraction of the trees, traffic signs, and lanterns. Yet, 
as many of the scanned points usually belong to the road or flat object surfaces, it allows a 
significant reduction of the required computation times 
6.4.4.2 Selection and grouping of relevant points 
For the initialization of the algorithm, the remaining dataset must be examined for possible clusters 
that correspond to the desired object types, which are then further evaluated. Here, the points are 
first tested against certain height limitations and their spatial slope and then grouped with 
neighbouring points that also fulfil the requirements.  
Regarding the height limitation, many approaches tend to test the point clouds at DBH, 
corresponding to a prior generated DTM (as discussed by [Bienert, et al., 2006]). In this work, this 
task is simplified, using the advantages of the given mobile scanning data in relation to the focus 
on accident scenes. The areas of interest are usually in close distance of the street surface, with 
only little deviations between street height and adjacent ground heights. At the same time, the 
original scan lines, generated by the mobile scanning system, correspond to an outline image of 
the scene diagonal to the vehicle’s movement direction (Figure 6.4-6).  
 
Figure 6.4-6 Overlaid projection of three sequential scan lines. a): Areas corresponding to 
initial height and slope based thresholds coloured red; b): Detected pole-like objects 
coloured red  
As the magnitude, that the scan device’s distance from the street surface varies between the 
neighbouring scan lines, is insignificantly small compared to the examined sizes, the height 
thresholds can be directly applied on these original 2D scan lines. The points’ height axis 
coordinates are examined, if they are located within a certain range above the local street surface 
and selected as possible candidates, in case they weren’t previously classified as corner points 
during the algorithm in chapter 3.4. (This limitation is required here for the later distinction between 
different pole-types, which will be discussed later on). Only in case of stronger inclinations of the 
scan device’s pitch angle in relation to the vehicle, the sizes must be adapted, as the scan lines will 
appear stretched in y-direction. For this work, an initial height criterion for selecting all points at a 
height of 1.0 to 1.6m was selected. 
Afterwards, the slope of the selected points are examined (Figure 6.4-7). The slope defines the 
angle between a point’s surface normal and the x/y layer in the global space. 
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Figure 6.4-7 Visualization of the slope angle of a surface normal from the ground surface x/y 
Based on this definition, the slope can be calculated from the sine of the point towards the x/y 
layer:    
sin 	| | | |⁄  
Where   | |  = length of surface normal vector 
| | = extent of normal vector  along z-axis 
   = slope angle of normal   
Equation 6.4-1 Slope angle of point normal n 
This limitation comes in handy to further reduce the set of candidate points of possible trees and 
sign posts. By limiting the maximum allowed tilting angle, only those surfaces will remain that 
roughly represent vertical elements. Regarding the examined point cloud, the maximum slope can 
be set more or less strict to fit the maximum expected tilting angle of the contained trees.  
After the candidate points have been filtered, they are grouped with their neighbouring points that 
meet the requirements as well. This is done by determining the k nearest neighbouring points 
within a predefined distance from the previously computed kd-tree (chap. 3.2.3). 
6.4.4.3 PCA and OBB computation 
The estimated candidates must be evaluated concerning their dimensions and orientation to 
confirm if they correspond to the targeted object groups. As shown in the earlier chapters, the 
principal component analysis is a powerful tool for estimating the principal directional vectors of the 
examined point data clusters. Executed on the segmented point groups of the candidate, the PCA 
allows to estimate the object’s principal directions.  
Here, the covariance matrix is computed from all grouped points of a segment and their mutual 
centre (Chapter 3.3.2). The obtained eigenvectors, together with their corresponding eigenvalues 
allow determining the principal axis of the candidate objects. As the largest eigenvalue corresponds 
to the direction of maximum variation, it also relates to the axis of maximum extent, which is 
following regarded as the point clusters’ principal direction. This procedure is usually safe for 
application, as the lengths of the columns are expected to be multiple times longer in their principal 
direction than in direction of their circumradii.  
To obtain information regarding an object’s dimensions, an oriented bounding box (OBB) can be 
computed based on the orthonormal eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (details on OBB 
construction, see chapter 4.1.3). The OBBs allow filtering such candidates that are unlikely to 
belong to the relevant object groups, based on their size.  
6.4.4.4 Object extent based evaluation 
Using the extracted object information, the dimensions of the candidate clusters are evaluated. To 
filter possible false candidates, the assumption is made, that all candidates that relate to actual 
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trees and street signs, must correspond to certain height requirements. This means that the object 
extends along their principal axis should have at least similar length, as the observed area of 1.0m 
– 1.6m above the street surface. If the OBB correspond to a certain threshold, e.g. above 1.5m, the 
candidate is kept, otherwise it is removed from the collection. Especially for street signs, this 
criterion is usable, as the poles of usual street signs are required to have a minimum height of 2.0m 
above ground before the actual sign [Industrieverband Straßenausstattung e.V., 2007].  
Yet, as the detected clusters can be limited in their sizes due to occlusions sourcing from other 
objects along the laser beam’s path (Figure 6.4-8), this aspect must be included in the evaluation 
as well, before refusing a candidate. In such a case, the ending points of a candidate must be 
tested, whether they were previously classified as shadow edges resulting from occlusions (see 
chapter 3.4). If this condition is fulfilled, the candidate is kept for further processing, as long as the 
remaining pole fragment fulfils a lighter threshold criterion. 
 
 
Figure 6.4-8 Sample of a tree, with stem cut due to an occluding vehicle. Colours: Red: 
Edges; Green: Corners; Blue: Planar surface; Light-Cyan: Shadowed edge.  
6.4.4.5 Evaluation of object shape 
Until this point, the candidate clusters were only estimated regarding their positioning, orientation 
and dimensions. Although most other object types are already filtered out in this way, the objects’ 
shape must still be evaluated to avoid false positive detections. 
As mentioned in chapter 6.4.3, many existing approaches rely on Hough transformation based 
analysis or direct fitting of circle shapes to horizontal slices of the dataset. Though these solutions 
proved to be useful in areas with high sampling densities on tree stem surfaces, they underlie the 
given restrictions mentioned in chapter 6.4.2. Especially in urban areas, the number of sampled 
points of the stem surface on thin decorative trees, adjacent to the street surface, is too low to 
execute such estimations. This situation also includes street signs, where the circumradii of the 
corresponding poles are only few centimetres in size. Due to the lack of points and the 
inaccuracies of the measurements, the stem radii and centres are difficult to be obtained. In case of 
an applied Hough transformation, the estimations would only generate unsatisfying results, as too 
few points would lead to difficulties for detecting the actual circle centre positions. Likewise, fitting 
circles onto the point set can become difficult, as the inaccuracies of the existing measurements 
can lead to bad centre estimations. 
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For this reason, this work uses two different algorithms for the evaluation of the object shape, 
based on the dimensions of the analysed object. If the expected stem diameter is bigger than a 
certain threshold, e.g. seven times the average scan line distance, the classic circle fitting 
approach as presented in [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] and [Bienert, et al., 2006] can be applied. The 
object surface can then be expected to cover enough point samples to validate the approximated 
shapes, while the measurement noise and data acquisition inaccuracies become comparatively 
small. 
For smaller diameters, where the number of available point samples is far less, a new alternative 
solution has been developed in this work, used to detect those relevant areas, while keeping the 
amount of bad estimations low. Both algorithms will be discussed in the following subsections. 
6.4.4.5.1 Circle Fitting 
In case the expected stem diameters are large enough and contain enough point sampling 
information, a circle fitting approach can be applied. First, slices of 0.15 to 0.25m height are 
selected from the current point cluster and each of the contained points is projected onto a 2D 
plane. While [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] directly selects the slices from certain heights above the ground 
along the global z-axis of the point clouds, this work instead uses the principal axis of the cluster, 
earlier estimated in this procedure as the local basis. The principal axis, obtained from the PCA, 
corresponds to a better description of the tree stem orientation than the assumption of a perfectly 
straight pole. In the same way, the local basis is used for the 2D projection of the points onto the 
examined plane. Doing so, the circle fitting approach can generate better results when processing 
trees that are slightly tilted in the dataset.  
Following, the actual circle fitting procedure is initiated. Here, three points with preferably large 
distance from each other are chosen and used to approximate a circle. In Kiraly’s approach, the 
points are sorted and points situated at the minimum, mean and maximum scanning angle of the 
static scan are selected (Figure 6.4-9). Yet, as the scan system used in this work is of mobile 
nature, the points are sorted regarding their position along the longer axis of the 2D bounding box. 
 
Figure 6.4-9 Fitting circle to tree stem in static scan data (taken from [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007]) 
The points are then used to compute the circumcircle of the triangle, which should correspond to 
the expected stem surface. For the validation of the circle, the mean square error, based on the 
distance of the other points from the circle outline, is calculated. If the square error exceeds a 
certain threshold (in relation to the fitted diameter), then the approximated circle is rejected and the 
next possible set of surface points is chosen to redo this step.  
If the fitting was unsuccessful, the candidate is rejected and excluded from the further procedure. 
6.4.4.5.2 Normal direction based estimation 
In case the objects width is small and the direct shape analysis by circle fitting or Hough 
transformation is difficult due to the lack of points, the examination can be based instead on the still 
available geometric attributes. Even in case of low point densities, the surface shape still roughly 
exists and can be estimated from the relationships of the point positions and their surface normal 
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directions. As such, the point normal on a pole’s surface should point outwards from the surface 
and still roughly correspond to the expected orientations (Figure 6.4-10). 
This assumption can be simply proven by examining trees sampled in the actual point cloud 
datasets. One such sample is given in Figure 6.4-11, where the point normals generated from the 
initial point classification (chapter 3.3.2 and 3.4) are shown. 
 
Figure 6.4-10 Samples for surface normal directions based on different geometric primitives. 
Above: Model representation of optimal point positioning and normal orientation; Below: 
Representation including more natural positioning and normal orientation. 
Only those points located at the borders of half-circle shaped scan elements show a too low 
curvature regarding their normal directions. This effect is based on the one-sided positioning of the 
neighbourhood around such points, which influences the orientation of the point normal.  
 
 
Figure 6.4-11 Sample for normal orientation taken from actual mobile scan data of a tree. a) 
Tree and adjacent ground surface (Green: detected corners; Blue:  planar surface points); 
b) Including surface normal of every 20th point (shown as green lines); c) examined 
excerpt of the tree stem; d) top-down view of the tree from image c. 
Based on these conclusions, it is possible to evaluate such thin clusters that only comprise few 
scan lines and medium scale noise (~1cm noise at tree diameter of ~9cm). If the cluster 
corresponds to a pole-like shape, the normal directions of the points are expected to be similar to 
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the directional vector connecting the central axis of the pole with the currently examined point itself 
(Figure 6.4-12, Figure 6.4-13). 
 
 
Figure 6.4-12 Vector correspondence sample for different object shapes (Left: circle; Middle: 
rectangle; Right: plane) 
 
Figure 6.4-13 Correspondence between surface point normal and directional vector from 
circle centre to point position. Shown for semi-circle (left) and full-circle sampling (right).  
The normal direction based approach is executed as shown in Figure 6.4-14. 
 
Figure 6.4-14 Execution of the normal direction based approach for evaluation of pole-like 
object candidate clusters.  
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At first, slices of limited thickness are selected from the given point cluster as test subject. Same as 
for the circle fitting approach, this is a necessary precaution, as tree stems cannot be expected to 
resemble perfect straight pole-like shapes. For this examination, once again slices of 0.15m to 
0.25m are used. The slices are selected in relation to the direction of the clusters principal axis, 
instead of directly from the height along the z-axis. 
Next, the oriented bounding box of each cluster is computed. As the positioning of the points within 
the slices can lead to falsified orientations of the bounding boxes, the principle axis of the whole 
cluster is used as the bounding box’s local z-axis. The resulting OBB allows a better representation 
of the slice’s limitations and presents an initial estimation for the circle / pole centre. Regarding the 
circle centre, the OBB centre can only be used as initial centre estimation if a pole was scanned as 
a whole, with its front and back available in the data (Figure 6.4-15, right). In case only the front of 
the object was scanned during the mobile scanning procedure, it will appear as a semi-circle 
shaped column within the data (as shown in Figure 6.4-11). In this case, the estimated circle centre 
cannot be directly copied from the bounding box centre, as the positions would strongly deviate 
from another. An example for the resulting deviation is given in Figure 6.4-15.  
 
Figure 6.4-15 Comparison between one-sided sampling (left) and surrounding sampling 
(right) of a column.  
Nevertheless, the figure also demonstrates, that a better approximation of the desired circle centre 
position can still be achieved, using the local centre of the bounding box border, which is located 
closest to the actual circle centre position.  
For the estimation of the sampling type (only object front or completely surrounding object 
sampling) and determination of the approximated circle centre, the tasks presented in Figure 
6.4-14 within the sub-procedure “check for half-circle” must be executed. 
First, the points are projected onto a 2D surface. This is achieved by computing the local 
coordinates of the corresponding points in the coordinate system, spanned by the two eigenvectors 
orthogonal to the principal axis vector. Thus, it corresponds to Equation 4.1-1 without requiring the 
third component for the computation: 
 
_
_
	
∙
∙  
Where    = Global position of point i 
  = Centre of point neighbourhood 
 _ , _  = Local position of point i  
Equation 6.4-2 projection of points from global coord. system into local 2d coordinate system 
Following the point with maximum or minimum position in local x-direction within the 2d-space of 
the cluster is selected as reference. If the data corresponds to a semi-circle shape, these two 
points will represent border points in the dataset. To determine whether the cluster presents a full 
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or semi-circle shape, the maximum angle between the most outer point in x-direction, the OBB-
centre and the other points belonging to the cluster can be used as metric. If the maximum angle is 
above a respective threshold, the cluster is expected to represent a semi-circle shape. This 
threshold can be defined as follows: 
Given an optimal half circle of radius r and its enclosing OBB, the OBBs centre position will be 
located at c . Taking into account that the farthest possible point sampling position would be 
located at p 0 and q 2 , which at the same time, would describe the maximum angle  
	  in the dataset. This angle is computed as: 
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As the scanned trees must not necessarily correspond to optimal circle shapes and could thus lead 
to deviations, a looser threshold of about 100° was defined for this work. If the maximum angle falls 
below this value, the detected point cluster is interpreted as full circle model. 
 
In case a semi-circle sampling has been detected, the expected initial circle centre must be 
adapted instead of directly taken from the OBB centre. This can be accomplished by projecting the 
OBB centre onto that edge of the OBB that is located on the inside of the resulting circle. The half 
circle can be expected to be scanned from only one direction of the mobile scanning system that 
followed a locally constant path. In this regard, the determination of the relevant OBB edge can be 
reduced to selecting the point which is located most far from the scan device in the device’s local 
2D coordinate system and comparing its distance from the possible edges. Here only those 2 
edges along the longer axis of the half circle’s OBB are relevant for comparison. The edge closest 
to the selected point is then chosen, using its centre as the new approximation for the circle centre.  
Finally, the correspondence of the normal vectors to the desired circular shape must be evaluated. 
This is achieved by comparing the normal vector orientation with the connection vector from the 
estimated circle centre position to the sampled point positions (Figure 6.4-13). If the deviation is 
below a further threshold and the total percentage of corresponding points is large enough, the 
circular shape is confirmed and the point cluster is kept as pole-like object within the dataset. 
6.4.4.6 Stem / pole growth 
After the shape correspondence has been confirmed, the total size of the tree’s stem / pole’s extent 
has to be recovered. As the points of the extracted clusters belong to the areas of the pole within a 
predetermined height above the street surface (e.g. between 1.0 and 1.8m height as introduced in 
section 6.4.4.2), they usually only describe a small part of the whole object. The poles thus must be 
grown in both directions, upwards towards their height limitations as well as downwards towards 
the height level of the surrounding floor surface. The procedure can be executed similar to the 
approach of [Bienert, et al., 2006], which is extended here to fit the requirements for the different 
object types (trees, street signs and street lanterns). To obtain the pole-like object parts, the 
neighbouring points of the selected clusters are evaluated regarding their normal direction, 
positioning, and type before they are added to the cluster in case of correspondence. As such, the 
following criteria have to be fulfilled for an adjacent point before adding it to the currently examined 
cluster: 
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– Type correspondence:  
As poles and trees usually represent rather smooth surface structures within the scan data, the 
resulting point data should only be classified as such surface or at most as border pixel. 
Because of this reason, points that were originally classified as corner points (chapter 3.4) are 
excluded from this computation. This requirement is also used for a better extraction of tree 
stems, as tree crowns contain very high numbers of corner points due to their geometric 
structure and the average sampling density of 0.02-0.04m with the used scan system. In this 
way, the tree stems are extracted till the lower border of their tree crowns, while street signs and 
lanterns will be unaffected by this procedure, leading to a complete collection of all their related 
points. 
– Normal direction:  
Same as for the generation of the initial point clusters, the points are selected in relation to the 
slope of their normal direction. The procedure is accomplished by comparing the point normal 
vectors to the /  plane. As long as the slope is within a defined limit, the currently examined 
point fulfils this criterion 
– Point position:  
Bienert et al. describes an additional cylinder around the centre of the detected clusters that 
defines a maximum extent around the dataset, which might belong to the tree. This bounding 
test cylinder is defined by the principal axis of the defined cluster and a predefined search 
radius. For the evaluation of the candidate points, their orthogonal distance from the principal 
axis is computed and compared, if it is located within the boundaries. 
 
For each possible neighbour point, these three criteria decide if the point is kept as part of the 
cluster or refused. By iterating this procedure, the neighbouring points are successively examined 
and added to the cluster while growing along the pole / the tree stem. The whole procedure is 
finally repeated until no further points can be added without voiding the given requirements.  
Regarding the growth along trees, this given approach will allow to extract the tree stem from the 
ground till the lower border of the tree crown. 
6.4.4.7 Object type classification 
Up to this point, the poles have been detected and the corresponding points of the pole-surfaces 
have been selected from the dataset. However, the poles haven’t been classified yet. The poles 
can be representatives of detected tree stems or supporting poles of street signs or lanterns. It is 
also possible that some of the detected poles belong to irrelevant objects, such as drain pipes 
hanging from rooftops, which could be excluded from the current dataset. In this section, the 
detected pole-like objects are classified by geometric and position based features and constrains. 
As shown in Figure 6.4-5, the classification is divided into three sequential steps: the diagnosis, if a 
tree crown is present in the area above the detected pole and if the pole is located within the 
adjacent area of the street surface as well as the detailed classification of the different pole types. 
6.4.4.7.1 Tree crown analysis 
For the tree crown analysis, the area above the determined tree stem candidate must be 
examined. In case the existence of a tree at the given position can be confirmed, the classification 
is completed already during this step; otherwise, the succeeding steps are still required. 
The analysis consists of two parts. At first, the spatial extent of the tree crown’s lower part is 
evaluated if the dimensions correspond to that of a tree. Here, a height limit of 1m above the 
original tip of the estimated tree stem is chosen and all points falling in that area are evaluated. The 
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points are tested if they are located within a given distance from the stems principal axis and then 
added to the examined point set. Subsequently, the OBB of this new point set is computed to 
obtain information about its spatial extent. Only if the cluster exceeds a predefined minimum size, 
the cluster will be examined in more detail, otherwise it will be rejected as tree candidate. In this 
way, typical outliers, such as vegetation close to drain pipes can be excluded from the candidate 
set. 
Afterwards, the complete tree crown is examined. To extract all points belonging to the tree crown, 
an enlarged column with a radius, three to five times the size of the tree stem itself, is fitted around 
the object and all points that are located within its area and classified as corner points by the PCA 
(chapter 3.4, p.44 ff) are kept for the tree crown approximation. All these points are then mapped 
into the local 2D space, spanned by the local x and y directional vectors (the plane, orthogonal to 
the principal direction) of the stems coordinate system. Because of the vast occlusions within the 
tree crown, a direct growth of the neighbourhood is difficult to be achieved, as too much of the 
relevant areas get lost and resulting gaps lead to losses within required structures. 
 
Figure 6.4-16 Point cloud of tree sampled via MLS. Tree crown containing gaps due to vast 
number of self-occlusions. Left: Overview; Centre: Closeup tree crown (front); Right: 
Closeup tree crown (side). 
Finally, the 2D neighbourhood is evaluated. Starting from the centre position at the top of the tree 
stem, the crown is grown by iteratively adding the neighbouring points that are located within a 
given search radius. The corresponding 3D positions of the points are then used to compute the 
OBB of the tree crown. The dimensions of the OBB then allow conclusions about the classification 
of the object. If the dimensions exceed a predetermined minimum, the tree candidate is accepted 
and written back to the system. 
6.4.4.7.2 Street adjacency test 
In case the possibility of the currently examined object being a tree can be ruled out, it must be 
tested whether it corresponds to the requirements for street related object types (signs, lanterns, 
traffic lights). As introduced in chapter 5.3, one requirement, specific for these object types is their 
distance from the street surface. As long as the sign or lantern belongs to a road’s infrastructure, its 
lateral distance must be within 0.6 to 2.5m from the road’s border. Using this requirement allows to 
reduce the number of errors by false positive detection of poles that are neither tree’s nor street 
infrastructure related. 
At this point, it is assumed that the prior detection and extraction of the street surface (chapter 
6.1.2, p.72 ff) has already been executed and the resulting information about the borders been 
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written back as spline key points to the system. To test the distance between the pole candidates 
and the borders, one can directly compute the minimum distance towards the extracted border 
splines. The corresponding procedure consists of two parts. At first, the objects position is 
compared to the key points of the street border splines to determine which spline is located closest 
to the candidate object. For this comparison, the linear distance from the lowest centre position of 
the pole candidate to all key points is computed.  
 
 
Figure 6.4-17 Linear distance of pole-like object (here: street lantern) from street boundary 
spline (green). Left: prior view before detection (filtered for better visualization); Right: 
view containing extracted pole shape (blue) and linear distance (red) from street 
boundary spline. 
If the distance is already below the given threshold, the test was successful and the candidate is 
kept, otherwise the line segments between the selected key point and its neighbouring points must 
be analysed further. In the latter case, the linear distance to these two line segments is evaluated 
and kept in case the minimum distance now fulfils the threshold condition. 
6.4.4.7.3 Size based classification 
When the street adjacency of an object is confirmed, the object is expected to represent a street 
sign or lantern. To specify the actual type of the object, its geometric attributes can be taken into 
account. The German industrial standard for traffic signs [Industrieverband Straßenausstattung 
e.V., 2007] defines rules regarding the object diameter and height. While usual traffic signs have 
pole diameters of 60-89mm, street lanterns are of larger extent. For the comparison of the two 
types, a thin layer of few centimetres height at breast height can be extracted from the pole and 
examined (in same way as introduced in chapter 6.4.4.5). Another useable clue is the estimated 
object height. As traffic signs are required to be positioned in predefined heights (1.5m, 2.0m or 
2.25m), their total height is usually below 3.0m, (except for motorway signposts). 
In summary: if the measured diameter of a pole candidate is below a threshold of 0.12m and the 
total object height is below 3.0m, the object can be assumed to be a traffic sign. Otherwise, if it 
exceeds these values, it is more likely to represent a traffic lantern.  
6.4.4.8 Reconstruction of object shape and appearance 
After the pole-like elements have been evaluated and classified, the obtained information can be 
used to generate simplified 3D representations of the objects. For the purpose of accident scene 
reconstruction and simulation, only the outer appearance of the objects is of importance. In this 
regard, the tree stem and sign post diameter is relevant for the reconstruction, with special focus 
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on the diameter at possible collision height for the accident involved vehicles. The tree crowns, on 
the other hand are interesting in relation to their diameter as source for influenced lighting 
conditions and possible view occlusions. 
Accordingly, the reconstruction is split into two parts. First, the pole shape is extracted for all three 
pole-like object groups in the same way, while taking special notice of the pole diameter at collision 
height of the accident involved vehicles. Afterwards, in case the examined object was allocated as 
tree, a simplified version of the tree crown is generated from the dataset. 
6.4.4.8.1 Pole / Stem reconstruction 
In chapter 6.4.3, the approach of [Kiraly & Brolly, 2007] showed to be useable for the targeted 
reconstruction of tree stems and poles. By fitting circles at different heights of the objects principal 
axis, the local centres of the examined poles are recovered together with their corresponding radii. 
The result is a collection of circles, which in their total describe the outer appearance of the surface 
in 3d space (Figure 6.4-18). 
 
 
Figure 6.4-18 Pole reconstruction of a traffic lantern via estimated circles. Here, sampling 
slice thickness: 0.2m, sampling step distance: 0.3m. Left: Overview image; Middle: Pole 
shown from different viewing position; Right: Closeup from bird-view perspective 
Same as in section 6.4.4.5, the used algorithm for the shape estimation depends on the objects 
local dimensions. When the dimensions are large enough to cover a sufficient number of scan lines 
for the object description, the approach by Kiraly can be directly applied for the reconstruction. 
Otherwise, the circle width and centre must be estimated from the few available points, same as 
during the shape evaluation, introduced in section 6.4.4.5.2 (p.124). For the estimation of the circle 
radii, the mean distance between the approximated centre and the given dataset is computed. This 
information is then used to compute visual circles for the representation of the tree stems as shown 
in Figure 6.4-20. 
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Figure 6.4-19 Tree stem and crown reconstruction. Left: Overview image; Middle: Detail view 
for stem reconstruction from estimated circles; Right: Detail view of tree crown 
represented by convex hulls at different heights. 
The level of detail for the extracted poles / stems depends on the number of fitted circles. For this 
work, a sampling distance of 0.5m between each segment and sample thickness of 0.2m proved to 
be sufficient for the representation. 
 
 
Figure 6.4-20 Visualization of reconstructed outer hull of a traffic lantern pole. Left: Shape 
estimation based on circles (Figure 6.4-18); Middle: Visualization of outer hull; Right: 
Close up in bird view perspective  
6.4.4.8.2 Tree crown reconstruction 
Tree crowns usually contain vast amounts of occlusions and gaps. Many approaches that aim at 
the reconstruction of the tree crown reach for a detailed modelling of the existing branches and 
twigs [Schilling, et al., 2011] or create new models of similar appearance [Rutzinger, et al., 2010]. 
In this work, only a simple reconstruction is required that represents roughly the outer shape of the 
tree crown. For the purpose of simulation and accident surveying, detailed tree crown visualization 
is unnecessary, as it would lead to high computation times and memory requirements, while only 
offering little benefit compared to a simple estimation of the tree’s outer hull. Similar to the 
preparatory step of the work by Rutzinger, to roughly estimate the trees shape, the trees 
appearance can be estimated within different height steps along the tree crown. 
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As the crown representation is focused on the visual shading of the street surface and its adjacent 
objects, the here presented approach uses the convex hull algorithm (chapter 4.2.1) to 
approximate the crowns appearance.  
First, the tree crown is partitioned into multiple segments along the tree’s principal axis. Regarding 
the desired level of detail, the number of segments can be varied (for the approach, usually four to 
seven slices were usually sufficient). These segments are then projected into 2D by computing the 
local point coordinates from the trees eigenvectors, orthogonal to the tree’s principal axis (Equation 
6.4-2). The convex hull of the selected points is computed and back projected into the global 3D 
space. 
 
 
Figure 6.4-21 Visualization of convex hull based resampling of tree crown. Sample shows 
three different trees of same scan file, including estimated tree stem.   
6.5 Extraction of Street adjacent / salient obstacles 
Until this point, the extraction of most of the accident related objects and traces have already been 
discussed. The remaining group contains entities that are salient or adjacent to the road surface. 
These include parking vehicles, detached vehicle parts (resulting from collisions) and other 
temporary elements within the accident scene. Because of their possible influence on the accident 
itself, these objects are of interest for the reconstruction. Nevertheless, the objects must be divided 
into two groups, those that were already on-site during the time of the accident and those that 
appeared at a later point in time at the scene, such as vehicles of the examining police teams. To 
separate those groups from another, additional information about the objects is required. Yet, this 
information is not available in the original scan data and must be added manually by the user. For 
the aim of a good usability of the system, a simple, user based input method is introduced in this 
section, allowing a fast selection of the relevant objects via single click user interaction. 
6.5.1 Extraction algorithm 
First the algorithm used for the extraction of the point clusters will be discussed. As most parts of 
the algorithm have already been introduced in earlier chapters, the corresponding steps are only 
discussed in context of the changes made with reference to the original sections of the procedures. 
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6.5.1.1 Preparation  
Before this step can be executed, the earlier introduced steps, particularly the extraction of the 
accessible regions (chapter 6.1.4, p.96), must be completed upfront. In this way, the street surface 
and its adjacent ground are known and can be excluded from the subsequent computations (Figure 
6.5-1). The remaining objects are likely to represent isolated clusters in the dataset, making a direct 
selection based on standard neighbourhood growth algorithms possible.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.5-1 Exclusion of Ground and known adjacent objects. Left: Ground surface 
highlighted (green-yellow); Right: Ground, walls, trees and lanterns removed from scene 
(transparent), remaining objects highlighted (blue).  
6.5.1.2 User based selection 
This step is similar to the earlier described user input for the definition of break- and drift marks 
within the scan data (chapter 6.2.2, p. 103). Using the perspective projection view offered by the 
developed software tool, the user can select the respective object by clicking on one point in it. 
Following, the position closest to the defined image plane projection is selected from the yet 
unassigned points as source for the neighbourhood growth. 
6.5.1.3 Neighbourhood growth and bounding area initialization 
After the initial point has been defined, its nearest neighbouring points are analysed and 
connected, in case they correspond to a simple Euclidian distance threshold. Same as described 
earlier, the adjacent points are obtained by traversing the kd-tree, which allows conclusions about 
the spatial relation of each point (chapter 3.2.3, p.39). The neighbours fulfilling the threshold 
criterion are added to the current point cluster. The neighbourhood is recursively grown until no 
further points within a predefined distance threshold is available. In this way, the points belonging 
to the object are semi-automatically selected and can be further processed for the data extraction.  
Yet, this approach only includes those areas that belong to the same object and appear connected 
within the dataset. As the scan system used for this thesis is positioned at a lower height above the 
road surface, certain object parts, such as car roofs, become occluded, letting the actual object 
appear segmented in the dataset (Figure 6.5-2). This is, unless additional scans have been made 
from different positions that fill out the gaps of the mobile scan data.  
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Figure 6.5-2 Filtered scan data. Only unassigned, ground adjacent object surfaces are 
presented. Easily noticeable: Only the surfaces visible from laser scan device height 
above the street are contained in the data. 
Parts that are cut-off within the scan data due to the self-occlusions can still partially appear within 
the scan data, but are then erroneously interpreted as independent object parts due to the distance 
from the other corresponding elements (Figure 6.5-3).  
 
 
Figure 6.5-3 Object extraction from local neighbourhood growth (bounding boxes highlighted 
in green colour). Incomplete point selection due to separated object segments from self-
occlusions (areas marked with red and blue frames).  
This limitation cannot be resolved solely from the point cloud data, but requires additional 
information about the object. The ancillary data can be obtained from additional user input or, in 
certain cases, automatically from comparison with known object shape information.  
In respect to the aim of accident reconstruction, usually only a rough representation of the outer 
object shapes is required. When a vehicle within the scan data is evaluated from the point cloud, 
the aim is not the automatic recovery of a detailed 3D model but knowledge about its boundaries, 
positioning, and orientation, as well as its relevance for the accident scene. These requirements 
also apply to other objects in the scene. For this reason, the next subsection introduces a solution 
for a user assisted optimization of the point assignment and the relating spatial estimations. 
Regarding the further processing of the data and realization of a better visualization, the selected 
point clusters can be supported by the generation and rendering of additional oriented bounding 
boxes, together with their relating orthogonal basis vectors (chapter 4.1.3, p.48), that describe the 
outer hull of the current selection. As the scanned objects lack information about their spatial extent 
in direction of their occluded areas, the resulting OBBs support better estimations of the object 
height and lengths along the road. For the field of accident research and the reconstruction of the 
accident scene, the bounding boxes can be oriented in regard of the salient ground surface normal 
for better correspondence of the bounding area to the possible collision zones (Figure 6.5-4). 
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Instead of the orthogonal basis obtained from the PCA for all three directions, the average surface 
normal of the object’s adjacent ground points can be used as principal basis vector and the PCA 
reduced to a two dimensional estimation. This means, that the points are first orthogonally 
projected onto a two dimensional plane, defined by the given normal direction.  
The average ground surface normal can be obtained as follows: 
First, an object’s OBB is initialized by computing the PCA for the original 3D point coordinates. 
Taking into account that the required objects are usually connected to the ground surface, some of 
the points within the adjacent area of the bounding box must belong to the previously defined 
ground surface, unless the relating area was occluded by another obstacle. To examine this area, 
the current bounding box is enlarged by a fixed value (e.g. +0.5m in each direction) and used as 
search region for the adjacent ground points. 
All points located within these boundaries that were previously assigned as ground points are 
included in the computation and the required average surface normal is calculated. 
 
 
Figure 6.5-4 Detection of ground points adjacent to examined object (here: vehicle). Orange 
coloured points: ground points; Yellow lines: close fitted oriented bounding box (OBB); 
Cyan lines: OBB enlarged by 0.5m in each direction. 
Following, the obtained average surface normal, together with the centre position of the ground 
points is used to transfer all points of the object into a planar two-dimensional projection. 
 
The new 2D positions are then used as input values for another principal component analysis to 
retrieve the principal directions that define the local 2D OBB orthogonal basis.  
The resulting vectors can then be projected back into 3D space, using the previously estimated 
centre position and projection basis. Together with the known ground surface normal, the two 
obtained vectors span a new basis that is then used for the computation of the new oriented 
bounding box, describing the object. 
6.5.1.4 User assisted boundary update 
As mentioned before, the point dataset obtained from the local point growth usually only describes 
a part of the actual object and thus, the obtained OBB boundaries only describe a tight fitted 
volume for this segment.  
A possible solution to regain the desired information about the full object dimensions is a semi- 
automatic reconstruction via additional user-inputs. Two possible approaches are discussed in this 
subsection. A user-based adjustment of the oriented bounding boxes, realizing a better 
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reconstruction of the accident related objects from user knowledge; and the manual selection of 
available object fragments, that were originally separated due to occlusions and that are now re-
combined via user-interaction. 
6.5.1.4.1 User based OBB adjustments 
The object information obtained from the mobile scan procedure only describes the object from the 
viewing direction of the scan device along its moving path. This means, for larger objects, the 
visible front will contain detailed object information about the object height and length along the 
path, while those surface regions orthogonally aligned to the movement direction, will contain only 
little or no information, resulting in missing information about the objects’ depth. 
As consequence, only a small part of the point sets along the objects’ sides is available from the 
scan data. The two known boundary directions are the height axis and the longer axis of the 
remaining two OBB basis vectors. Regarding the computed OBBs, only the planes facing away 
from the scan device are erroneously located, due to the lacking depth information. Because of 
this, the OBB’s directional vector, which includes the more acute angle with the scan system’s 
moving direction, is examined for each of the selected objects.  
To identify the OBB plane that needs to be adjusted, the two planes along the respective 
directional vector are examined via a simple test. For each point of the currently inspected object 
point set, the orthogonal distance of each point from both of the planes is computed and the points 
are then assigned to the closer plane. That plane that has fewer points assigned to it is then 
expected to be the more distant located one that needs to be adjustable via user interaction.  
Alternatively, the normal direction of the planes can be compared with the shortest connecting 
vector between the scan-vehicle’s track and the corresponding plane’s centre. Based on this 
comparison, the more distant plane can be determined as well. 
 
 
Figure 6.5-5 User assisted object boundary optimization. Green-Yellow: Original boundaries; 
Blue: New modified boundary positions 
As the plane, defining the OBB’s backside has been determined; it can be moved along its normal 
direction (the OBB’s orthogonal oriented direction vector). Via the on screen presentation as shown 
in Figure 6.5-5, the user can approximate the size of the bounding box in this direction via the user 
interface.  
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6.5.1.4.2 User based attachment of additional object fragments 
Instead of requiring the user to manually define the object depths, available fragments that were 
only partially occluded can be used to retrieve knowledge about the actual dimensions of the 
desired parts. 
In case a vehicle has been scanned with the mobile scan device, often not only the vehicle front, 
but also small parts of its backside are available within the regained data. While such segments are 
separated from the object due to distance and neighbourhood restrictions, they can still be 
reconnected through the user interface for object selection (Figure 6.5-6).  
 
 
Figure 6.5-6 Excerpt from user interface – user guided object selection 
Same as for the selection of the object itself, the user can define the fragments by simple point and 
click interaction as introduced before and add the corresponding points to the established 
collection. 
In case the selected points allow a full description of the object dimensions, the bounding box 
procedure, as presented in chapter 6.5.1.3, can be executed to obtain the required object 
information. 
6.5.2 Extension for automatic object recognition 
The discussed approach requires additional user interaction for the selection and classification of 
the relevant foreign objects within the scan data. While the user-based selection is necessary to 
distinguish between objects that are related to the accident and others that were contained in the 
scene by random, an automatic classification of the selected objects is still achievable. 
Regarding this task, different approaches exist that aim at the recognition of fixed, known object 
models within point clouds. Usually this task is realized by comparison of scene elements with data 
from an existing model database. However, to achieve this aim, several difficulties must be 
overcome, from sampling difficulties of certain surfaces (e.g. black metallic finish of vehicles), to 
varying point densities of different scans in comparison to the model data and occlusions of large 
object parts. As the automatic classification of these remaining foreign objects rather belongs to the 
nice-to-have features for this project, this procedure is moved to the future prospect section (chap. 
9.1.1, 173 ff). There, the topic will be discussed in more detail, concerning possible solutions and 
practices to realize this aim.  
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 EVALUATION OF SCAN SEGMENTATION PROCEDURES 7.
The presented procedures and algorithms all depend on different adjustments and settings, from 
the size of the observed neighbourhoods and the weighting of the points within a certain region till 
the definition of fixed and variable thresholds for spatial and geometric restrictions. 
In this chapter, the effects of different configurations of the algorithms, as well as the quality of the 
segmentation result in relation to measurement precision and detection rate are examined. To 
obtain information about the quality of the procedures, the object dimensions and appearances are 
compared to the actual real-world object measurements. In respect of the object detection rates, 
two types of errors are evaluated: Objects that were erroneously excluded or misinterpreted, thus 
left undetected (so called false negatives, or errors of first kind) and point cloud segments that were 
erroneously recognized as objects of a different type (false positives or errors of second kind). 
Following, the procedures, developed in chapter 6, will be evaluated regarding these metrics. In 
this way, the optimal setups and possibilities for new extensions and additions for the developed 
algorithms can be detected. 
7.1 Street boundaries 
The quality of the street boundaries is highly depending on the kind of road to be evaluated. If the 
road belongs to an urban or suburban area, clear separations between the road surfaces and their 
adjacent areas can be obtained via the height jumps at the kerbstones (usually 10-15cm height 
difference between pave walk and street surface) (Figure 7.1-1). Here, usually the examination of 
the road surface for such height jumps in the dataset, together with the known edges and shaded 
areas, is sufficient for the extraction of the road boundaries. The inclusion of surface roughness 
related measurements is not necessary in this case. If the street adjacent surfaces belong to pave 
walks (commonly of same or similar surface structure as the road itself), using roughness 
measurements can even worsen the result. If the roughness tolerance is set too low, even small 
deviations of the surface are erroneously interpreted as boundaries, leading to erroneous 
approximations. If the tolerance is set higher, the roughness analysis will rather have little to none 
effect on the surface boundaries compared to the slope detection.  
 
 
Figure 7.1-1 Street detected from a scan of an industrial area via height jump examination, 
using different height margins for the adaptively estimated thresholds. Margins 
(additional to the computed adaptive threshold) (left to right): 0.05cm, 0.15cm, 0.25cm, 
0.5cm);  
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Within section 6.1.2.2 (p. 74 ff) the presented solution for the height jump estimation is not solely 
based on a fixed height threshold, but uses an adaptive threshold computed from the prior 
calculated average height variation of the street surface together with an additional fixed margin. 
 
 
Figure 7.1-2 Road extraction of urban street solely based on surface roughness 
measurements. Results sorted by multiplier threshold value (x-times the measured 
average surface roughness of street below vehicle), Left to right: 1.1x; 1.25x; 1.5x; 2.0x. 
Clean boundary of most left image resulting from initialization area (below vehicle). 
The tests in this chapter led to the conclusion that regardless of the examined street surface and 
environment, the adaptive threshold solution showed an overall better approximation of the actual 
street border than a fixed threshold. An example is given in Figure 7.1-3. 
 
 
Figure 7.1-3 Comparison of detected street surface from fixed and adaptive threshold 
evaluation using uniform search radii. 
Outside of the urban environments, a combined usage of both approaches showed best results for 
most rural and non-metropolitan areas, based on the composition of such roads. The road 
boundaries often merge with a lane of gravel of several centimetres width that varies regarding its 
surface roughness and height deviation from the road surface.  
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In most cases, the sole application of the surface roughness analysis will generate acceptable 
approximations of the street boundaries with little variation. A precise border determination from the 
surface roughness is not always possible, as adjacent areas, such as the mentioned gravel, can 
have varying roughness levels. In case the roughness stays within the given tolerance, the border 
estimation will fail for the corresponding scan line, as the algorithm will continue searching outside 
the actual limitations. Yet, the tolerance may not be chosen too low, as otherwise, even the small 
roughness variations of the street surface itself can lead to erroneous boundaries. 
The estimation of the street boundaries for rural areas showed to be of much higher difficulty than 
within urban environments, containing a decisively higher number of bad estimations. This difficulty 
is solved via the introduced solution for the concatenation of validated boundary segments. By 
interpolating between those accepted borders, the regions of bad estimations or occlusions can be 
skipped while maintaining a satisfying approximation of the actual boundaries. 
7.1.1 Segmentation quality and accuracy 
To evaluate the quality of the segmentation, several scans, representing different road types and 
surface qualities were examined: A good separable, regular suburban road in a residential area 
with mostly well-defined curbs that define the boundaries (Figure 7.1-4); a soiled, rather worn out 
road within an industrial zone (Figure 7.1-7); and a rural road within a forest region containing 
areas of smooth transitions between street surface border and the adjacent ground (Figure 7.1-8). 
The different scenarios are evaluated regarding the detected road surface regions and the existing 
outlier and the resulting generated surface outline, describing the street borders. 
 
 
Figure 7.1-4 Extracted street surface and boundaries from scan data of a residential suburban area.  
Reviewing the segmentation of the suburban road scenario, the extracted street surface, and 
boundaries achieved very good results due to the clear structure defined by the curbs (Figure 
7.1-5).  
 
Figure 7.1-5 Detail view showing outline precision. Dark green: Estimated street surface; 
Yellow: Street boundaries 
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Slight difficulties only appeared in region of the chicane (Figure 7.1-6, right) and the pedestrian 
crossing (Figure 7.1-6, left), where no noticeable height jumps or roughness changes occurred. In 
this area, the boundary wasn’t directly obtained, but only approximated from the nearest 
determinable borders. 
By approximating the average height within adjacent clusters on and beside the street surface, an 
inclination of approximately 0.025m within 0.65m distance was retrieved at the pedestrian crossing 
(<0.004m in 0.1m distance). This height jump is only little larger than the existing measurement 
noise and average surface height variation and thus, is difficult to retrieve from the dataset. While 
the shown result was obtained with an average height-jump threshold of 0.006-0.007m, lowering 
the threshold was not an acceptable solution. Although boundary detection became possible in the 
mentioned area, the small variations of the surface height leaded to worsening in different areas in 
this case.  
 
 
Figure 7.1-6 Detail view of difficult regions in Figure 7.1-4. Yellow lines: Detected outlines of 
street boundaries; Red line: actually expected boundary. Left: Street surface border 
without noticeable height or roughness changes in area of bicycle crossing; Right: 
Chicane located at street border (sudden directional changes or border). 
Obtained from the resulting measurements, the extracted boundaries had a total length of 232m. 
Of these, 6m were interpolated and only 0.8m missed at the borders and the chicanes. 
The second evaluated test scan of a more complex road, containing many influencing and 
interrupting factors (Figure 7.1-7), located within an industrial zone allowed a good demonstration 
of the algorithms ability to detect and close existing gaps along the street boundaries. In the shown 
scan data, the street surface itself and the upper parking lane didn’t show any visual or geometrical 
differences, leading to including the lane as street surface. Segmentation of the surface was 
achieved by applying the height-threshold criterion. Regarding the shown rendering (Figure 7.1-7), 
only in the area near to the right border, a strip of 2.0m width was not properly detected due to a 
contained small height jump (here: ~0.01m in ~0.05m distance). As the detected neighbouring 
segments were obtained from height jumps with better correspondence to usual kerbstones (6cm 
height difference within 8cm distance), the erroneous segment got overruled and successfully 
bridged by its neighbours.  
The same procedure applies to the occluded areas. Along a total length of 61.5m distance, 18.05m 
of the upper boundary and 36.5m of the lower boundary were occluded by parked vehicles in the 
test dataset. Though this high number of occlusions, limiting the sampling of the actual street 
borders, the available true border-segments, even though being of limited extent below 1.0m, were 
sufficient as key-areas for the interpolation and recognition of occluded areas.  
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Figure 7.1-7 Extracted street surface and boundaries from scan data of industrial zone, 
including high numbers of parked vehicles, surface abrasion and soiling. 
While the first two discussed street scenarios were largely estimable from the curbs sampled in the 
scan data, the rural road (Figure 7.1-8) contains extended areas with smooth surface transitions in 
the street boundary regions. The close adjacent area is covered by small rubble at similar height as 
the street surface. Same as in the difficult regions of the first scan, the determination of the borders 
can fail sometimes, when the deviation of the measured values becomes too small for good 
approximations. To minimize the number of bad estimates, the surface roughness and height jump 
evaluations were combined for the segmentation. Altogether, of a total of 197m boundary length, 
179m were extracted without deviations larger than 0.05m, 17.4m deviated up to 0.3m from the 
actual road boundary and 0.27m generated large deviations in the range of 2m.  
 
 
Figure 7.1-8 Extracted street surface and boundaries from scan data of rural road, containing smooth 
transitions from road surface to adjacent ground. 
For the segmentation of the road surface, those areas, where no satisfying borders were 
achievable, were rejected from the computation and the remaining candidates were used to 
interpolate those missing segments (Figure 7.1-9). The resulting border-splines only generated 
small deviations of 0.05-0.07cm in regions of stronger curvature and bad estimations.  
 
 
Figure 7.1-9 Detail view of rural road scan (Figure 7.1-7), showing extracted road areas and 
estimated borders. Multiple outliers are clearly visible in the data. 
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7.1.2 Limitations and outlook 
The introduced procedure presents solutions for the extraction of streets and street outlines for a 
predetermined type (urban, rural, motorway). Corresponding to the condition and existing 
boundaries in the scene, the best method for the segmentation is selected and adjusted. While the 
procedure allows good results in most cases, exceptions were detected within a transition zone, 
starting from a clearly separable region with slightly lowered gutter and heightened curb and 
leading up to a region with only little height deviation and roughness differences towards the 
expected borders (Figure 7.1-10). Because of this, the given scan represents two different 
scenarios that require different setups for the detection that are mutually exclusive. 
 
 
Figure 7.1-10 Limitation in street boundary detection (yellow highlights) in transition zone 
between two areas. Left: using a low height jump tolerance value (better result in left half 
of image); Right: using a high height jump tolerance value (better results in right half of 
image);  
To realize a good segmentation of the street surface nonetheless, an expansion of the algorithm is 
desirable that is capable of distinguishing between the different road segments. This could be 
achieved by additional user input for the definition of the single segments or automatic clustering 
and evaluation of the different segments via statistical analysis. Alternatively, if respective maps 
are available, the system could be upgraded to use available information about the road type for 
the data examination. 
Other limitations that can occur are difficulties regarding the detection of boundaries in certain 
areas, where no local height jumps or noticeable changes of the surface roughness are detectable. 
In such regions, the algorithm can fail at detecting the actual street boundaries. Usually, such 
regions are only of small extent and thus can be covered via interpolation between the preceding 
and succeeding border segments. Nevertheless, it is not guaranteed that such regions can appear 
as larger patches that are difficult to be bridged. In this case, the missing data would have to be 
obtained in an alternative way.  
In some cases, the road boundaries are visualized via additional continuous road markings, located 
in few centimetre distance of the actual borders. This data can be used as alternative solution, 
providing acceptable approximations of the boundaries. By making use of such areas, where the 
actual boundaries were determinable, improved outline positions can be achieved by estimating the 
average distance between the boundaries and the continuous border markings and applying this 
information to the new approximated boundaries in the difficult areas. Alternatively, if no markings 
at the boundaries are available, but e.g. a centre line to separate the opposing lanes, the average 
lane width can be estimated and the centre line be projected in direction of the expected 
boundaries (Figure 7.1-11). In both cases, the original algorithms would be used to achieve an 
initial segmentation of the street surface and to extract the required markings and their paths, 
which are then used for the optimization of the outline of the road. In case the road surface does 
not offer any markings or presents varying surface widths, i.e. due to a transition from a multilane 
road to a single lane, this suggestion cannot be applied successfully. The lacking data would have 
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to be reconstructed from user-defined outline segments, added through the graphical user 
interface. 
 
 
Figure 7.1-11 Centre line projection applied for road boundary estimation 
7.2 Street Markings 
The extraction of street markings from the scan data is based on the detection of intensity clusters 
on the previously determined street surface. The quality and robustness of the marking detection 
depends on the distinctness of the markings intensity from the surrounding surface. Using the 
adaptive hysteresis approach as introduced in chapter 6.1.3.1 (page 82 ff) generated good results 
for all analysed datasets.  
 
 
Figure 7.2-1 Detection of street markings under sub optimal conditions. Markings with 
strongly varying intensities presented within the scan data. Left: Detected markings 
framed, successive markings linked (blue). Centre: Original raw data; Right: Detail view of 
lower right corner of centre image. 
Even for suboptimal conditions where the markings suffered from bad visibilities due to dirt and / or 
abrasions, the algorithm showed to be able to detect the markings correctly (Figure 7.2-1). 
Only when large parts of markings are completely covered, the algorithm fails due to the given 
indeterminacy concerning the classification and path of the markings. As long as a marking is 
evaluable from its positioning and its chaining with the preceding and succeeding elements, the 
reconstruction of missing marking fragments is possible (Figure 7.2-2). The chaining of successive 
markings depends on the angle and distance of adjacent markings or fragments. Here, the 
presented system uses a fixed threshold value for the evaluation of potential candidates along the 
given path.   
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Figure 7.2-2  Reconstruction of partially occluded markings. White: Gaps in scan data; 
Purple: Chaining of  successive markings; Cyan: Frame around detected / reconstructed 
markings; 
If the tolerance for the connection angle between two adjacent markings is set too low, errors of the 
first kind can occur by missing out links where the angle exceeds the threshold value (Figure 7.2-3, 
upper left and right). If the tolerance is set too high on the other hand, the markings can be 
erroneously assigned to wrong neighbours (Figure 7.2-3, lower right). As the sizes and distances of 
the street markings are stipulated by law, the identification of good threshold values can be 
simplified. Taking into account that the minimum allowed track width of single driving lane is in the 
same range as the marking lengths or spacing distance between successive markings, an 
application of larger thresholds will obviously lead to better results. Within a series of examinations 
for this work, best results were usually achieved for tolerances between 25-45° for the marking 
connection angle. 
 
 
Figure 7.2-3 Connectivity of successive markings based on different search radius thresholds. 
By chaining the markings, also those areas that were partly occluded from other objects are 
estimable. In this way, gaps within continuous lines as well as fragments missing from dashed lines 
can be detected and bypassed. 
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7.2.1 Segmentation quality and accuracy 
For the evaluation of the measurement precision, two more complex sample scans of a multi-lane 
road (Figure 7.2-4) and of a curved road surface, including dirt, abrasions and reparations (Figure 
7.2-6) were examined. In both cases, all markings within the prior extracted road surface were 
detected and classified correctly. Only within the multi-lane scan, a single false positive was 
generated due to an erroneous interpreted police-chalk drawing. 
Regarding the measurements, knowledge about the marking width and extent is relevant for the 
reconstruction, as this information is required for the classification. Best results were achieved 
within 10m distance from the scan device in the multi-lane road scan. Here, the 35 contained 
dashed double-width markings were measured with an average width of 0.251m in comparison to 
the expected 0.250m. At the same time, only little deviations from this reference value were 
detected, varying between 0.240m for the smallest and 0.261m for the largest deviation of the 
single measurements. Taking the average sampling density of 0.03m into account, these small 
variances confirm a good quality of the approximations. Likewise, the thinner markings (expected 
width: 0.125m) were reconstructed from the dataset with an average width of 0.128m, leading to 
the same conclusion. Only for those lines located more than 10m away from the scan device’s 
projection centre (in local 2D scan coordinates), the quality of the measurements slowly decreased. 
At the same time, the markings of the most upper line that was still extracted from the multi-lane 
sample appeared slightly thinner compared to those in shorter distance from the scan device. 
These two effects result from the increasingly acute sampling angle on the road surface at 
increasingly larger distance. As mentioned earlier in chapter 1.2.1 (p.6), the amount of diffuse 
reflected light from the scan device’s laser beam declines at pointed sampling angles, especially on 
darker or wet surfaces. In the results obtained from the dataset, a thinner average line width of 
0.091m was measured for the corresponding lines, with variations between 0.079m and 0.101m, 
while the average point distance was in the range of 0.05-0.06m (Figure 7.2-5). Despite this 
difference between the expected and obtained measurements, the detected point groups were still 
successfully recognized and classified correctly. 
Concerning the most distant lines that are recognizable at the upper border of the shown scan 
image, the detection failed due to the exclusion from this area during the preceding street surface 
approximation (as shown in the lower part of Figure 7.2-4). 
 
 
Figure 7.2-4 Markings extracted from multi-lane road. Upper: Area detected as reachable 
street surface (Green-Yellow); Lower: Visual highlighting of markings (Green: Continuous 
lines; Cyan: Dashed lines; Blue: Pictographic markings; Red: False positives; Purple: 
Neighbour linkings);  
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Figure 7.2-5 Detail view of markings shown in Figure 7.2-4. Upper: Double width marking at ~4m 
distance from scan device projection centre; Lower: Single width marking at ~10m distance. 
Type Markings Deviation from 
expected marking 
width 
Contained Detected Unreach-
able 
False 
Positive 
False 
Negative 
Arithmetic 
Mean 
Maximum 
 
Figure 7.2-4   
3.0m x 0.25m  35 36 0 1 0 0.49cm 3.58cm 
4.0m x 0.125m 22 20 2 0 0 1.67cm 4.72cm 
 
Figure 7.2-6 
 
 
 
3.0m x 0.125m 16 16 0 0 0 0.68cm 1.75cm 
1.5m x 0.25m 6 6 0 0 0 0.57cm 1.44cm 
 
Figure 7.2-7 
  
4.0m x 0.125m 13 13 0 0 0 0,36cm 0,65cm 
Table 7.2-1  Quality and accuracy of detected dashed markings within scan data shown in 
Figure 7.2-4 and Figure 7.2-6 
Also for the second examined sample scan (Figure 7.2-6), a good result was achieved, detecting 
and classifying all markings correctly. For the single width lines, an average width of 0.121m was 
measured, with values varying between 0.114m and 0.124m and an average point distance of 
0.03m. For the double width lines, an average width of 0.248m was retrieved. 
Only for one marking along the single width line, the measured marking width was slightly higher at 
a value of 0.142m, which resulted from the curvature at the ending of the marking and led to an 
extension of the locally adapted OBB and thus slightly impaired the result for this marking. 
 
 
Figure 7.2-6 Markings extracted from curved road. Left: Visual highlighting of markings 
(Yellow: Boundary outline; Cyan: dashed marking ~0.12m width; Blue: marking ~0.25m; 
Pink: marking with bad width approximation; Purple: Neighbour linkings); Right: Area 
detected as reachable street surface 
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Figure 7.2-7 Markings extracted from extended rural road. (Yellow: Continuous line marking, 
single width (0.125m); Cyan-Blue: Dashed line marking, single width (0.125m); Purple: 
Connected neighbouring links).  
Regarding the marking lengths, good results, similar to the marking widths proved to be achievable 
with the given system. The average deviations of the actual size were in the range of ~0.03m from 
the actual marking lengths, which corresponds to the given point sampling distances of the 
datasets.  
All in all, the examined measurements proved the correct functionality of the introduced algorithm. 
Using OBBs for the shape approximation furthermore turned out to be a preferable approach, not 
only because of the more uniform shape reconstruction, but also as it allows to reduce the 
measurement errors, resulting from the sampling distances.  
7.2.2 Limitations and outlook 
While the presented procedure usually generated good approximations of the street markings, 
there are still few exceptions resulting from different influences that will be discussed in this 
subsection. An example for such an occurrence is given in Figure 7.2-8. It shows possible 
difficulties for the estimation, based on areas that are difficult to extract from the dataset or 
destroyed from abrasions. As the algorithm for the detection of the markings is based on the earlier 
approximation of the road boundaries, only those regions are examined for local colour intensity 
jumps that were assigned to the road surface. This requirement highly simplifies the procedure and 
helps to avoid errors of the second kind outside of the road’s boundaries. Yet, it can also lead to 
drawbacks in case of bad surface approximations, as regions that were not reached via the surface 
extraction method are automatically excluded from the computation of the markings. A possible 
outcome of this effect is presented in Figure 7.2-8a. 
 
 
Figure 7.2-8 Marking extraction limitations. Left: Resulting detection and classification, 
visualized via coloured frames and connection lines; Right: Sole rendering of pointcloud 
data with highlighting of difficult areas. Bad estimations sourcing from a) difficult 
reachable areas; b) abrasion of extended traces.  
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Besides such outcomes, also the opposite effect can occur if parts of the street adjacent area are 
erroneously assigned to the street surface. Here, markings that actually do not exist can be 
mistakenly detected from arbitrary areas that fulfil the intensity contrast criterion, which would lead 
to errors of first kind (Figure 7.2-9). While the occurrence of such false positives is rather seldom, it 
must still be taken into account for the measurements.  
Regarding the resulting detection of the street markings and the ability of the algorithm to 
overcome small gaps within the dataset, the results showed that more strict tolerance criteria for 
the road boundaries were preferable in this case.  
To achieve a good data segmentation for difficult roads, it is thus preferable to execute the 
extraction of the street boundaries and of the road markings independently. This is done by first, 
extracting solely the markings, based on a street surface extraction with low tolerance thresholds 
and a consecutive extraction of the street boundaries using lighter criteria.  
 
 
Figure 7.2-9 Bad marking extraction resulting from bad surface extraction. Left: 
Approximated street surface (green-yellow); Right: Detected markings; Upper: Error of 1st 
kind resulting from erroneously assigned area (yellow lines); Lower: Strict street 
boundary tolerances leading to avoidance of this error. 
Another limitation still exists for large scale markings, such as refuge islands. Here, the current 
application of the algorithm will fail, as the marking cannot be divided into multiple segments as 
discussed, leading to bad shape approximations. A solution for these circumstances could be the 
evaluation of the outer shape via a concave hull (section 4.2.2) which can be used for the 
evaluation and correct interpretation of the marking, together with an image based approach for the 
processing and reconstruction of the markings appearance. 
7.3 Buildings and walls 
The quality of the developed solution for the wall segmentation can be measured by several 
aspects: The amount of detected wall segments, in relation to the erroneously detected false 
positives and missed elements; the ability to detect gaps resulting from occlusions of other objects 
and the estimation of the relevant collision zones along the wall segments.  
7.3.1 Segmentation quality and accuracy 
All in all, the algorithm presented in chapter 6.3 was able to extract nearly all relevant wall 
segments from the point cloud within the tested datasets, even in case of existing occlusions 
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(Figure 7.3-1, Figure 7.3-2). Only few segments within the walls were not detected successfully due 
to the introduced size limitations.  
 
Figure 7.3-1 Walls detected in scan data (min. dimensions: 1.0x1.0m) 
 
Figure 7.3-2 Walls detected in scan data (min. dimensions: 1.0x1.5m) 
Yet, the algorithm was able to detect the successive adjacent elements and to close the gap from 
the dataset. In this way, the extraction of the wall boundaries at vehicle height (collision zones) was 
usually successful, allowing good approximations for the accident scene reconstruction. 
 
 
Figure 7.3-3 Visualization of joined planes reconstructing wall outline at vehicle height 
(collision zones). 
7.3.2 Limitations and outlook 
As discussed earlier, the detection of wall segments within the scan data underlies different criteria 
that filter unwanted clusters from the actual wall segments. Of these, the precondition to keep only 
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those wall candidates that exceeded a certain minimum size showed itself useful to avoid the 
erroneous categorization of locally or coincidentally planar regions as wall candidates. While the 
definition of such a requirement was necessary to avoid objects, such as passing or parking cars, 
to be interpreted as walls, it limited the detection of different wall-like features. Elements of low 
height, like fences (Figure 7.3-4, red framed region) can be subject to these size-restrictions and 
thus be rejected. Besides this limitation, fences often consist of thin, equidistant pickets that can be 
difficult to detect due to the low number of obtainable scan points. 
 
 
Figure 7.3-4  Scan data containing many different wall-like features. Yellow: Detected walls; 
Red: Fence with insufficient point sampling number and low height; Blue: Wall-like 
shrubbery with strongly varying point surface normal directions. 
But there are also other sources that complicate the correct classification of wall-like structures. In 
Figure 7.3-4, a shrubbery is present in the dataset that roughly resembles a wall because of its 
dense growth. Although shrubberies usually have less impact on vehicles than an actual wall, they 
still can represent objects of interest for the accident scene. While all points, sampled from a walls 
hull, contain roughly parallel point surface normals, the normal directions of the points belonging to 
shrubberies or other kinds of vegetation, shows strongly varying results that will be rejected from 
the wall detection algorithm. For the correct detection of these regions, the dataset must be 
examined for remaining vegetation that exceed a given minimum size limit, same as for wall 
segments. As discussed earlier in chapter 3.4, p.44 ff the point sets of plant structures, such as 
tree crowns or hedges, usually show a very high number of points that are classified as corner 
points after applying a PCA on their neighbourhoods. This means that shrubberies can be 
approximated from within the scan data by searching for ground salient features that correspond to 
this assumption. By growing along the determined “corner” points, the outer shape can be 
estimated from the resulting point set using the procedure as defined for actual walls as defined in 
chapter 6.3.3 (p.111,112) and 6.3.4 (p.113 ff). 
7.4 Adjacent pole like objects 
Regarding the developed algorithm, the detection of the pole like features and the differentiation 
between trees and sign posts or traffic lights are based on the surface normal information and initial 
point classification obtained from the PCA. As discussed earlier, the results of the PCA are highly 
depending on the number of neighbourhood points used for the computation of the covariance 
matrix. Using a larger number of neighbours decreases the influence of measurement noise on the 
point normal and surface estimations. At the same time, including larger neighbourhoods increases 
the discussed effect on vegetation, leading to more points being classified as “corner” points within 
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the tree crowns (Figure 7.4-1) and thus, allows a better detection and approximation of the tree 
crowns. 
Yet, the smoothing effect of large neighbourhoods can still falsify the estimated surface normals on 
thin tree stems and small object bodies (Figure 7.4-2). The algorithm, developed for the detection 
of thin stems and poles (section 6.4.4.5.2) requires good knowledge about the point surface 
normals. If too large point neighbourhoods are used by the PCA, the normal directions will not 
correspond to the poles actual surface shape and thus lead to erroneous rejection of the 
candidates. 
 
Figure 7.4-1 Different point classification due to different neighbourhood sizes used for PCA 
and influence on detected vegetation-like point regions. a) Detected “Corner points” from 
large point neighbourhoods (30 neighbours). b) Detected “Corner points” from small 
neighbourhood.  
To overcome these limitations, the classification and surface normal estimation can be executed 
twice. For the used scan systems with average sampling distance of 3-4cm, best results were 
achieved using a small point neighbourhood of the ten nearest neighbour points for the surface 
normal estimation and a larger neighbourhood of approximately thirty points for the point 
classification. 
 
Figure 7.4-2 Example for varying surface normal estimation on thin trees c) (here: 0.15m 
diameter). b) Normal direction on stem surface resulting from PCA including large point 
neighbourhood (thirty neighbours); a) Normal direction resulting from small point 
neighbourhood (ten neighbours). 
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7.4.1 Segmentation quality and accuracy 
For the evaluation of the trees and traffic sign detection, the two scans, shown in Figure 7.4-3 and 
Figure 7.4-4, will be discussed. Figure 7.4-3 presents a scan of a suburban area containing a clear 
separation of the road adjacent trees from their surrounding area. All trees in the scene correspond 
to typical decorative trees as often found in city environments with thin stem diameter of 12cm to 
15cm. Figure 7.4-4 in contrast presents a scene containing lots of different vegetation, foreign 
objects, as well as close positioning of neighbouring trees, street signs, and lanterns. The trees 
within this dataset show stem diameters from 19 to 43 cm. 
To compare the detected trees with the actual real-world objects, the circumference of each tree 
was measured at ~ 1.3m above the ground to obtain the DBH. The trees, sign posts, and lanterns 
were evaluated for each scene with respect to detection rate, false positive, and false negative 
extraction results as well as measurement precision. 
 
Regarding the scan results, all pole-like objects in the first scene (Figure 7.4-3) were detected and 
classified correctly. For the measurement precision of the tree stems, only little deviations from the 
actual tree stem radii were detected with a standard deviation of 0.48cm and a maximum 
divergence of 1.7cm (Table 7.4-1).  
 
Scan Trees in Dataset Deviation 
Contained Detected False 
Positive 
False 
Negative 
Arithmetic 
mean 
Standard 
deviation 
Max 
Figure 7.4-3 10 10 0 0 0.91cm 0.48cm 1.7cm 
Figure 7.4-4 14 13 1 1 1.46cm 1.19cm 4.1cm 
Table 7.4-1 Results of tree detection and stem diameter evaluation 
 
Figure 7.4-3 Trees detected within scan data of suburban environment. (Cyan: Detected trees 
visualized by their concave hull at different heights; Orange: Detected Traffic Lights) 
For the second scene (Figure 7.4-4), only one tree remained undetected. This negative outlier 
(shown in Figure 7.4-5) resulted from a stem tilting angle of 12 degree against the z-axis, manually 
measured in the dataset that exceeded the set threshold for the evaluation. Yet, even when 
allowing larger tilting angles, a successful detection would be difficult for this candidate, due to its 
strongly deviating shape (Figure 7.4-5, right). At the same time, the false positive “stem” resulted 
from a thin wall corner segment that was erroneously interpreted as tree candidate because of the 
near crown of the rejected tree. Besides this exception, all other trees, though showing strongly 
varying stem diameters, tilting angles of up to 8 degree and light stem curvatures, were detected 
correctly.  
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Figure 7.4-4 Detected Trees of a densely populated suburban road. (Cyan: Detected trees 
visualized by their concave hull at different heights; Red: Erroneous detection due to 
deviating stem shape and slope).  
 
Figure 7.4-5 Undetected tree (marked in Figure 7.4-4) due to deviating stem shape and given 
tilting angle. 
Also for this scene, the resulting measurement precision only varied within acceptable ranges with 
a standard deviation of 1.19cm and a maximum difference of 4.1cm. This deviation is likely to result 
from the average point sampling distance of ~3cm between the adjacent points.   
7.4.2 Limitations and outlook 
The examination of the segmentation qualities showed that good detection rates are achievable for 
isolated trees and street signs under standard conditions. Nevertheless, a decrease in quality has 
to be noted in case of large stem occlusions, low sampling densities and unusual stem shapes. 
While such occurrences are rather uncommon in inner city, suburban and industrial areas, they can 
be detected in forest regions (Figure 7.4-6). In such areas, the trees can appear highly occluded by 
lower vegetation, boughs and twigs, complicating the detection of the tree stems with the presented 
algorithm. Especially in case of thin tree stems with only few scan lines (Figure 7.4-6), the correct 
reconstruction cannot be achieved by the available information.     
 
 
Figure 7.4-6 Example for scan environment, challenging for automatic tree detection and 
extraction. Left and centre: View of forest border, showing highly occluded vegetation; 
Right: Visualization of detectable tree stems as OBBs (blue). 
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To solve this issue, a “reinterpretation” of the forest border area as single vegetation can be useful. 
By extracting the point regions, classified as vegetation (high corner-point density resulting from 
initial PCA (chapter 3.4 p.44)), the nearby points can be clustered and be used to approximate the 
objects outer shape. Possible methods for the shape approximation would be an OBB subsampling 
based approach, similar as discussed for wall segments (chapter 6.3.4, p.113 ff), or the 
computation of the cluster’s concave hull (chapter 4.2.2, p.52). 
 
 
 Figure 7.4-7 Detectability of vegetation in scan data (from Figure 7.4-6). Green: Points 
classified as “corner” points resulting from initial PCA executed on the scan data. 
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 DATA EXPORT 8.
After the accident scene relevant elements have been detected and extracted from the original 
scan data, the obtained information must be prepared for export to other applications, used for 
further processing (e.g. simulation environments for the re-enactment of the accident scenario). 
Referring to the kind of application, the required data visualization can differ. For many tasks, such 
as the accident scene description and overview, two dimensional top-down representations of the 
environments are required. In this regard, section 8.1 will present multiple methods for the 2D 
visualization and the steps required for the generation of the respective data. Besides this 
application, the reconstruction as 3D scene information is desirable for different applications as 
well. Section 8.2 will discuss methods for the 3D visualization and data exchange. Due to its high 
relevance for this work, this section will also focus on the software PC Crash (chap. 1.3.3.1, p.17). 
8.1 2D visualization 
To achieve a satisfying 2D visualization, a good rendering of the gathered spatial information and 
preparation of the data is required. As shown in chapter 1.3.2 (p. 13), simple hand drawn sketches 
are usually used to roughly describe the scene, followed by an orthographic representation of the 
street surface using rectified photographs. Instead of such traditional approaches, the obtained 
point cloud and object information can be used to generate augmented orthographic projections 
and detailed scene sketches. Via combination of orthographic renderings (chapter 8.1.1) and 
orthographic sketches of the obtained scene information (chapter 8.1.2), the required orthophotos 
can be enhanced, allowing an improved visualization of the scenario. This subsection will give a 
detailed insight into the computation of such images. For the implementation of the 2D renderings 
and export in common image formats (JPG, PNG,…) the Open Computer Vision library (OpenCV) 
[itseez, 2012] was integrated into this project.  
For a detailed introduction of OpenCV see the related tutorial web-page [opencv dev team, 2012]. 
8.1.1 Orthographic rendering of the accident scene 
To generate an orthographic image, the point cloud must be rendered from a top-down view using 
an orthogonal projection. 
 
Figure 8.1-1 Overview of algorithm for orthographic top-down image rendering of accident scenario 
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Before the rendering is initialized, the relevant point groups of the dataset must be defined. That is, 
e.g. the whole point cloud, together with all its content and features, or solely the street surfaces 
itself. An overview of the steps to be executed is given in Figure 8.1-1. 
 
8.1.1.1 Oriented bounding box and image data initialization 
As introduced earlier in chapter 3.3.2 (p.42 ff) and 4.1.3 (p.50 ff), oriented bounding boxes describe 
rectangular hulls tightly fitted to their datasets. To generate the required orthographic 
representation (Figure 8.1-2), image planes for the point projections must be defined at first. Due to 
their spatial nature, OBBs can be used to estimate the image boundaries and orientations. As the 
OBBs define the tightest fitting volume covering the dataset, its orthogonal basis and dimensions 
can be directly applied to the image sizes and orientation. As the renderings target orthographic 
top-down projections, the vertical z-axis of the global coordinate system can be directly reassigned 
as the new height axis of the bounding box. In this case, the principal component analysis and the 
bounding box can be restricted to 2D, only generating the new basis for the x/y plane of the 
examined point data. The computed 2D basis vectors then become the corresponding image 
vectors and the z-axis the direction for the orthogonal projection of the point set onto the image 
plane.  
 
Figure 8.1-2 Orthographic rendering of point cloud scene. Principal orientation and 
dimensions from PCA of street surface.  
Besides the orientation, positioning, and size of the image plane, the image resolution still needs to 
be defined. To allow a good correspondence between the resulting rendering and the actual scan 
dataset, the image resolution may not be chosen too low; as otherwise, thin elements within the 
data, such as police scribbles on the road surface, can disappear or be weakened in the rendered 
image. At the same time, a too high resolution is not desirable, as it would only lead to higher 
memory consumption, without gaining any further details in the images data. 
To overcome these difficulties, the image resolutions can be derived from the average point 
sampling distances within the scan data. This is done by taking representative samples from the 
point set and computing the average distance from their neighbouring points: 
 
∑ ∑ | 	 |
∙
 
 
Where     = average point sampling distance 
   = samples taken from point set 
    = the m nearest neighbours of point   within point set 
Equation 8.1-1 average sampling distance of examined point set 
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The resulting value is then used as reference for the size of the image pixels. As the details 
contained within the point data can be preserved in the resulting rendering, as long as the pixel 
size is chosen smaller than the average sampling distance, the value is round down and used to 
compute the image resolution as shown:  
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Where   = spatial image width 
    = spatial image height 
   = user defined scaling factor 
  ,	  = image resolution in local x and y direction 
  ′,	 ′ = corrected image resolution 
Equation 8.1-2 Computation of image resolution from image size and average point sampling 
distance of examined point set. Correction of image resolution is optional  
The optional correction of the image resolution as shown in Equation 8.1-2, right, is only required 
for certain programming APIs (e.g. the OpenCV library used in this work), where the written image 
data resolution must be a multiple of 4, due to image processing restrictions. Via a user defined 
scaling factor, the sampling rate can be modified to fit the desired resolution. For this work, a 
scaling factor of 2.0 was used for the image generation. 
8.1.1.2 Generation of 2D kd-tree 
Using a kd-Tree for the sorting and searching throughout the data, as discussed for the application 
on 3D point cloud data (chapter 3.2.3, p.39 ff), accelerates the procedures, especially regarding 
neighbourhood based computations. 
Before the initialization of the kd-tree, the 2D positions of all points must be computed and written 
back into a data-array. These 2D positions were actually already computed during the bounding 
box generation. As the desired 2D image plane projection corresponds to the OBB’s local z-axis 
vector, the projection of the points from local 3D space to 2D is achieved straight forward by simply 
removing the z-coordinate of the points. The local z-axis information is then solely kept as 
additional information about the height of the point above the projection plane. As the orthogonal 
image represents a top-down view of the scene, the higher points should also overwrite those 
below. Finally, the 2D kd-tree is generated from the list of 2D points as introduced in chapter 3.2.3  
8.1.1.3 Rendering of the image 
The orthogonal rendering samples the scene from above in discrete steps and assigns a colour 
value to every image pixel. For this procedure, the pixels are projected from image-coordinates into 
the local 2D coordinates of the bounding-box’s image plane: 
 
_
_
_ ∗
_ ∗
_
_
 
Where   ,  = projection of image pixel into 2D coordinates defined by point set OBB 
  ,  = image pixel coordinate  
  _ , _  = local 2D coordinates of bounding box minimum 
Equation 8.1-3  Transferring image pixel coordinates into local 2D coordinate system of the 
point sets oriented bounding box 
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Here, the discrete image pixels are first rescaled to the dimensions of the local 2D system and 
afterwards transposed by the local x and y coordinates of the OBBs minimum position. This is 
necessary for the mapping procedure, as both systems, the image space and the 2D OBB space 
have the same orientation within the global space, but different centre coordinates (usually upper 
left corner in image space and centre in OBB space). 
After the point coordinates have been determined, the corresponding pixel’s colour / intensity value 
must be estimated. The way of execution of this step is subject to predefined rules: 
8.1.1.3.1 Maximum neighbourhood distance 
When rendering the scene, only those pixel areas that are covered with scan points should also be 
assigned colour / intensity values via their nearest neighbouring points. Here, a threshold is 
required, defining the maximum distance a projected pixel may have from its neighbouring points to 
be still interpreted as a projection of the point set. If the threshold value is chosen too large, the 
resulting images will fill those areas that aren’t covered with points. In the opposite case, when a 
very small value is chosen, the resulting data will contain holes within the data, especially if the 
selected image resolution exceeds the average point distance of the point set. For this work, the 
threshold value for the maximum included neighbourhood distance was set to the average point 
distance. Areas that exceed this threshold distance are set to a predefined colour value (usually 
white or black).  
8.1.1.3.2 Interpolation method 
The chosen interpolation method directly defines the way of the rendering’s appearance. Basically, 
two options were implemented in this work:  
– Nearest neighbour 
In this case, the colour value of the point, closest to the projected pixel is assigned to the pixel.  
– Linear interpolation 
Here, the colour / intensity is determined from the weighted sum of the projected points closest 
neighbours.  
∑ ∗ ∗
∑ ∗
, | | , _ , ∈  
 
Where   = colour of pixel i 
   = colour of neighbour point m 
   = set of neighbouring points, with ∈  
   = 2D distance weight of projected pixel 	and neighbour point  
   = weight, based on orthogonal distance _  of point m from image plane 
Equation 8.1-4  pixel intensity from linear interpolation of neighbouring points 
The weights are based on the two dimensional distance of the projected pixel and the position of 
its neighbouring points on the image plane. To additionally amplify the relevance of the height of 
the points above the image plane and thus support the rendering of the point cloud as 
orthogonal top-down view of the scene, a further weight can be used for the interpolation. This 
weight   is solely based on the orthogonal distance of the currently inspected point from the 
given image plane. 
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8.1.2 Orthographic sketches 
Besides the orthographic rendering, additional sketches of the scene are desired for the 
documentation of an accident scenario that visualise the relevant elements of the scene together 
with additional user defined information.  
 
 
Figure 8.1-3 Sample for segmented point cloud data, visualized using splines and bounding 
boxes. Here: Visualization of detected street boundaries and markings, adjacent pole-like 
objects and parked vehicles. 
Before, these sketches were created manually (see chapter 1.3.2.1, Figure 1.3-3). Using the 
information obtained from the point cloud segmentation, the sketches can be generated 
automatically. 
 
Figure 8.1-4 Orthographic top-down projection of splines and bounding boxes as shown in 
Figure 8.1-3. Grid size is 1x1m² 
As introduced in chapter 6, all detected and extracted objects and evidence can be visualized using 
bounding box outlines and splines (Figure 8.1-3, Figure 8.1-4): 
– Street boundaries 
The street boundaries are represented via smoothed splines along the borders. Due to the prior 
classification of the boundary types, visual classification of the boundaries is possible (e.g. 
differentiation between curbs and boundaries of the street surface resulting from intersection 
with building walls)  
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– Street markings 
Street markings are expressed by splines, representing their outline / concave hull. Classification 
is based on marking types (solid or dashed line, pictographic marking, etc.) 
– Break-, drift lines and police markings 
These markings are expressed by splines along the path of the corresponding lines. 
Alternatively, a representation of the object outline is also possible. 
– Buildings and walls 
As most buildings are represented via flat walls, a rendering solely of the buildings outlines, as 
discussed in chapter 6.3.4 (p.113), is sufficient. For accident scene description, the estimated 
collision zones at vehicle height above the ground surface can be used for the visual 
presentation. In both cases, direct visualization of the building outlines and local bounding 
regions are applicable. 
– Pole-like adjacent objects 
This group represents the trees and street / traffic related pole-like objects (lanterns, traffic signs, 
traffic lights). For the accident sketch, the outer hull of the object at vehicle collision height is 
most suitable. Additionally, in case of trees, the maximum tree crown diameter can be used for 
completion of the visual representation.  
– Vehicles and other street adjacent objects 
Vehicles and other objects can be simplified by their enclosing OBBs. This is possible as the top-
down view representations of the vehicles usually roughly resemble rectangular shapes.  
 
For the generation of an orthographic sketch, the relevant objects are selected from the dataset 
and the corresponding splines and / or bounding boxes are ported from the global 3D space into 
the 2D space of the image. The procedure corresponds to the orthographic rendering of the point 
dataset. First the oriented bounding box is computed, defining the directional vectors and image 
boundaries, followed by an orthogonal projection of the splines onto the 2D image plane.  
Depending on the kind of the desired out image format, the line segments can be directly written to 
the file, in case of a vector graphics format (.dxf, .svg…). Otherwise, if the output format only 
supports raster graphics, the line-drawing functionality of OpenCV [opencv dev team, 2012] can be 
applied to rasterize the desired lines to the image files. 
8.1.3 Augmented orthophotos 
To improve the visualisation of the orthographic images, the rendered point clouds can be 
combined with the generated sketches for a better visibility of the relevant borders and objects. 
For the generation of the augmented orthophotos, the orthographic projection of the scene is 
created first, to be then overwritten by the rendered line-segments of the corresponding splines and 
bounding boxes. 
The presentation can furthermore be augmented via user-based information, added to the 
orthographic set. This means, the user can define fixed positions within the dataset and add the 
corresponding position and / or text into the resulting image data. 
Regarding the determination of the user-defined point positions, the user simply selects the point in 
3D space, in the same way as earlier explained in chapter 6.2.2 (p.103) (Extraction of markings 
based on user input). The obtained 3D positions are transferred and reduced to 2D image 
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coordinates and marked within the image data. The text assigned by the user to the marker can 
then be rendered inside the image using the drawing capabilities of OpenCV. 
  
The orthographic representation of the accident scene augmented by this approach improves the 
visualization of the scenario, with better visibilities of the relevant areas and elements, as well as 
better understanding from the additional user information. The data can furthermore be enhanced 
by including regular grids of fixed size into the image, allowing direct knowledge about object 
dimensions and distance measurements (Figure 8.1-4). 
8.2 3D Visualization and post processing 
Exporting and preparing the data as 3D information for later utilization in other software 
environment requires further, more complex procedures than the prior discussed 2D export. On the 
one hand, additional steps for the preparation of the data are required. Usually 3D visualizations 
make either use of vector graphics or polygon based representations. While the former one can be 
directly converted to most parts from the outline representations of the surfaces, the polygon based 
visualization must be generated from scratch. 
On the other hand, the reconstruction must be exported in a file format suitable for the target 
application. Although there are common standards, supported by most tools (e.g. Drawing 
Interchange Format (DXF) [Autodesk, Inc., 2011], Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) 
[Web3D Consortium, 2003]), these common file types only allow simple structures, such as rigid 
objects without the additional meta data, like object description or classification. 
Certain tools, such as the here discussed simulation software environment PC-Crash (chapter 
1.3.3.1) [Dr. Steffan Datentechnik, 2012], use their own specific file format, containing all relevant 
information for the respective aims of their application. In case of PC-Crash, the data required for 
the reconstruction of an accident scene can be either represented by 2D outlines of the surfaces 
and objects, or complete 3D object composition. For the latter, each object is defined and 
generated as independent unit, positioned within the virtual scene.  
Because of this reason, the next part is divided into two sub-sections. The first one will discuss the 
preparation steps, including the required level of object detail and how the polygonal representation 
can be achieved. The second part will give an insight into possible ways of data export, with focus 
on data import into PC-Crash. 
8.2.1 3D object model generation 
In this work, the generation of the 3D models is elaborated to comply with the requirements for 
accident scene reconstruction. This means, that for the objects located adjacent to the street 
surface, simplified models are preferred over detailed reconstructions of fine object aspects. For 
the accident analysis, e.g. knowledge about the tree stem diameter at collision height and bottom 
height of the tree crown is far more important, than an approximated modelling of the branching 
structure within the crown. In this regard, the methods applicable on the different object classes will 
be discussed in the following. Here, only the street surface itself is treated differently, which 
requires a more detailed modelling of its path and appearance. The resulting data must be able to 
represent all relevant features from street curvatures till pot-holes contained inside the dataset. 
8.2.1.1 Modelling of adjacent pole-like objects 
Modelling the trees for the 3D accident reconstruction is simplified to the approximation of the tree 
stem and the tree crown. As long as the tree stem does contain only little or none curvature, it can 
be represented by a simple cone, defined by its height, the diameter at ground level and at the 
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bottom of the tree crown. Otherwise, if relevant curvature or unusual growth exists along the stem, 
a more detailed modelling of the stem becomes relevant. The estimated surface circumscribed 
circles, as discussed in sub-section 6.4.4.8.1 (p.132 ff) can be reused for direct application as key 
points for the approximated tree stem model. This procedure also corresponds to the modelling of 
street lights and lanterns. Usually, the sole approximation of the pole-like segments of the objects 
is sufficient for the reconstruction. If additional and more detailed reconstructions are necessary, 
e.g. for detailed city models, more detailed procedures become necessary. Possible solutions for 
such high-level reconstructions will be further discussed in the future prospects section of this work. 
Concerning the tree crown, the procedure is executed similarly. The outer hull, as discussed earlier 
in sub-section 6.4.4.8.2 can be reused for the approximation of the crown shape by extracting the 
convex hulls of the single height segments and connecting the different levels. 
Alternatively, the tree crown can be directly reconstructed by generating the convex hull of the tree 
crown using an algorithm that also generates a Delaunay triangulation of the object hull at the 
same time, such as the Quickhull algorithm introduced by [Barber, et al., 1996]. 
8.2.1.2 Buildings and walls 
Walls only require simple representations for the accident scene analysis. Relevant for the 
representation is the outline of the object as possible collision zone, as well as the positioning, 
height and extent as possible source of view occlusions. 
For the extraction of the walls, the wall outlines and planes can be directly reused from the prior 
collision area extraction, discussed in section 6.3.4 (p. 113 ff). As result, a sequence of connected 
planes, approximating the walls can be created.  
8.2.1.3 Parked vehicles and other obstacles 
The remaining objects and obstacles within the scene can be represented either by via the limiting 
planes of their corresponding OBBs or via simplified objects of same categorization. As the 
relevant objects have already been selected and classified within the prior extraction (section 6.5), 
a simple solution for the desired 3D models in the scene is the replacement of the point cloud 
samples via available 3D objects from a model library. A representative for the object is taken from 
the library, based on the object’s classification and then oriented and scaled respective to the 
measurements obtained from the oriented bounding box. For example, if a parked mini-van has 
been selected from within the point cloud, it can be replaced by a similar model of mini-van from a 
prepared library and then automatically adapted to the size, orientation and positioning of the 
object within the scan environment. In this way, additional modelling, and approximation of the 
objects appearance can be avoided, which would be difficult to achieve taking the available 
sampling density of 3-4cm point distance and sampling limitations into account. 
8.2.1.4 Street surface modelling 
In contrast to the other objects, a detailed 3D modelling of the street surface is necessary. The 
resulting model should contain the curvatures and inclination changes of the street surface as well 
as the colour based information obtained from the road markings, break-lines, and police-drawings. 
The reconstruction of the polygon model can be parted into two procedures that are executed. 
First, the generation of an adapted, triangulated surface model of the street, which is followed by 
the generation and projection of a respective texture onto the road model obtained from rendered 
image data of the point intensities. 
An overview of the complete procedure is given in Figure 8.2-1. 
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Figure 8.2-1 Overview of algorithm for the generation of a texturized street surface polygon model 
8.2.1.4.1 Triangulated surface model 
Although a direct triangulation and optional smoothing of the road surface, using the collection of all 
assigned surface points, could be achieved, it is not desirable for any application. Taking into 
account that the sampling of the street surface can result from millions of points, the resulting 
polygonal representation can exceed the possibilities of most software tools and furthermore 
significantly slow down the data processing. Large parts of the road surfaces in turn, are flat 
surfaces, where most of the points just contribute redundant information and are not required for 
the actual representation.  
For the targeted procedure the restricted quad tree triangulation approach for terrain visualization, 
as discussed in [Pajarola, 2002] has been chosen as basic concept for this work. The approach 
discusses a solution for a level of detail representation of a known terrain surface, in which the 
different regions are sampled in coarse or fine steps, referring to the local variation of their slopes.  
The basic steps of the corresponding algorithm (quoted from [Pajarola, 2002]) are: 
1. Initial sampling on a uniform grid 
2. Evaluation of each region with respect to some acceptance criteria (approximation error). 
3. 4-split of unacceptable regions. Repetition of steps 2 and 3 until adaptive sampling satisfies 
acceptance criteria over the entire surface. 
4. Triangulation and rendering of all quad tree regions. 
 
Applied on this work, the street surface can be reconstructed as polygonal surface with adapted 
numbers of triangles corresponding to the local degree of details within the dataset. The approach 
by Pajarola targets real time rendering of large scale terrains, adapting the subdivision based on 
the visible on-screen regions. In contrast, this work solely focusses on an adaptive tessellation to 
maintain surface details.  
For the execution of the procedure, only those points previously assigned to the street surface are 
collected and used for the further computations together with the estimated street surface 
boundaries that will define the borders of the polygonal reconstruction. 
At first, the points are used to compute their enclosing oriented bounding box. In this way, 
information about the surface dimensions and principal orientations is obtained, which is then used 
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to define the initial grid for the road surface segmentation. The grid is initialized as grid cells of 
uniform size (e.g. 2 x 2m²). Evaluation criterion for the grid cells is the deviation of the point 
positions from the expected local surface patch. Each grid cell is tested for planarity. In case this 
criterion is not fulfilled, due to slope changes or strong height differences within a path, the region 
must be subdivided by the quad tree. 
To achieve this aim, the PCA is first executed for the points belonging to the current grid element, 
generating the eigenvectors that describe the local basis, together with their eigenvalues (chapter 
3.3.2, p.42 ff). The eigenvalues are directly related to the average variation of the point positions in 
direction of the respective eigenvectors. This means, that the smallest eigenvalue can be used as 
initial valuation parameter to be tested if it exceeds a predefined threshold. If the value is smaller 
than the threshold, the grid cell must be further examined. The surface normal vector and centroid, 
resulting from the PCA are used to evaluate the orthogonal distance of each point from the 
expected planar surface. If a certain minimum number of points is located too far from the plane, 
this second evaluation criterion fails. As long as one of the two criteria fails, the grid cell must be 
subdivided into its four sub-regions. This procedure is repeated iteratively until all grid cells fulfil the 
evaluation criteria, or a maximum level of sub-segmentations has been reached. 
 
 
Figure 8.2-2 Example for quad tree representation of a grid [Pajarola, 2002]. a) Quad tree with 
subdivision difference between neighbouring grid cells larger than one level; b) 
Restricted quad tree, neighbouring grid cells vary by maximum one level. 
During the procedure, adjacent cells can reach subsampling depth varying by more than one level. 
As discussed by [Pajarola, 1998], triangulations of such regular quad trees can lead to unwanted 
cracks within the representation that appear as gaps within the final visualization. To avoid such 
occurrences, the neighbouring segments within the quad tree must be adapted respectively. For 
each grid cell, the sampling depth of all its adjacent neighbours is examined. If the depth of at least 
one neighbour is finer by more than one level, the current cell is split into its 4 sub-regions (Figure 
8.2-2). This procedure is repeated until all neighbouring grid cells correspond to the given 
restriction. The resulting segmentation is also known as a restricted quad tree. 
 
 
Figure 8.2-3 Restricted quad tree triangulation. a) Generated quad tree of terrain surface; b) 
triangulation generated from quad tree 
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Finally, the grid cells must be triangulated to obtain the desired surface models. The strategy for 
the triangulation, as shown in [Pajarola, 1998], can be used as basis for this work, including slight 
modifications for the given dataset: 
– Cells outside street boundaries 
Those cells that contain only few or no points or are located outside the prior approximated 
street boundaries can be excluded from the reconstruction, as they do not belong to the street 
surface. To determine a cells location, its position in relation to the street boundary splines (as 
approximated in chapter 6.1.2, p.72 ff) is evaluated. If the directional vectors of the cells centre 
towards the left and right boundary spline span an angle larger than 90°, the cell must be located 
inside the street surface, otherwise outside.  
 
 
Figure 8.2-4 Comparison of cells a) inside and b) outside street boundaries (Red: Left 
boundary / directional connection vector: cell centre to left boundary; Green: Right 
boundary / directional vector: cell centre to right boundary).  
– Cells containing boundary splines 
Before the actual triangulation, all none-rejected cells are evaluated, if they contain segments of 
the boundary splines. As a detailed representation of the street boundaries is desired, here the 
classic triangulation of the octree cannot be executed. Instead, the four cell corners and the cell 
centre are evaluated if they are positioned in- or outside the street boundaries (in same way as 
the test for outlier cells). Those corner points located inside the boundaries are used as anchor 
points and the boundary spline sampled in equidistance steps to approximate the street outline 
in this region. 
 
 
Figure 8.2-5 Triangulation of boundary region. Green area in close up view (right). Equidistant 
subsampling of boundaries (blue points) and subsequent triangulation (redlines). 
For the remaining other cells, the triangulation method by [Pajarola, 1998] can be used.  
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8.2.1.4.2 Texture Projection 
After the polygonal street surface model has been generated, it only contains geometric 
information. For a complete reconstruction, the model must furthermore be texturized to add visual 
information, such as markings and traces on the surface. 
Via the orthographic rendering, as discussed in section 8.1.1 (p.159 ff), the required texture can be 
generated and applied to the surface model. Both elements, the polygon model and the texture use 
the same OBB for their initialization and as such are conform to each other regarding their local 
origin and directional vectors. The only step left to achieve the required mapping is to transfer the 
local coordinates of the model vertex points into texture coordinates. Usually, texture coordinates 
are defined as normalized coordinates for each direction. This means that along one direction of 
the texture, 0 would represent the location of the border to the left side and 1 to the right side 
(Figure 8.2-6). 
 
Figure 8.2-6 Assignment of texture coordinates to street surface 
 
For the texture mapping this means, that for each vertex point, the coordinates are transferred from 
the 2D grid defined by the OBB into the texture coordinates. 
 
_
_
_
_
 
Where  _ , _  = local texture coordinates of point  
 _ , _  = local image coordinates of point  
 ,  = length of OBB in menu 
Equation 8.2-1  transfer of local 2D position in Bounding box into texture coordinates 
After assigning texture coordinates for each vertex point, the generation of the street surface model 
is complete (Figure 8.2-7). 
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Figure 8.2-7 Comparison between 3D point cloud and generated polygon model of street surface. 
8.2.2 3D content export 
PC-Crash aims at the simulation and reconstruction of vehicle accidents within a virtual 
environment. This environment is meant to represent a simplified model of the accident scene, 
including the street surface, (possible) collision partners, and relevant objects within the 
surrounding area. The software is able to import 3D objects, cars and road surfaces for the 
simulation of the accident scene. To allow better processing times, simplified polygon 
representations are recommendable.  
For the export of the 3D information to the PC Crash software, the different objects must be saved 
as single independent object files in the Drawing Exchange Format (DXF) [Autodesk, Inc., 2011] or 
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) format [Web3D Consortium, 2003]. DXF is a 
standardized format to describe 2D or 3D object information, originally intended to be used for 
exchange of AutoCAD drawings, while VRML represents a file format solely for 3D vector graphics.   
 
For the actual exchange with PC Crash, DSD [Dr. Steffan Datentechnik, 2012] offers an Object 
Linking and Embedding (OLE) interface. This interface allows controlling the PC Crash software 
form an external application, including the preparation and execution of the simulation. The single 
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objects are loaded into the application using a corresponding file reading command and are 
following located at their corresponding position.  
 
Besides the usage in PC Crash, the generated 3D models can also be used for any other arbitrary 
3D software. Referring to the available exchange formats and import possibilities, the data must be 
adapted for further usage.  
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 FUTURE PROSPECTS 9.
Although this work covered many relevant aspects for the accident scene reconstruction from 
mobile laser scan information, there are still different possibilities for future extensions and 
improvements of the system. In this context, chapter 7 already gave a brief insight into possible 
extensions of the different segmentation approaches, regarding the still existing limitations. This 
chapter will continue the started discussion, introducing further possibilities for additional features 
and enhancements of the presented system. Hereby, the following discourse will cover the data 
segmentation and visualization in respect of the targeted accident reconstruction as well as other 
scenarios, such as the virtual representation of streets, for different simulation software. 
To allow a better overview, the sub-sections are clustered into individual groups regarding their 
field of application. The first cluster will discuss possible prospects for the scan data segmentation, 
suggesting solutions for aspects that weren’t covered in this work. Following, further details on 
modelling and object reconstruction are shown that can be of use to extend the resulting data for 
application outside of the field of accident research. As the data segmentation is based on single-
scan mobile laser scanning solutions in this work, the third subsection is dedicated to new 
extensions based on enhanced scan-data from combining multiple static and mobile surveyed 
datasets. In the final section the utilization of graphics processing hardware for the execution of the 
complex segmentation and reconstructions will be introduced. The section will give a short 
explanation on the possibilities and advantages of using hardware accelerated processing methods 
for this work. 
9.1 Prospects for scan data segmentation 
Although the segmentation steps, discussed in chapter 6, are sufficient for the reconstruction of 
accident scenarios, additional procedures and analysis are often desired for detailed 
reconstructions of the accident scenes. Until now, different elements of the scene still require 
additional user-based information for a complete segmentation of all accident relevant parts, e.g. 
the classification of road surface salient or adjacent foreign objects and of street signs. This sub-
section will discuss the requirements and currently existing limitations, as well as suggest possible 
solutions to overcome these difficulties and realize a higher degree of automation in the process. 
9.1.1 Classification of arbitrary obstacles 
In chapter 6.5 (p.134 ff), a solution for the semi-automatic extraction of street adjacent / salient 
objects has been presented. While this approach enables the user to select the desired objects 
from the scan in combination with an automatic growth and collection of the corresponding points, it 
also requires the manual classification of the objects for the accident scene reconstruction. The 
procedure proved to be reliable in arbitrary scenes, while requiring only little user input.  
Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement. In contrast to the other object types of the 
accident scenes (street surface and markings, trees, walls, etc.) that present unique shapes and 
appearances, the remaining obstacles on or besides the street surface, such as parked vehicles, 
hydrants, waste bins, etc., usually correspond to specific shapes. As such, an automatic 
classification and improved reconstruction can be achieved using a respective algorithm for object 
classification from point samplings.  
The data obtained from the mobile laser scans can vary in respect of point densities, noise level, 
and sampling capabilities. Moreover, clusters detected within the scan scenario do not necessarily 
represent exactly the same objects as available within a given model-set, but only similar 
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structures. Because of this, the object detection must be classifiable based on likelihood 
estimations instead of straight forward template comparisons. 
For this requirement, algorithms that target object evaluation based on shape similarities are 
promising. Two different approaches, where the objects are locally examined regarding their outer 
shape, are introduced by [Johnson & Hebert, 1999] and [Mian, et al., 2005]. As the algorithm of 
Johnson shows better robustness to clutter and occlusion, the subsequent discussion is focused on 
this approach. 
The approach by Johnson aims at the local description of point sampled 3D objects via rotation 
invariant projection images (so called spin images) and can be roughly compared to PCA based 
image detection approaches [Murase & Nayar, 1995]. If a point cloud object is represented via local 
projections onto image planes, defined by the position and respective surface normal vectors of a 
selected set of seed points, the resulting images strongly depend on the image rotation around the 
normal direction, thus complicating the comparison and evaluation of the scene objects. 
In contrast to this, the approach by [Johnson & Hebert, 1999] uses spin-images, which represent 
the local point cloud appearance in a parameter-space. The image axes define the orthogonal 
distance of the points from the projection plane and the Euclidian distance of the orthogonal 
projection towards the plane’s centre point (the position of a point defining the projection plane). In 
this way, the resulting image data becomes rotation invariant, creating a unique description of the 
point’s neighbourhood appearance (Figure 9.1-1).  
 
 
Figure 9.1-1 Example for spin images, taken from [Johnson & Hebert, 1999]. Spin images of 
three oriented points on 3D model. : Distances of neighbour points from a plane defined 
by position and normal direction of evaluated points, : Orthogonal distances of 
neighbour points from the plane. 
For the initiation of the procedure, a set of model objects is used to create a spin-image collection, 
representing the neighbourhood of each sampled point. To reduce the amount of computations 
required for comparisons and the excessive memory storage for the images, the data is reduced 
via PCA image compression [Murase & Nayar, 1995]. 
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After the model-dataset has been initialized, the object detection can be executed by selecting a 
set of seed points from the point cloud data and computing their corresponding spin images. 
Following, these spin images are compared to the models and those regarded, with highest 
correspondence are evaluated in detail. If the similarity between the scene and model object is high 
enough, the scene object can be classified and extracted as such. 
Besides the sole classification, the spin-images can also be used for surface matching procedures, 
using the found point correspondences between the model and scene objects for an initial 
alignment that is further improved via ICP [Johnson & Hebert, 1998]. 
For the aim of classifying objects, detected within the street adjacent / salient regions, the spin 
image procedure is a promising approach, assuming the required shapes and appearance 
similarities of the scene clusters and model objects are given. Utilizing this approach in this context 
thus requires a detailed evaluation, to which degree a satisfying classification can still be achieved. 
This includes the number of models required for the detection, the degree of deviation between 
model and scene object and the adjustments of the relevant parameters for the spin-image 
procedure. For the latter, an insight into possible influences of the parameters is given in [Johnson 
& Hebert, 1999]. Furthermore, the sampling data quality of the objects can vary, based on the 
surface material. For example, a vehicle with black metallic furnished surface will mostly generate 
bad scan results, making it more challenging to be detected and classified correctly.  
A possible extension of the procedure would be a semi-automatic generated model base. Instead 
of using a set of predefined models, the actual scene content could be used to learn the 
classifications. Especially such object types, that repeatedly appear within the scan data can 
benefit from such a scheme (e.g. hydrants, junction boxes, etc.). Here, the objects can initially be 
selected once by the user, as introduced in section 6.5 (p. 134 ff) and used as a template. The 
spin-image data obtained from this template can be processed same as a regular model data and 
kept for comparison. Afterwards, those objects of similar outer shape can be detected automatically 
in the successional data from the template model and classified as the same object type. 
9.1.2 Classification of traffic signs 
Until now, this work only detects street signs based on their poles, provided that their sign poles 
are of good visibility in the scan data and sampled by a sufficiently high number of points.  
Under these circumstances, an additional detection and possible classification of the signs from 
their pictograms is desirable. Yet, the scan systems available for this work were highly limited 
regarding the sampling of retroreflective surfaces, as usually found on traffic signs (Figure 9.1-2). 
Until now, the sampling of such surfaces presents difficulties for most laser scanning systems, 
obtaining either no or only very noisy information (Figure 9.1-2). 
 
Figure 9.1-2 Static high detail scan of traffic sign. Front of sign generated bad sampling due 
to retroreflective surface. Only back side of direction sign below is good detectable in 
scan data. (Blue: position of scan device) 
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Nevertheless, the classification of the traffic signs is a useful aim for future developments of the 
system as it adds further automation to the segmentation and is also relevant for the effective traffic 
rules at the accident scene. 
Camera based systems in contrast do not encounter such difficulties. Currently available driver 
assistance systems are able to detect street signs during driving from evaluating camera data 
[Waite & Oruklu, 2012]. The images obtained from the cameras are processed to detect image 
areas containing road sign candidates and are evaluated if they comply with the known pictograms. 
Furthermore, the spatial positioning of the signs can be estimated from the visual flow, obtained by 
comparison of the signs position in successive images. As the velocity of the vehicle is known, the 
relative positioning of the camera in two successive images can be determined and used to 
compute the sign position from its image positions. Moreover, the detection can be accelerated 
using the given guidelines for traffic signs. Usually the signs are positioned at a fixed, 
predetermined height above the ground, orthogonally oriented to the corresponding driving lanes. 
As the cameras are fixed positioned and oriented on the car body, this information can be used for 
improved sign detection. 
In this context, a combined solution, using camera and laser scanning data can be useful, using the 
visual flow in the image data for the sign position detection. The obtained information is combined 
with the laser scan data from the synchronized data streams using the known orientation and 
positioning of the vehicle.  
Also in case the available laser scanning device is able to sample the traffic signs with good 
precision, the image based approaches can be directly ported to the laser scan application, by 
determining the signs surface normal direction for executing a projective rendering into an image 
space for further processing.  
9.1.3 Segmentation of trees with unusual shapes 
While the presented tree segmentation approach achieved good estimations for most trees, outliers 
still occurred under certain circumstances. Mainly, the erroneously rejected trees resulted from 
unusual shapes, curvatures or occluded regions that complicated the detection of the tree stems.  
If the occlusions resulted from very low tree crowns, the tree will instead be detected as high grown 
shrubbery. Although visually similar, shrubberies play a different role as collision objects than tree 
stems due to the reduced impact on the vehicles at same collision speed.  
The other possibility, of the tree having an unusual stem shape, presents a more complicated 
situation. In such a situation, where the stem cannot be recognized by the discussed approaches 
(Hough transform, circle fitting or normal orientation based approach), extension of the approaches 
are necessary to improve the detection rates. Possible approaches include the piece-wise 
extraction of stem segments for analysis of possible candidates for yet unclassified objects in the 
scan and the estimation of the stem trajectory including local diameter analysis and tree crown 
evaluation at the ending of the estimated spline. 
9.1.4 Fusion of laser scan and image data 
Not just for the detection and classification of traffic signs, but for enhancing the reconstruction in 
many aspects, the combination of laser scan data, together with colour image information is 
reasonable. The data obtained from the current scan devices only contains intensity information of 
the sampled surfaces for the wavelength used by the laser. Additional colour recognition would be 
beneficial for the reconstruction in multiple aspects. As example: In case the street surface and the 
adjacent ground surface show little difference in roughness and height, i.e. fine gravel at the road 
boundaries or English lawn, the detection of the road boundaries can be complicated in respect of 
the used extraction methods. 
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In combination with colour information, a separation of those areas could still be achievable. Also 
other colour based differentiations, like yellow and white road markings, which are of special 
interest at street construction sites, could enhance the possibilities of successful data 
segmentation. 
To achieve this aim, a solution for the precise combination of laser scan and image data must be 
introduced. Referring to the used camera system, different approaches are possible. Using usual 
cameras, a combination similar as presented by [Pu & Vosselman, 2009] is realizable. Here, the 
image data is mapped onto the laser scan data by feature recognition and allocation in both 
sources. Likewise, for other situation, such as the mapping of hemispherical camera information 
onto static TLS intensity information, solutions exist [Schilling, et al., 2012]. 
Differently, a combination of a high resolution single line camera system, parallel arranged with the 
profile scan device could be used, to achieve a possibly precise colourization of the scan data. 
 
  
Figure 9.1-3 Fusion of laser scan geometry and colour image data. Left: reconstructed 
building model with mapped image data [Pu & Vosselman, 2009]; Right: TLS intensity 
data combined with image data from hemispherical photograph [Schilling, et al., 2012] 
9.2 Modelling of segmented data 
The segmented objects can be used to generate polygonal models at different level of detail. In 
case the reconstruction of simplified representatives is sufficient (e.g. tree stems and their crowns, 
street lights, walls, etc.) the scene can be directly reconstructed from the procedures discussed in 
chapter 6 and 8.2. Only the street surface itself is desired to be reconstructed with detailed 
information about curvature, slope changes, and other influences, such as potholes, as discussed 
in detail in section 8.2.2 (p.171 ff).  
Yet, as there are applications that desire more detailed models, extensions of the object 
reconstruction procedures become necessary. This includes high level simulations and 
documentations, which target life like renderings of the environment to achieve a better immersion 
of the probands. To  realize such detailed descriptions of the scanned scene, the segmentation 
results obtained from this work can be used in combination with such approaches as presented by 
[Pu & Vosselman, 2006] [Pu & Vosselman, 2009] (reconstruction of precise building facades) and 
[Rutzinger, et al., 2010], [Schilling, et al., 2011]  (generation of detailed tree models). 
These approaches must be evaluated in respect of their applicability on the given mobile scan 
datasets. The procedures can be focused on the object classification and reconstruction, as the 
relevant clusters are already segmented within this work. 
9.2.1 Detailed modelling of trees 
For the generation of detailed tree models, the approach by [Schilling, et al., 2011] can be 
considered as good preparation of the scan data, as it shows a solution to obtain topological 
information of the trees. As mentioned earlier in section 6.4.3 (p.116 ff), this is achieved via 
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transformation of the point cloud into a regular voxel space, followed by a filtering of the data 
regarding sparsely populated voxel cells and estimation of the topology via a depth first search 
procedure, finding the expected paths from the branch endings towards the tree stem centre. 
This topology for itself does not generate an actual model of the tree. In this context, a combination 
with the, originally image based approach by [Neubert, et al., 2007], is promising, which first 
computes a volumetric representation followed by the generation of an actual tree geometry from 
an estimated topology (Figure 9.2-1). Neubert then generates an actual tree model from the 
topology by examining the number of points stored within each segment of the topology and using 
this information to estimate the related branch thickness and number of sub-branches spreading 
from each segment.  
 
 
Figure 9.2-1  Estimation of tree model from volume grid representation [Neubert, et al., 2007]. 
Left to right: Volume grid obtained from multiple input images; Generated topography of 
volume tree; Polygonal reconstructed model of tree stem, branches and twigs.  
The to-do for the prospects of this work is the evaluation of the applicability in relation to the 
discussed procedures of [Schilling, et al., 2011] and [Neubert, et al., 2007] and their combined 
usage. The approaches must be examined if correct / good results are achievable, solely using the 
one-sided point samplings that are obtained from the MLS scan procedure. As the point density of 
the trees’ rear side can strongly decrease, depending on the amount of self-occlusions within a tree 
crown, further extensions of the discussed procedures can become necessary to achieve realistic 
reconstructions of the trees. 
Another subject to be analysed in this relation is the degree the reconstructed tree crowns deviate 
from the original models. The tree crown appearances can be influenced by different sources, 
especially from self-occlusions, covering large clusters of the crowns branches and twigs. 
9.2.2 Detailed modelling of building facades 
If detailed visualization of building facades is required, the approach discussed in section 6.3 
(p.110 ff) needs to be expandet. As the presented system is developed for the application on 
accident scene reconstruction, only the outer shape and occluding areas of walls were examined. 
For detailed facades, further knowledge about additional elements, such as doors and windows 
must be obtained. Here, the approaches by [Pu & Vosselman, 2006] and [Boulaassal, et al., 2007] 
present possible procedures for the detection and classification of such regions. Pu defines a set of 
feature constrains for the cluster sizes, positioning, direction and topology that are used to classify 
a detected planar cluster. For example, the definition of a minimum and maximum extent for the 
surface and the intersection of the object with the adjacent ground as preconditions for the 
classification of a door feature. This approach can generate good results as long as the 
corresponding elements are sampled in the point cloud. In case certain features are invisible in the 
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dataset (e.g. windows, without point samplings on the glass surface, due to lack of diffuse 
reflection), the segmentation will not be able to generate the desired solution. For such 
circumstances, [Boulaassal, et al., 2007] accomplishes to detect these holes in the datasets and to 
generate the corresponding contours along the extracted boundaries. The procedure first extract 
the examined building wall and generates a triangulated representation using standard 2D 
Delaunay-triangulation. Based on the assumption that the wall contour points belong to the long 
sides of the Delaunay triangles, the generated triangulation is examined regarding the existing side 
lengths of all triangles. Those belonging to the longest edges are classified as contour elements.  
Combined with the approach by [Pu & Vosselman, 2006], the detected gaps in the dataset can be 
examined and classified in relation to their dimensions. 
 
For the integration of these approaches into the system, several aspects have to be taken into 
account. Regarding the translucent areas, detected within the walls using the approach by 
[Boulaassal, et al., 2007], the found gaps do not necessarily correspond to actual windows / holes / 
doors, etc. within the dataset, but can also result from occluded regions. To achieve a satisfying 
segmentation, this approach must be extended to classify those shadowed segments, similar to the 
solution presented in section 6.3.3 (p.111 ff). Furthermore, if a combination of this approach with 
the procedure defined by [Pu & Vosselman, 2006] is desired, additional classification of these 
regions should be discussed (e.g. boundary region of 1 x 2m size adjacent to the ground surface 
should be classified as open door / gate).  
9.2.3 Detailed modelling of street salient / street adjacent objects 
As discussed in section 9.1.1, arbitrary objects contained within the scene can be learned and 
compared to model data via the spin image approach of [Johnson & Hebert, 1999]. In case of a 
successful classification, the examined scene cluster can be linked to the respective model from 
the object library. Together with the introduced procedure for the alignment of both data groups 
[Johnson & Hebert, 1998], knowledge about the scene objects orientation is obtained. This 
information can be used to enhance the representation by additional details, such as the parking 
direction of the relevant vehicles. 
For a visually convincible representation, the OBBs and point cloud clusters of these objects 
furthermore can be replaced by polygonal models. In this relation, an extension of the given 
approaches is desirable, where a set of polygon models and their respective point cloud segments 
can be linked to the scene objects and adapted to the given appearances and dimensions.  
Knowing the position, orientation and dimensions of a scene object, a corresponding model object 
can be fitted at its location into the scene. In case the sizes of the two objects vary, the polygon 
models can be adjusted and mapped to the scene data.  
Such an approach could allow a fast and acceptable solution for reconstructing the scene for high-
level simulation environments.  
Questions that need to be solved are: the number and versions of models required to obtain good 
approximations of the scene objects.  
9.3 Enhancing scan data by combining multiple scans 
The algorithms presented in this thesis were designed for application on the scan-data from single 
mobile scan procedures. While the data of a single mobile scan is sufficient for the accident scene 
construction, there are few exceptions, where the reconstruction could benefit from additional scan 
data, of static or mobile origin. E.g. when relevant areas of the scene are difficult to be reached 
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from the MLS, additional TLS data sourcing from a static device could be combined with it, allowing 
a better understanding of the accident. 
To realize such multi-scan environments, two principal issues have to be solved. On the one hand, 
the combination of multiple mobile and stationary scans requires the scans to contain known or 
detectable key points that are available in the corresponding datasets. 
Yet, in case of large mobile scans of several hundreds of metres extent, without global error 
restriction by dGPS data, rotation related errors can lead to unwanted deviations between the 
different scans. If these errors grow too large, combination of the scans becomes much more 
complex and cannot be simply solved via key point matching. Here, new solutions must be 
developed to overcome this limitation, or to generate satisfying solutions for the combination of 
static and mobile scan data. A possible approach would be the segmentation of one of the two 
mobile scan data into multiple shorter elements, which are piecewise fitted onto the other dataset. 
On the other hand, many of the algorithms, discussed and used in this work, benefit from the 
availability of the scan device’s local 2D scan coordinates during the mobile scan procedures. 
While this possibility is of advantage for the data processing, it further complicates the combination 
with other datasets. For example, an erroneous manifold extraction of the same object boundaries, 
by passing by the object multiple times. Without additional information, two samples within one 
scan could be interpreted as two different, independent segments. 
Besides these difficulties, the combination of multiple scans could be used to improve the quality of 
the segmentation via redundant and supporting information. As such, e.g. passing vehicles can be 
automatically removed from the dataset, in case the corresponding area was sampled more than 
one time.  
9.4 Hardware accelerated processing and segmentation 
Many of the algorithms developed within this work can be executed independently for each single 
point or scan line, which means that a parallel processing of multiple elements is applicable to 
improve the overall computing performance of the system. Especially time consuming algorithms, 
such as the processing of the point surface normal (chapter 3.3.2, p.42) or the initial point 
classification (chapter 3.4, p.44 ff) can highly benefit from parallelization. Usual multithreaded 
implementations separate a task into multiple, independent procedures that can be executed 
simultaneously via multiple CPU cores. The number of parallel executable threads corresponds to 
the number of available cores. While current CPUs often consist of four to eight cores, new graphic 
processing units (GPUs) are usually built from several hundred cores, allowing a respective 
number of parallel executable tasks. Moreover, the computations on GPUs does not have to be 
restricted to graphical rendering tasks, but can be used for arbitrary parallelizable procedures. This 
approach is known by the term “General Purpose Computations on Graphics Processing Units” 
(GPGPU). Figure 9.4-1 gives a brief overview of achievable processing capabilities of standard 
consumer GPUs versus high end CPUs. 
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Figure 9.4-1 Computing capabilities of current Graphics Processing Units (GPU) in 
comparison to CPUs of the same generation [NVidia, 2012] 
Current graphics devices use a “Single Instruction, Multiple Data” (SIMD) architecture in contrast to 
the classic multicore CPU “Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data” (MIMD) architecture. In this case, a 
so called multiprocessor is built from a set of n processing units, sharing a common instruction unit 
(Figure 9.4-2, left). Its processing units can only execute the same sequence of instructions at the 
same time. As a brief example: The low budget GPU model NVidia GTX 650 TI (NVidia GTX 650 
TI [NVidia Corporation, 2012b]) already contains 4 multiprocessors, each of which consisting of 
192 cores (@ 928Mhz clocking). In this case, a total of 768 cores is available, resulting in a 
processing power of 712.7 Ghz. 
 
Figure 9.4-2 Architecture of current NVidia graphic processing units [NVidia Corporation, 
2009]. Left: Multiprocessor architecture used in GPUs; Right: GPU Thread management, 
organizing the threads into 1D to 3D grid of uniform blocks which are executed on the 
GPUs multiprocessors. 
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However, these processing capabilities can only be achieved in case all threads, executed by one 
of the multiprocessors process the same sequence of instruction at the same time. Otherwise, the 
threads must be executed sequentially, reducing the possible computational speed significantly. 
This means, that e.g. branching instructions, such as “if….else”, “switch – case”, etc. can 
negatively influence the processing if used carelessly. 
 
Because of this and other architectural differences, i.e. available memory layers and access 
regulations, the implementation of the algorithms must be adapted and optimized regarding their 
parallelization on GPU hardware to achieve best computation times. 
For the porting of the algorithms, different software development kits (SDK) to access and control 
graphics processing units are available. Amongst those, the Open Computing Language (OpenCL) 
[Khronos Group, 2011] and NVidia’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [NVidia, 2012] 
are of particular interest, as they represent SDKs that were specifically designed for outsourcing 
complex computations onto the graphics hardware. They allow an in-depth control of the way the 
hardware executes the procedures, including the thread management of the hardware, organizing 
the threads in a 1D, 2D or 3D grid of uniformly sized thread-blocks, which are executed by the 
multiprocessors (Figure 9.4-2, right). 
For a more detailed introduction into the programming paradigms and possibilities, please see the 
corresponding literature. Additional in-depth information on the topic of GPU programming 
optimization can be found in [NVidia Corporation, 2012a]. 
 
To achieve a good GPU based implementation of the algorithms, the procedures must be 
evaluated in respect of their portability for highly parallelized computations and modified 
respectively if necessary. Moreover, as the memory required for the processing of large point cloud 
data can easily reach the limitations of the available GPU memory, intelligent out-of-core solutions 
must be developed that keep track of the currently stored point clusters, also in combination with 
the kd-tree, which is required for fast and efficient point neighbourhood searches in the dataset. 
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 CONCLUSION 10.
The survey of traffic accident scenes is one of the major requirements in the field of accident 
research for the aim of improving traffic safety and the development of new vehicles. Up until now, 
this task was fulfilled via time-consuming documentation of the accident scene using manual and 
photogrammetric measurement methods. All relevant objects and traces had to be marked and 
inspected on spot by the research team, as a post processing of the data was only possible to a 
limited extent from the available photo documentation. 
In this regard, laser scanning has already been proven as a reliable method for surveying tasks, 
allowing a fast and detailed acquisition of three-dimensional object information. Due to the possible 
sampling rates and the achievable measurement accuracies, an actual 3D representation of the 
scenes is realizable without requiring a lot of user interaction on site. For the surveying of 
elongated paths, as usually required for the accident scene documentation, the application of 
mobile laser scanning can further optimize the procedure, enabling the user to collect all required 
scene and object information while driving through the scene.   
Nonetheless, there are also certain restrictions of current laser scanning systems and applications 
that need to be taken into account. On the one hand, the commercially available MLS are very cost 
intensive due to the required additional hardware and present fixed constructions with the vehicle 
they are attached to.  
On the other hand, while the surveying task itself can be executed in short time, the subsequent 
post-processing of the data requires complex, manual user interaction with the hitherto existing 
software tools. Although there are different approaches for the automatic segmentation and 
recognition of objects and surfaces from laser scanning point clouds, the resulting tools and 
software are only designed for their respective use-case or the detection of specific learned 
shapes. As consequence, the usage of these approaches for tasks other than their targeted field of 
application is also limited.  
Concerning certain tasks of the accident scene documentation, such as the generation of 
orthographic sketches of the accident relevant scene information or the preparation of the data for 
later simulations in other software systems, corresponding approaches for the automatic data 
processing still needed to be developed. 
 
The aim of this thesis was the development of a new laser scanning software system, together with 
a set of new procedures and algorithm that is suitable for the task of traffic accident surveys and 
the automatic processing of the relevant objects and scene information. To make use of the 
existing advantages of mobile scanning systems, a new low-cost solution for MLS was developed 
in this work, based on a regular static laser scanning system in combination with standard sensor 
systems and hardware, included in standard consumer vehicles. The available systems provide the 
information required for the estimation of the vehicle movements, such as the mono wheel 
rotational speed sensors and the yaw rate sensor. All systems interact via the CAN-Bus that 
guarantees all relevant information to be available within fixed deadlines and thus replaces the 
real-time computing system, otherwise required by the MLS.  
The data, generated by the MLS, includes the scan device’s local distance measurements and 
coordinates, as well as the globally transformed location for each point. The developed procedures 
make use of both these input streams to realize a better post-processing of the data. 
 
Regarding the automation of the point cloud processing and information extraction, multiple new 
algorithms have been developed and implemented in this thesis. Based on a detailed analysis of 
the relevant scene content, the required measurement precision and possibilities for automatic, as 
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well as user-supported processing have been examined. These gathered preconditions were used 
for the evaluation of different approaches on laser scan data processing. For each of the following 
objects and traces, new algorithms were developed from the obtained knowledge or generated via 
combination of existing approaches. 
– Street surface 
 
Figure 10-1 Detection of street surface. Classification of road boundaries from height jumps, 
roughness variations and occlusions.  
The detection and extraction of the street surface and its corresponding boundaries is realized 
by a scan-line based examination of the street surface for height-jumps and variations of the 
surface roughness. The detected boundaries are divided into different types (curbs, walls, 
changes of surface roughness, limiting road markings) and evaluated regarding their likelihood 
of actually being part of the road boundaries. Erroneous boundaries, resulting from occlusions in 
the dataset are recognized via a shadow projection approach and can be excluded from the 
reconstruction to significantly improve the resulting surface extraction. 
– Road Markings 
 
Figure 10-2 Detection of road markings. Classification based on shape, size and 
neighbourhood estimations.  
In this thesis, a new approach for road marking reconstruction and classification is presented, 
based on PCA and OBB subdivision. The developed algorithm allowed the correct classification 
and grouping of the road marking types (continuous and dashed lane separating markings, as 
well as pictographic markings, such as turning arrows). Further, satisfying results were also 
achieved in case of severe abrasions or soiling of the road surface. In case markings were 
partially occluded by foreign objects, it was possible to reconstruct the missing regions and 
successfully classify the fragments from conclusions based on the markings preceding and 
succeeding neighbours. 
– Skid- and police-markings 
Markings that resulted from tire abrasions (drift- and break lines) or police markings, were 
extracted from the dataset using a semi-automatic approach. The presented solution only 
required the user to define single points along the markings path for a rough definition of the 
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area of interest. Via intensity based clustering and alignment based estimations, the markings 
were successfully detected on the road surface and outlined in the dataset. Referring to the type 
of the data, skid marks were reconstructed from analysing the outer boundaries of darker 
regions, while police markings were reconstructed by searching for hand-drawn scribbles within 
the examined areas. 
– Walls 
 
Figure 10-3 Extraction of wall collision zones at vehicle heights, including detection and 
closure of occluded regions.  
Regarding the extraction of walls from the dataset, special focus was given to segments at 
vehicle height. In this way, a differentiation between the traversable regions, such as gates, 
garages and underpasses, and the actual collision zones of the buildings was possible. The 
walls were first detected from planar surface regions within the dataset and following analysed at 
different heights. As passing and parking vehicles as well as other objects lead to gaps on the 
walls that could be misinterpreted as traversable areas, these detected zones are further 
evaluated using the shadow projection approach as used for the road surface extraction. 
Knowing about those occluded regions, the virtual gaps within the walls were closed, while the 
actually existing openings were maintained in the reconstructed data. 
– Pole-like objects 
 
Figure 10-4 Detection of road adjacent trees including extraction of stems and crown diameters 
Pole like objects cover the recognition of trees, as well as traffic light and sign posts. Because of 
the remaining relevance of thin tree stems for traffic accident scenes, a two-tier solution was 
developed in this work to detect tree stems of arbitrary size, even in case the stem was 
represented by only few scan lines in the dataset. The solution determines the required 
procedure by examining the extent of the stems OBB in the respective dimensions.  
To distinguish between trees and sign posts, a new approach was introduced, solely requiring 
PCA-based estimations on point-neighbourhoods within the expected tree crown area. 
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Furthermore, the detected traffic poles were also successfully isolated from other, similar 
objects, such as drains at building walls, by evaluating their spatial distance from the priorly 
determined road boundaries.  
 
– Road adjacent / salient foreign objects 
 
Figure 10-5 User-Guided Selection of road salient, parked vehicles 
Besides the given static objects within the scene, also other arbitrary foreign objects, such as 
parked vehicles, were required to be detected in the dataset. As only those objects should be 
kept in the reconstructed data that were on-site while the accident happened, a user assisted 
selection of the relevant information was introduced in this work. Via simple user-interaction by 
click-selection of the corresponding objects, the surrounding point information was automatically 
comprised and the full object extracted.  
 
Besides the segmentation of the single objects in the dataset, the task of the actual reconstruction 
as 2D and 3D shapes has been covered as well. This includes methods presented for enhanced 
orthographic renderings and simplified vector graphics, as well as 3D polygon object generation for 
application in other software tools.  
The enhanced orthographic rendering describes a combination of orthophotos, created from the 
point cloud data, together with the object and scene information generated during the data 
segmentation step. In this way, a precise and detailed accident sketch, together with actual 
measurements and correct scales can be generated automatically. 
The 3D reconstruction was discussed with focus on later application in simulation software. To 
optimize the computability of the virtual scene representation, the object reconstruction was limited 
to the generation of simplified objects, only containing the required information.   
 
Concluding, this thesis presents a collection of algorithms and procedures for the segmentation 
and reconstruction of traffic accident road scenarios from mobile laser scanning. It was created to 
contribute to the current developments in automatic processing of 3D point cloud data and to 
provide new possibilities for a faster, safer and detailed acquisition of accident scene information 
for the field of accident research. 
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Appendix A. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
In this section, the software environment, developed for this work will be discussed in detail. The 
section will give an insight into the used software development kits (SDK), the architecture of the 
software environment, as well as into the new file formats developed for the data import & export. 
The software environment with all its features and algorithms was written in C++ using Microsoft 
Visual Studio 2008. 
A.1 Included software development kits 
For the development of this project, different several public available software development kits 
were included into the system. This sub-section is meant to give a brief overview over the different 
SDKs with their functionalities. 
A.1.1 QT 
QT is an application framework [Digia, 2013], mainly used for the implementation of platform 
independent graphical user interfaces (GUI). Due to its availability for different operation systems 
(Windows, MacOS X, Unix, etc.), the GUIs can be easily ported to the other systems. Furthermore, 
QT is designed to realize a simple separation between the GUI and the actual procedure, 
introducing its “signal and slot” construct that allows a type-safe alternative to regular function 
callbacks [Nokia, 2011] and also realizes an easier implementation. For this project, QT was used 
for the interface and communication between different classes (Figure Apx. 1). 
QT version used in this work: version 4.6.2, together with visual studio plugin version 1.1.4. 
 
 
Figure Apx. 1 Screenshot of software user interface implemented using QT (version 4.6.2) 
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A.1.2 ANN 
ANN (short for Approximate Nearest Neighbours) [Mount & Arya, 2010] is a library for 
multidimensional neighbourhood approximations. This SDK allows the generation of kd-tree or bd-
tree (box decomposition) data structures for points or knots within a d-dimensional space. 
Searches within the data structure are possible for the k nearest neighbours of a specified position 
in the d-dimensional space, as well as fixed radius neighbourhood searches.  
In this work, version 1.1.2 was included and used for all such neighbourhood searching tasks. 
A.1.3 OpenGL 
OpenGL is the most widely used and supported cross platform API for 2D and 3D graphics 
application [Khronos Group, 1997] and supported by all current off-the-shelf graphics hardware. In 
this work, it is used for the interactive 3D rendering of the point cloud, together with the 
visualization of selected regions, segmentations, etc.  
Moreover, it is used in combination with QT to realize the user interaction with the 3D presentation, 
transferring the relative on-screen position of the mouse cursor into the system and generating 
signals of mouse clicks and keyboard events that are forwarded to the corresponding functions. 
A.1.4 OpenCV 
As the name suggests, the Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [itseez, 2012] is a 
library for different tasks in computer vision and machine learning. The library offers a large number 
of image processing algorithms and methods as well as flexible solutions for image file import and 
export. 
In this work, OpenCV is mainly used for this purpose, to generate and export image files from the 
rendered image date as various file formats. The OpenCV is a cross platform API and available for 
the major operation systems. 
Version used in this work is OpenCV 2.1.0  
A.1.5 ZFS SDK  
The data generated by the Imager 5006 scan device, used for this work is only available in 
Zoller+Fröhlich’s own *.zfs file format. To make full use of the information written to these files, 
Z+Fs SDK was included in this project. 
The SDK allows to read the scan point information from the *.zfs files, including the file header and 
an additional line header for every scan line. The file header contains the setup information of the 
system, while each line header contains all relevant information for the synchronization between 
vehicle trajectory and scan data (time data and time stamp counter increments) [Zoller+Fröhlich 
GmbH, 2009].  
Furthermore, the SDK offers several pre-processing tasks to be executed on the scan data, before 
retrieving the actual point list of a scan line. This includes filtering procedures, such as the removal 
of potential outliers, thin pixels, etc. The point data output further contains the local point positions 
within the scan line and the corresponding point intensities. 
Version used in this work is ZFS SDK 7.6.4. 
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A.2 Implementation 
The software environment developed for this work consists of two independent software tools. The 
first tool was designed for the generation of the 3D point cloud data from the combination of a *.zfs 
scan file and the corresponding vehicle trajectory. The second software tool imports the generated 
point cloud information and executes the procedures, developed for the data segmentation into the 
different object types, and visualizes the point cloud in an OpenGL Window. 
Although a combined software tool would have been realizable, this partitioned solution was 
preferred due to the resulting interchangeability of the point cloud generation tool. Integrating a 
different surveying solution into the system only requires the point cloud generation tool to be 
exchanged, while the actual data-processing tool can stay untouched. To realize the required data 
transfer between the two software tools, a new data exchange format has been developed in this 
work, containing all data required for the processing: 
 
  Value Unit Data Type 
1  Line Number  Integer 
2 Global coordinates x Metre Double 
3  y Metre Double 
4  z Metre Double 
5 Local coordinates x Metre Float 
6  y Metre Float 
7  Point Colour Intensity Integer 
Table Apx. 1 Overview file format for data exchange between 3D data fusion tool and point cloud 
processing software 
A.2.1 3D data fusion tool 
This software tool was implemented for the generation of 3D point cloud data from the original 2D 
profile scans and the vehicle trajectory information (Figure Apx. 2). The former is obtained directly 
from the corresponding *.zfs files exported by the scan device.  
 
Figure Apx. 2 Screenshot of software tool, implemented for generation of 3D point cloud data 
from original raw scan data and vehicle trajectory 
Regarding the vehicle trajectory information, the software tool accepts text files, containing the 
trajectory in the here presented format: 
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  Value Unit Data Type 
1  Time Seconds Float 
2 Global coordinates x Metre Float 
3  y Metre Float 
4  z Metre Float 
5  Flag True/False Boolean 
6 Global orientation Yaw Degree Float 
7  Roll Degree Float 
8  Pitch Degree Float 
Table Apx. 2 Overview of vehicle trajectory file content 
In this order, the measurement points are listed line by line in the text file. The contained 
information represents the time since the initialization of the system in seconds, together with the 
global coordinates and orientation of the vehicle within the scan data scenario. In case only a 2D 
trajectory is available, the format is reduced by removing the z-direction from the global coordinates 
and the roll and pitch angle from the global orientation. For the synchronization of the two data 
streams, the flag value of the trajectory data reflects the beginning and ending moment of the 
measurement, described by the time value of the same text line.  
 
 
Figure Apx. 3 Software: Vector CANalyzer. Screenshot showing export of captured vehicle 
sensor messages  
For the generation of the trajectory text file, the vehicle sensor information must first be read from 
the CAN-bus and used to compute the car’s trajectory. In this work, the software tools Vector 
CANalyzer (Figure Apx. 3) and CAN2Track were used. CANalyzer is a tool used for engine control 
unit networks, such as the Controller Area Network, to analyse and observe the existing data traffic 
[Vector Group, 2012]. It is used in this context to record the relevant sensor information, such as 
the single wheel rotational speed and the current status of the ESC signal. For the further 
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evaluation, the data is prepared and exported as *.csv file. This information is then imported to the 
CAN2Track4 software that allows a simple computation of the vehicle trajectory using specified 
vehicle sensors, as discussed in chapter 2.4 (p.23 ff). Finally, the scan data and vehicle trajectory 
are synchronized   
The synchronization of the scan file data and vehicle trajectory is implemented as discussed in 
chapter 2.6 and 2.7 (p. 27 ff). 
A.2.2 Point cloud processing tool 
One mayor focus of this work was the development of the point cloud processing software tool.  
The system was implemented to allow interactive evaluation, processing, and segmentation of the 
point cloud information, imported from a 3D mobile scan file. Regarding the data segmentation, the 
software covers all the algorithms, realized and introduced in chapter 6, as well as the Point cloud 
computation basic algorithms, shown in chapter 3 and 4 and the different rendering and export 
methods discussed in chapter 8. 
For the user interaction and rendering, the software furthermore offers a graphical user interface, 
including following activities: 
– Free movement through 3D space using mouse and keyboard inputs. 
– On screen selection of point regions for the specification of relevant zones, as well as the 
removal of unwanted areas. 
– On screen selection of single source points for the initialization of growth based algorithms (e.g. 
Detection and grouping of foreign objects related points in the scan data (chap. 6.5, p.134 ff). 
– Support for user defined splines projection onto point cloud data. 
– User based manipulation of procedures and algorithms via GUI setup. 
– Rendering of orthographic image representations and generation of corresponding 2D and 3D 
vector based graphics. 
 
The software system itself is divided into multiple sequential steps that need to be executed for the 
reconstruction of the accident scene from the point cloud data. These steps are clustered in three 
principal groups: the preprocessing of the point data, the segmentation and the final reconstruction 
and visualization of the scene. For a better overview of the groups, see Figure Apx. 4 
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Figure Apx. 4 Overview: Sequence of procedures executed, using point cloud processing 
software developed in this thesis 
The first group covers the steps required for the preprocessing of the point cloud data, as 
documented in chapter 3 (p.36 ff) and 4 (p. 49 ff). It is necessary that all these steps are executed 
prior to the segmentation procedures. Only in this way, satisfying results can be achieved from the 
algorithms. For example, the extraction of walls requires knowledge about occlusions for a correct 
combination of separated wall segments. If this information is not available during the execution, 
the wall segments boundaries cannot be evaluated, leading to unwanted gaps within the 
reconstructed wall. 
Concerning the actual point cloud segmentation, the street surface extraction should be executed 
before any other procedures, as it includes the approximations of relevant information, such as the 
paths of the road boundaries that are used as input for the other segmentation steps. 
Subsequently, the other procedures are executed as shown in Figure Apx. 4 and described in 
chapter 6 (p.72 ff). Through the user interface, the user can select the object types to be 
segmented and extracted from the point cloud. Regarding the semi-automatic algorithms, the user 
interacts with the system by defining the areas of interest where the corresponding algorithms are 
applied on. After all relevant objects and surfaces have been extracted from the point cloud; the 
data is prepared for export as 2D orthographic or 3D object representation. For this aim, the 
procedures discussed in chapter 8 (p.159 ff) are implemented in this group, allowing the user to 
select from the available modelling / drawing procedures and exporting the scene reconstruction for 
further utilization in third party software. 
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Figure Apx. 5 Overview of detected trees 
 
 
Figure Apx. 6 Overview – Wall detection, including user-navigated selection of parked vehicles 
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Figure Apx. 7 Orthographic sketch of extracted scene information 
 
 
Figure Apx. 8 Trees Detected along road adjacent region 
 
Figure Apx. 9 scene overview including highlighting of detected road surface 
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Figure Apx. 10 Scene presenting detection and extraction of trees and traffic lights. Coloring: 
Green: Vegetation candidate; Blue: Roughly planar regions 
 
 
Figure Apx. 11 Screenshot of scene from Figure Apx. 10, including user interface 
